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CHAPTER 1 : COPYRIGHT AND THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY

------ ------- -- --------- --------- ------ ---------

E8ergence of important copyright issues at Com.unity level

The development of copyright laws in the Community and elsewhere reveals a

continual re-examination of those laws to achieve an appropriate balance,
in the light of conditions prevai ling at the time, between important

objectives that are partially in tension. Protection of the economic

interests of the author and other creators, the promoti on of ready access
to information, and the pursuit .of cultural goals have all had to be
pursued and reconciled. In recent years and with increasing frequency, this

challenge has been raised, in terms of copyright 1 Law and policy, at

Community leve 

The directly applicable provisions of the Community Treaty concerning the

free movement of goods and freedom to provide services have produced a

number of leading cases on the extent to which copyright, of necessity

national in scope, may be rel ied upon if the result is to prevent goods and

servi ces being supplied across the Community s internal frontiers. As

elsewhere in the field of intellectual property rights, the European Court

of Justice quickly established the principle that, where goods are lawfully

placed on the market in a Member State, copyright cannot be rel ied upon to

restrict the free circulation of those goods elsewhere in the Community.

More recently, it has been called upon to define more clearly the limits of

that principle, for example, as regards the continuing possibility for

right holders to rely on their rights in relation to performances of

imported fi lms and sound recordings and to the rental of video recordings

Copyright issues have also emerged in other contexts. Reference IRust be

made to init iat ives taken to develop Community action in the cultural
sector to poss ible applications of Community competition law to certain

situations involving the exercise of copyright and industrial designs; to

problems posed by the arrival of new technologies including television by

cable and satell i te 4, semi conductors 5, computer technologies 6, and new

audi o-v isual recording techniques 1; and to the important commercial
problems caused to Community right holders by lack of effective protection

for thei r rights in many non-Member States 8



L 1.4. The emergence of all these issues at Community level within recent years is

not due to pure chance. It is in large part a reflection of the profound

changes which have been occurring in the world economy, involving as they

do important structuraL adaptations not least in the industrial i;zed

countries.

2. The growing iMportance of copyright to industry and couqerce

The structural adaptations that are under way Can be said to be

characterized by the following phenomena, all of which have served to

emphasize the importance of copyright protection to industry and commerce.

First, a shift has continued in the economic activity of industriali;zed
countries away from the production of goods having the character primarily

of staple commodities and towards the production of goods to which

considerable value has been i:ldded through the application of technology,

ski II and creativity. The superior performance and non-material attributes
of such goods, such as their design or image, constitute thei r main
competitive advantages. If some or all of those fei:ltures can be readily
appropriated by others through copying for commercial purposes at a

fraction of the cost of developing a competing original, then the

production and marketing of such high added-value goods is put at r1S

Second, the industriali;zed countries ' manufacturing activities have often
proved less dynamic than the service sector, of which the information and

entertainment industri es form an important part. Those industries are also
particularly vulnerable to damage through misappropriation, in particular

by unauthorized copying 10 . Thus the very activities which offer the best

hope for economic expansion, and are consequently the subject of

considerable new investment, are those which are particularly exposed to

losses through copying and accordingly have been seeking appropriate forms

of protection, including suitably adapted copyright laws.
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Third, technological innovation itself paradoxically generates not only the

possibility for new kinds of economic activity but , at the same time, the

means whereby the results of the efforts of others can be readily

misappropriated. In the field of semiconductor designs , for example, it has

been estimated that the original development of a sophisticated chip could

involve an investment of 100 million dollars, whereas reproduction of an

existing design would cost betwe.en 50,000 .ahd 100, 000 dollars A compl.ex

computer program representing many man hours of work and other investment

besides can be copied perfectly and almost instantaneously at the touch of

a button. Mul tiple copi es of a sound or video recording can be made with

equipment little more sophisticated than that used in the average home.

In sum, the growing economic importance of the industries needing copyright

protection 12 against ready misappropriation of their product.

parti cularl.y by copying, has natura lly produced pressure for the

modernization of existing copyright protection systems at both national and

Community level.

3. The Community s concerns in general

In the Commission s view, the Community s fundamental concerns in this

fi eld should be four-fold.

First , the Community must ensure the proper functioning of the common
market. To the maximum extent possible, creators and providers of copyright

goods and services should be able to treat the Community as a single

internal market. This requires the elimination of obstacles and legal

differences that substant ially di srupt the funct ioning of the market by

obstructing or distorting cross-frontier trade in those goods and services

as well as distorting competition.



This matter is explored in greater detail in the next section of this

chapter. It suffices to note here that significant differences in the

protecti on available to particular classes of copyright works can clearly
fragment the internal market in those works in an undesirable way.

Simi la rly, if in a number of Member States, effective action is not taken

to eliminate audio-visual piracy, the benefits of a Community-wide internal

market wi II be denied to the European production industry since it wi II not

be able to operate successfully in those parts of the market where it wi 

be undercut by unfair competition from pirate products. Action at Community

leve~ is needed to remove differences in national laws and procedures

creat ing problems of this kind and to prevent new and harmful divergences
from arising.

Second, in framing measures to ensure the proper functioning of the

internal market in copyright goods and services, the Community should

develop policies that will improve the competitiveness of its economy in

relation to its trading partners, particularly in areas of potential growth

such as the media and information. In addition to project-oriented measures

such as ESPRIT , accompanying mea.sures are also needed, among them

legislative initiatives in relation to intellectual property, so that

European creators and fi rms can rely on legal protecti on for thei r products
and activities at least as favourable to thei r development as that enjoyed

by their principal competitors in their home markets.

The thi rd general concern must be that intellectual property resulting from
creative effort and substantial investment within the Community should not

be misappropriated by others outside its external frontiers. It should

enjoy a fair return when expLoited in non-Member States. This is frequently

not the case at present
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On the other hand, copyright is an exclusive right granted by legislation

to an individual. One of its effects is inevitably to limit to a certain

extent the normal freedom of third parti esto compete by market ingsimilar
products. In the more traditional domains of copyright applying to

literary, musical and dramatic works, this has not posed a significant

problem since independent works of the same genre can in law and practice

still compete with each other quite fairly. In areas which have developed

more recently, however, the restrictive effects of copyright protection on

legi timate competiti on have on occasi on risked becoming excessive, for
example, in respect of purely functional industrial designs and computer

programs. In such contexts, copyright protection without suitable limits
can in practice amount to a genuine monopoly, unduly broad in scope and

lengthy in duration.

It follows that, in developing Community measures on copyright, due regard

must be paid not only to the interests of the right holder but also to the

interests of third parties and the public at large, since , particularly

with regard to products of an industrial char"cter, works are placed on the

market by a decision of the right holder himself.

Cultural considerations

The economi c interests which copyright law aims at protecting are

inextricably interwoven with cultural interests and cultural needs. New

dissemination and reproduction techniques have developed with an

ever-increasing speed and have added, at a corresponding rate of speed, to

the complexity of this relationship. These new technologies have entailed

the de facto abolition of national frontiers and increasingly make the

territorial application of national copyri~ht law obsolete, while, at the

same time, permitting for better and for worse in every country ever more

rapid, easy, cheap and high-fidel ity reproducti on. This has at one and the
Same time been a cause of satisfaction and concern.



Sat isfacti on has been expressed because th.e creator never before has
enjoyed comparable possibi l ities of making his work known at the national,
European or even global level at a speed which continues to increase. Thus,

it is more and more commonplace that the audience, for a specific work or

performance, consists of hundreds of millions or even billions of

spectators. At the same time, it raises concern because new technologies

render the cClntrol of the exploitation or use ofa work difficult or even

impossible, thereby reducing the value of copyright protection based on the
provisions of national law and the existing fr.amework of international
conventions.

Seen in the perspective of the completion of the Internal

Commission cannot but welcome the possibilities of rapid

dissemination of intellectual creation in the Community.

trend to ever increasingly rapid dissemination cannot be

repressed. The Community must meet this challenge.

Market, the
simultaneous
In any case , the

reversed or

Any action at the Community level is to be based on the following

considerations. Intellectual and artistic creativity is a precious asset

the source of Europe s cultural identity and of that of each individual

State. It is a vital source of economic wealth and of European influence

throughout the world. This creativity needs to be protected; it needs to be

given a higher status and it needs to be stimulated.

In general , the protection of creativity implies that creators enjoy due

respect for the integrity of thei r work and the right to authorize the use
made thereof. Remunerati on must be adequate and in general correspond to

the use made of the work. To give a higher status to creativity implies the

search for the appropriate means of rapid and extensive dissemination; and

the stimulation of creativity implies that, in addition to the protection

from which the work may benefit, the creator is offered additional

advantages in terms of royalties, new ways of dissemination and

exploi tati on, and new market,
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It is evident that the three objectives are at the one and same time

interactive and contradictory. They are interactive since the purpose of

protection can only be the search for higher status and stimulation. They

are contradictory because undue protection may hamper the possibilities of

dissemination as well as constitute the basis of unduly high remuneration.

On the other hand, uncontroLled dissemination may make protection

inoperative and thereby prejudice the possibilities of generating adequate

income.

The .Copyright Green Paper is intended to constitute the basis of a broad

consultation of interested circles. For this purpose, the paper contains an

analysis, legal and economic, of the various priority issues in respect of

which new technologies have raised questions.

In each chapter a number of legislative or technical solutions have been

suggested so that future political decisions can establish the delicate

balance which needs to be struck between the conflicting objectives,

thereby promoting at the Community level the protection, the increased

st~tus ~nd the stimulation of intellectual ~nd ~rtistic cre~tivity.

However, Community legislation shouLd be restricted to what is needed to

carry out the tasks of the Community. Many issues of copyright law, do not

need to be subject of action at Community level. Since all Member States

adhere to the B.erne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic

Works and to the Universal Copyright Convention, a certain fundamental

convergence of thei r laws has already been achieved. Many of the
differences that remain have no significant impact on the functioning of

the internal market or the Community s economic competitiveness.

Difference.s in national approaches to authors moral rights, for example,

do not in general produce situations which need to be addressed by

Community legislation. For this reason, the matter can for the most part be

left to be regulated by national laws within the framework of Article 6 bis

of the Berne Convention The same applies to many other matters
including, for example, the introduction of a publ ic domain subject to

payment and artists ' resale rights.



'1. 1;,. 10. The Community approach shouLd therefore be marked by a need to address

Community problems. Any temptation to engage in law reform for its own sake

should be resisted.

The fEC Treaty and the Community s powers in relation to copyright goods

and services

In law, the Community s objectives in the copyright field as in others are

defined by the Treaty, which also specifies the means by which they are to

be achieved.

The rights of authors, performers and others under national Laws of

copyright are not abstractions but are in practi ce exercised in respect of
specific goods or services. Many provisions of the EEC Treaty govern the

movement of goods and the provision of services; and in the absence of any

expl icit exception concerning goods and services subject to copyright

protection , these are covered like all others by the provisions in

question. An examination of the most important of these provisions shows

that the general concerns set out above correspond to the Community

competence as defined by the EEC Treaty and that it disposes of the powers

necessary to provide solutions-

The objectives of the Community as specified by Article 2 of the EEC Treaty

(hereafter EEC) are to promote throughout the Community a harmonious

development of economic activities, a continuous and balanced expansion, an

increase in stabi l ity, an accelerated raising of the standard of living and
closer relations between the Member States. These objectives are to be

real ized by establ ishing- a common market and progressively approximating

the ec.onomic pol icies of. the Member States.
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For these purposes, the Community must carry out a number of activities

listed in Article 3 EEC. These can be grouped under the following

headings : first, the elimination as between Member States of quantitative

rest rictions on the import and export of goods and on a II meaSures having
equivalent effect, second, the estabLishment of a common commercial policy

towards non-Member States, third, the abolition as between Member States of

obstacles to freedom of movement for persons, servi.ces and capital, fourth,

the institution of a system ensuring that competition in the common market

is not distorted; and fifth, the approximation of the laws of Member States

to the extent required for the proper functioning of the common market. In

addition, Member States are under an obligation to facilitate the

achievement of the Community s tasks and to abstain from any measures which

could jeopardize the attainment of the objectives of the Treaty. Also,

within the scope of application of the Treaty, and without prejudice to any

other special provisions, any discrimination on grounds of nationality is

prohibi ted.

Many of the Community s tasks are further elaborated in subsequent

provisions of the Treaty and the application, actual and potential, of all

those provisions in the copyright field would Occupy many pages. For

present purposes, it suffices to concentrate on the elimination of all

measures having equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions; on the

approximation of the laws of the Member States to the extent required for

the proper functioning of the common market, on the removal of obstacles to

the free provision of services and, finally, on the establishment of a

common commercial policy towards non-Member States and to other possible

bases for common action as regards theCommunity s external relations.



6.. Under the Treaty, quantitative restrictions on imports and exports and on

measures having equivalent effect are prohibited between Member States

(Articles 30 to 34 EECL These provisions are widely interpret.ed by the
Court of Justice. They are one of the most effective instruments of the

Treaty for ensuring the free circulation of goods. They are, however,

subject to certain qual ifications. They do not, for example, preclude

prohibitions or restrictions on imports, exports or goods in transit

justified on the grounds of protection of industrial and commercial

property, although such prohibitions or restrictions may not constitute a

means of arbitrary discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade

between Member States (Article 36 EEC).

As a l ready ment i oned, cases concerning the free movement of goods subj ect
to copyright or to similar rights have already reached the Court of

Justice. Although the number of cases is not yet as great, nor the range of

conflicts as wide, as those which have caused litigation in other areas of

intellectual property rights such as patents and trademarks, it is already

clear that, as regards copyright goods, the principles which forbid a

partitioning of the market are applicable in copyright cases just as they

are in cases where the industrial property right in question is a patent or

a trade mark. However , those principles do not exclude the application of

copyright to imported products where exploitation is through a performance

of the work, unless reliance on the right constitutes a means of arbitrary

discrimination or a disguised restriction on trade between Member States

Accordingly, the effect of the provisions of the Treaty on free circulation

of goods may be said to apply broadly, mutat i s mutandi s, to goods subj ect
to copyright; and, in particular , recourse to copyright law as a means of

artificially partitioning the market is as effectively prohibited, being

equivalent in effect to a quantitative restriction, as recourse to patent

or trade mark law. In additi on, it foLLows that conditions may well ari 

in which harmonization of national copyright rules might be necessary. Such

could be the case in particular where Article 36, and notably its exemption

of restrictions justified on grounds of protection of industrial and

commercial property, applies to national rules which would otherwise be

contrary to Articles 30 or 34 EEC.
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The Treaty confers on the Council the power and the duty, acting

unanimously ona proposa l from the Commi ssi on, to issue di rect ives for the

approximation of such provisions laid down by law, regulation or

administrative action in Member States as directly affect the establishment

or functioning of the common market (Article 100 EEC). Until recently, this

power constituted the most likely basis for action at Community level in

the field of copyright law. It is vital instrument for the harmonization

of differing national laws and for creating a standard throughout the

Community, even where some Member States have no laws governing the

subjects at issue. The provision was accordingly used as the main legal

basis for the recently adopted directive on the legal protection of

topographies of semiconductor products 16

After the entry into force of the Single European Act, Article 100A EEC has

become avai lable for measures aimed at the establishment of an internal

market. This provision permits such measures to be adopted by qualified

majority. Accordingly, where differences in the copyright laws of the

Member States affect the functioning of the internal market to the point

that legislative action is required, the Community is now able to rely on

this new possibi l ity to remove the obstacles and distortions in question.

Performances subject to copyright and neighbouring rights protection may

fall into the category of services within the meaning of the Treaty; this

is the case if they are normally provided against remuneration and if they

are not governed by the provisions relating to 
freedom of movement for

goods, capital and persons. Consequently, they are covered by the

provisions of the Treaty abol ishing restrictions on freedom to provide

services within the Community (Articles 59 to 66 EEC). While there is ample

case law on the general appl icati on of these provi sions, there is l itt le in

the specific field of copyright services. However, there is no doubt from

such case law as .is available that certain services relating to copyright

goods are fully covered by the provisions in question. More particularly,

they have been expl ici tly held to cover broadcast ing services 17



12.

13.

14.

LS. 15.

Art icle51 EE~ may accordingly have an important role to playas the legal
basi.s for di rectives designed to facit Hate the provision of services
subject to copyright through the co-ordination of provisions regulating the

taking up and pursuit of such activities. The copyright chapter of the

proposlil fora Council directive concerning broadcasting activities
eonstitutes the first use of Art icle 57 EEC for this purpose 18

Obstacles to inter-State trade in goods and services flowing from copyright

have been brought to the Commission s attention in several fields. It

suffices to refer again by way of example to problems that have arisen

concerning broadcasting and the rental of video cassettes.

However, in addition to such obstacles, differences in copyright laws can

clearly have other direct and negative effects on the functioning of the

collllllon Market by distort ing the co~etitive conditions under which
enterprises operate in different parts of the Community.

In jurisdictions where copyright is difficult to enforce, for example,

works will tend to be misappropriated more readily than in jurisdictions

where copyright offers effective protection. Moreover, the illegally copied

works will in uny cases be produced at a lower cost than the originals and
wi II then be able to undercut the latter in the market place. The

functioning of the common market wi II be di rect ly affected in that, in
MeMber States offering relatively weak protection, illegally copied works

wi II tend to occupy a bigger market share than they do elsewhere.

Moreover, the risk of such copied works finding their way onto national

markets where the original is protected is a real one. The functioning of

the COIiIIIIDn .arket is in this way further disturbed since works lawfully

produced in one Member State, though legally copied, can circulate unti 

action is taken to stop them in Member States where the original is

protected by which time they may be in the hands of innocent ec.onomic

operators. At the saMe time, the need to take action against imperted goods

that infringe copyright in the importing State tends to perpetuate controls

at the Community s internal frontiers which inevitably produce adverse

consequences for the move.ent of legitimate products.
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Finally as regards the elimination of 0'bs1l:a:cles and distortions, it should

be noted that the functioning of the common market is a broad concept

embracing the movement of all the factors of production across the

frontiers of the Member States including direct investment. Divergent

leve ls of protecti on offe red by copyright and other intellectual and
industrial property law5wHla'Heet ri'~t Orlly trade flows in the goods and
services concerned but more fundament a lly the sca le and nature of the
conne€ieoprodoctive activiHes in ;ditf' ~'t:€niMemb~/'; tat~~ ' ~rid the
investment therein.

f1enttonshould also be made, inadd-iHon to the power to issue directives
for t~e "hulIK!~~~at~ on , of national laws., to a further enabl ing power in the
Treaty, which proves relevant to some areu of copyright law. If action by
the Co_un ityOsh6ut'd pr()vefie~ess'ry 'toaf'tain, it\' "thetou..'e of the
operation of the ' ~on market, one 'of the objecti~~s of the Community, and
the IreatS' 'has not prov'idedthe necessa~y '~ewers, the Counc it. has the power

and duty 'to take the appropriate measures; and these measures may consist

of directi,ves, regul.ations or other instruments (Article 2'35 EEC). This is
in thena~ure of tttings a supplementary means of ,action., It ~ould not be
appropriate as regards harmonizati on meaSures to complete the internal
market for which Article 100A EEC provides a specific legislative basis,

but it could well be one of the powers to be used in dealing with problems

for which harmonization alone may well not provide an adequate solution,

such as pi racy. The Council Re'gulation laying down measures to prohibit the

re le.ase fo,r free circulation o ounterfeit goods 19 constit!Jtes an

interest ing precedent in this regard.
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Turning to the Community s external relations, piracy in copyright goods is

one of several ways in which copyright problems extend beyond the

boundaries of the Community itself, and it is the objective of the

Commun ity ' s commercial pol icy to ensure the sett ing up of a uniform
commercial pol icy in relation to thi rd countries. The customs union is, as
it were,. the start ing poi nt for the COmmon commerc ia l poli cy, for 
establishing a customs union between themselves, Member States aim to

cont ribute to the harmonious deve lopment of world trade, to the progressive

abol ition of restrictions on international trade and to the lowering of

customs barriers. But the common commercial pol icy a lso includes such

matters as the conclusion of trade agreements and meaSures to protect and

promote external trade. Tariff and trade agreements are increasingly used

as instruments for further protecting goods and services covered by

intellectual property rights. The new GATT round includes a consideration

of possible action to address the trade related aspects of intellectual
property rights 20 . In areas of this kind, Article 113 EEC may be relied

upon to arrive at a Community position.

In addition, the provisions of the Treaty governing the common commercial

pol icy also include a provision to the effect that Member States are
required in respect of all matters of particular interest to the common

market to proceed within the framework of internati onal organizations of an
economic character only by common action; and it is for the Commission to

submit to the Counci l proposals concerning the scope and implementation of

soch common action (Article 116 fEC). This procedure has been adopted in

relation to the World Intellectual Property Organization, in respect of

negotiations on the Revision of the Paris Convention for the protection of

industrial property and, if similar negotiations take place in the future

concerning the Berne Convention for the protection of copyright or for

other copyright or neighbouring rights conventions administered by WIPO, if

necessary, simi tar procedures would apply. The need to rely upon Article
116 EEC wi II in any event diminish to the extent that the Community adopts

legisLation harmonizing the copyright laws of the Member States. In such

circumstances, the legal basis for Community action wi II be the AETR

decision of the Court of Justice 21
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A consideration of the legal powers of the Community pursuant to the EEC

Treaty would not be complete without a reference to Article 222. This

art ide provides that theEEC Treaty shall in no way prejudice the rules in
Member Stat.es governing systems of property ownership. The Commission has

already ,explained in some detail the int.erpretation to be given to this

arti cle in the field of intellectual property 22 . In essence, the contents
of the provision are that the assignment of property to ,private or publ 

owner,s and hence the question of whether property is to be nationalized or

transferred from public to private ownership remains the preserve of the

Member States. However, the content of proprietary rights, the scope of

,protectton afforded totbem and the limits on their use may be regulated by
the .Community to the extent equired by its objectives, and in particular

to the extent required for the proper functioning of the common market. The

scope for Community action thus remains considerable.

6. The C~nity s priorities: the purposes and scope of this consultative

docUlient

1.6. For some time now, the Commission has been keeping under review the

.copyright field as a whole with a view to publishing a consultative

document that would deal comprehensively with the issues that have emerged

as meriting discussion and decision at Community level. The European

Parliament has also, on numerous occasions, in particular by submitting

questions to the Commission , expressed its interest in learning the

Commission s position on current copyright issues. The issues dealt with in

this document are not the only ones requi ring attention at Community level
but const i tute the issues cons ide red most urgent.

In brief, they are piracy; home copying of sound and audio-visual material;

distribution and rental rights for certain classest'of work, in particular,

sound and video recordings; the protection avai lable to computer programs
and data bases; and finally, the limitations on the protection available to

Community right holders in non-Member States.
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Other matters, such as problems in relation to the protection of designs

and models, have not been forgotten. They will continue to be addressed

both on the basis of the Treaty s directly applicable provisions and with a

view to possible further legislative initiatives when the time is ripe. At

present, however, it: would be unrealistic to think that such legislative
proposals could be launched with a reasonable chance of success. They would

also require an allocation of additional resources. Even those initiatives

that are proposed as a matter of priority wi II poSe problems in this regard

and will requi re a parti cuLar effort to be loade to ensure that resuLts are
achieved within a reasonabLe per' iod of timE!.

1D Sy~W'y

1..

Th~ seope of this con$ult~tiv~ d~cu~~~t h~$ b~~~ l i~it~d to pir~cy, to the

h~~~opyi~g of $~d ~nd ~udio-~i$y~l works, to the question of
distribution and rent~l rightm for $o~nd ~nd videorecordings, to the legal

protection of ~omputer progra.s, Leg~l proble~s r~l~tin9 to the operations

of data bases ;and to the eutl&rntllL a$pf2cts IQIf .(;opydght protediO8'1i"

tO8'1id~!don

The Commi S51on ~Dvld wettome the views of interested parties on the

specif'ic: s' lggestions made in the ensuing chapters of this consultative

document. To focus and facilitate the consultativ.e process... the key issues
on which vie\,s are $()ugl1t have been listed in "" summary conclusion to each

chaptE'\'. HOIri€\lffr, alL relevant comment 1s Helcome", induding reactions to
the gent-rat propositions contained in this introductory chapter.
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1 When used without qual i fi cat ion, "copyright" in this documents ignifi es
the broad range of rights that are perhaps more correctly referred to as
copyright and neighbouring rights, that is, in addition to authors
rights, ana logous rights granted to, amongst -others, pe-rformers,
producers of audiovisual works, and broadcasting organizations. Different
views exist as to whether some rights should be considered to be
copyright" even if it is used in this broad' sen' se, fo'r example, rights
in designs and models or semicpnductor topographies. For the purposes of
this document , such rights are to be considered as being included unless
the contrary is specified.

2 See Chapter 4 below for further detai ls.
3 See Community, Ac

tion in J:heCu~tural Sector, Bulletin of the European
Communities, Supplement 6117, and Stronger Community Action in the
Cultural Sector , Bullet.in of the European Communities, Supplement 6/82.

4 Seethe 
proposa l for a Counc it Di rect i ve on the coordinat i on of certain

I'rovisions laid down by law, regulation or administrative action in
Member States concerning broadcasting activities of 6 June 1986, O. J. No.
C 179 of 11 July 1986, p. 4 and "Television without frontiers , a green
paper on the est abli shment of the common market for broadcast ing,
especially by satellHe and cable, ~QM(84) 300 final of 14 June 1984.

5 See Counci l 
Di rective 87/S4/EEC of 16 December 1986 on the legal

protection of topographies of semiconductor products, O. J. L 24/36 of 27
January 1987

6 See Chapter 5 below.

7 See, Chapters 2 
and 3 below

8 See Chapter 7 below.

9 The Community
s textile industry constitutes a good example.

See Chapter 1, paragraphs 1. 4. to 7. 8. below.

See Chapters 2, 3 and 5 below.

11 See Robert W. Kastenmeier and Michael J. Remington, Minnesota Law

Review, Vol. 70 No. 2, December 1985 page 437-438.

12 A number of attempts have been made in recent years to quantify the

economic importance of copyright. Naturally such attempts have
confronted serious definitional and measurement problems. Taken
togethe r, however, such studi es suggest that, in the industria lized
countries, copyrightactivHies generate at least 2% to 3% of Gross
Domest icproduct and probably much ,more. Higher estimates are in the
region of 5% to 6%. Avai lable evidence also indicates unsurprisingly
that these percentages are rising.
See, in particular, J. Philipps, The Economic Importance of Copyright,
The Common Law Institute of Intellectual Property, 1985; J. S. Cramer,
J . Meigering, T. J .M. Nijssen, The Economic Importance of Copyright in
the Netherlands in 1982, St icht ing voor Economi sch Onderzoek del"
Universiteit van Amsterdam, 1986; A.H. Olsson, Copyright in the National
Economy, in Copyright, World Intellectual Property Organization, April
1982; United States Copyright Office, Size of the Copyright Industries
in the Uni ted States, Report to the Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights
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and Trade Marks of the Committee on the Judiciary of the US Senate,
1984; Office of Technology Assessment of the US Congress, Intellectual
Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and Information, 1986.

See Chapter 2, paragraphs 2. 2. to 2. 31 below.

14 This approach was adopted, for example, in the proposal for a Council

directive/concerning broadcasting activities, loco cit. , Article 20. For
one possrbLe but limited exception, see Chapter 4, paragraph 4.
be low.

See Chapter 4, paragraphs 4. 5., 6. and 4. 1. below.

16 oc. C11:.

17' 
Coditel v. Cine-Vag Fi lms (1980) ECI'? 881.

18 
DC. Clt.

19 
ounel Regu atlon 3842/86/EEC of 1 December 1986, O. J. No. L 357 of 18

December 1986.

See Chapter 1, paragraphs 7. 5. to 7. 8. below.

21 
Commission v. Council (1971) ECR 263. See also Chapter 7, paragraphs

. and 7 ow.

22 Most recently in "
Television without frontiers op. cit. , pages 323 to

328

See, for ~~~mple, written question no. 1977/86 (O. J. no. C 124 of 11 May
1987" pa~~ 26);. \iriUen question no. 1157/86 (O. J. no. C 149 of 9 June
1987, pag~ 8) , written question no. 656/87 (O.J. no. C 315 of 26
November 1981 p page 3).
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CHAPTER 2 : PIRACY

------------------

The nature of pi racy

Pir acy " for the purposeS of th i s chapte r embraces the unauthorized

reproducti on of works protected by copyright or all ied rights for

commer.cia'i purposes as well as all subsequent commerciaL dealing in such
reproductions. The commercial purpose and frequently the" scale on which

the activity is carried out are characteristic features which" distinguish

the practi ce from other forms of unauthorized reproducti on or use such as

home copying. ' Piracy in this sens.e includes "bootlegging , that is, the

unautho ri zed record ing of performances and the subsequent market ing of

copies of the recording. It is frequently associated with

counterfeiting , that is, unauthorized use of a legitimate product'

commercial presentation, in particuLar, its trade mark or some other

protected indication.

Defined in this way, pi racy includes the pi racy of computer programs.
However, since most discussion in recent years has concentrated on i;ht!

question of whether computer programs couLd be or should be assimi lsted t'

works pro~ected under copyright ~ws in force , it has been fe Lt more

appropri ate to give an account ~f this di scussion separateLy in Chapter 5.
However , i nsofar as the trend in the Member States is in favour of the

protection of computer programs through copyright or a neighbouring right

the observations made in this chapter are frequently appLicable mutatis

mutandis to computer programs also.
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Similarly, commercial misappropriation of designs falls within this concept

of piracy. In certain fields; .such as texti les and clothing, piracy and

counterfeiting constitute a significant problem for Community firms.

However, since the production, though not the marketing, of such goods

embodying pirated designs is taking place primarily outside the Community,

the problem is considered for the most part in the context of Chapter 7 of

this paper concerning the Community s external relations. Nevertheless,

much of what is said in this chapter is also applicable to piracy of

designs, in particular, obs~rvations concerning measures directed at
imports into the Community of infringing products.

In recent years, pi racy has emerged as a seri ous problem for copyright

industries and for creative artists depending upon due respect of copyright

for their living. It is thus not a coincidence that, in June 1984,

Ministers of Culture, during thei r very first formal meeting at Community
level spent considerable time on the subject preparing a resolution on

measures to combat audio-visual piracy, a resolution which was adopted on

24 July 1984 by representatives of the gove rnments of the Member States

The importance of pi racy by sector

Ti,e significance of piracy in practice varies from sector to sector and
with the passage of time. Recent developments in the main sectors

concerned can be summarized as follows though necessarily information on

such ill i cit activit ieshas frequently to take the form of informed
estimates rather than rigorously controlled data.
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Books

There appear to be no statistics available even on an estimated basis as to

the scale of pi racy of books within the Community, but the generally held
view in the publ ishing industry is that the share of pirate books on the

internal market is negligible compared to that of legitimate publications.
Some sources have expressed apprehension as to the future, however,

including fears as to the development of sophisticated reproduction

techniques i'n parts 0.1 the world known as pirate-havens in respect of other
products which might lead to increased' i~orts into the Community of
i llegaUy produced books. At present, the problem does not seem to be
si gnifi cant.

In sharp contrast, outside the Community, the problem must be considered

serious, especially for books 1n the Spanish, French and English languages,

the (atter forming the greatest part of the illegitimate traffic. Piracy

occurs to such an extent in lndi a, Pakistan, the Middle East, South East

Asia, Latin America and Africa that publishers claimed in 1983 that their

lost sales due to pi racy corresponded to approximately 1 bi llion US dollars
a year . It is considered that this figure is still valid today 3

Sound recordings

For many years, the sound recording industry has suffered considerable

losses due to the pi racy of records and tape s. The pi racy problem has been

an issue of constant concern to the indust ry wh i ch has made great efforts

and taken numerous init iatives to inprove the law and its enforcement in
order to combat piracy as effectively as possible. Likewise, at the level

of conpetent international organizations, pi racy of sound recordings has
been the subject of numerous conferences and discussions.
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In order to obtain detai led information on the penetration of pirate
products in the individual .Member States and on specific legal probLems
connected with the protection of sound recordings, the Commission has

commissioned studies and consulted experts in the field. On piracy of

sound recordings, a study was carried out at the Commission s request by

Gillian Davies, Associate Director-General of the International Federation

of Producers of Phonograms and videograms . The study contains a wealth of

information on the problem which need not be repeated in its entirety here.

The following remarks on piracy of sound recordings are a reaction to that

study and, in particular, to its conclusions as to the importance of the

piracy problem as it affects sound recordings.

The tables in the 1984 version of the study showed alarming figures on the

estimated losses caused by piracy in the Community and worldwide. For the
purposes of this paper, those tables have to the extent possible been

updated and enlarged to cover also the new Member States of the Community.
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I. Estimated loss of earnings resulting from phonogram piracy - 1984
(In Millions of National Currency and US dollars)

eount ry Author Performers Distributors Producers
Mus ic

Publ ishers Phonograms

I!te 19ium !.!IF

US$ US$ US$ US$

Ge rmany
US$ US$ US$ US$

Greece Or. 224. Or. 320. Dr. 480. Dr. 480.
US$ US$ US$ US$

Spa i n Pst . 4420. Pst. 780. Pst.900. Pst . 900.
US$ US$ US$ US$

France 14. 16. 16.
US$ US$ US$ US$

Italy L6, 720. L12 480. L14, 400. L 14 400.
US$ US$ US$ US$

Nether lands Dfl Ofl Dfl Dfl
US$ US$ US$ US$

P'ortugal ESe 308. Ese 573. Ese 661. Ese 661.
US$ 1.9 US$ US$ US$

United Kingdom 

US$ US$ US$ US$

(Th.e level of phonogram pi racy in Denmark , Ire land and Luxembourg is
considered to be insignificant).

Source : Information obtained from IFPI
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Even if allowance is made for the fact that not every saLe of a pirate

product necessarily substitutes for the sale of a legitimate recording,

the economic importance of the losses seems undeni able. Moreover

though the market share of pirate products within the Community has

declined since 1978 (see Tables II and III), this should not be

interpreted as indicating that the problem has been solved.



II. Unit sale.s of pirate phonograms as a percentage of the total market

(pi rate and legi timate markets) in 1978 and 1984

1978 I 1984 0

Discs LPsTapes

Belgium and
Luxembourg

15.0% 11.1...
0% 

lUll 3.
\) 1.

Germany 0% ....
0% C-

I 2.

1J 1. 5%

Greece 78.0% 1.IIIIIIIIIIIB....I....,.III....III...
64.0% I - J

Very low
Very low

Spa i n

France

50. 0% ;-

12. 0% 111111.
0% r 

a 1.
I 0.

I re land 20 . 0% 111111111l1li11

0% LJ
- US 3.
Very low

Italy 40 .0% IIIIIII.I.IIII.I~
25 . 0% L 

...-- _

=~=:-I

\111 6.
c=J 7.

Nether lands 10. 0% 11111111111

0% l'
HilI 7.

3. 0%

Portugal
80. 0% ( -- _d:- 1

Uni ted
Kingdom

0% II.'
0% l':-J

I 2.

11 1.

Source : Information received from IFPI
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III. Retai l value of pirate phonograms as a percentage of the total market

(pi rate and tegi timate markets) in 1978 and 1984

1978 I 1984 0

Belgium and
Luxembourg

6% III
1% II

Ge rmany 4% III
2% 0

Greece 38% 1111.....111...111.
28% r:--:-- 

- ~- ,-_

Spain
26% L__- _. ':"'~--=-:..J

France 4% II
5%11

Ire land 6% 1111
5%1

italy 17% 111111111111
14% C~=,

.- 

Nether lands 6% 1111

3% :=

-------

Portugal
23% 1.-

.. -'.

United Kingdom 6% 1111
2% 0

Source : Informat ion received from IFPI
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Fi rst, the decrease is partly due to the continuing efforts of the

industry , sometimes under difficult ci rcumstances, to suppress piracy.

Second, whi le those efforts appear to have had positive results, a

substantial part of the decrease during the last few years is probably due

to the fact that pi rates have been concentrat ing for some time on video
products which , as 'will appear frolll what follows, at least for period of

time, have offered a more profitable and therefore more attractive target.

Finally, it is important to bear i.n mind the particular characteristics of

the sound recording industry. The overwhelming majority of sound

recordings released do not make a profit The returns on the small

proport i on of profit:ab;le" f'eJ. ea,se,s, wh,i~, t:an,\,pe~ c9!1!,h;t,',f.-able, a re used 
finance new releases and maintain a breadth of repertoire that would

otherwise be impossible. But the pirates of course target precisely the

recordings which are already known to be in .current demand and in this way

the overall profitability of the recording industry is reduced.

9. Table IV gives an indication of the provenance of pirate sound recordings
sold within the Member States of the European Community.

IV. Home markets of EECMember States (except Portugal and , Spain) -
provenance of pi rate products sold

Country 

IBelgium and 
I Lux.embourg I
I Denmark 
I Gerlllany 
I Greece IFrance 

' I

I I re land I Ita ly 
INetherlands I
IUnited Kingdoml

mporte o .
the country

Provenance, of
imported product

40% Mai nly EEe

EEC & Row
Most ly EEC (Belgium,
It aly, Nether lands).

100%
40%

over 50% Arab repertoi 
low % of other repertoi 

EEC & Row
(in particular:
Italy, Netherlands
South East Asia).

SO/50 EEC/Row.
Non-EEC (uSA
S ingapo re).

SO/50 EEC/Row.
EEC & Row

85%
5% tapes
80% records
99%

very low

Row = Rest of the wor 
Source: Based on information contai ned in Pi racy of Phonograms, Gi II ian

Davies, second edition 1984.
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The cross-frontier nature of the traffic emerges clearly, both as between

Member States and between Member States and non-Member countries.

Outside the Community, the Middle East is rife with piracy. Combined with

Africa, the problem is estimated to be in the region of 355 million dollars

of pirate products sold each year . Equally important is the problem in the

Far East, in particular, in India, Malaysia, Taiwan, Indonesia and, until

recently, Singapore ",here new copyright legislation and energetic
anti-pir~cy actions have considerably reduced the previous level of piracy.
It is estimated that the value of sales of pirate products in thh area

amounts to 350 million dollars a year. Ona worldwide basis, it is
estimated that the value of pi rate products sold represents 1 200 mi LL ion

US$ compared to a global turnover of about 10,000 mi II ion dollars. A

considerable proportion of this pirate trade concerns recordings of

European origin. In contrast to the position in the Community, the market

share of pirate products in the areas mentioned does not show a tendency to

decl ine.

films and vide . recordings

Owing to vid~o recording being a relatively recent phenomenon, avai lable
infol"illation concHrdng the industry and the pi racy of fi lms and other video
products 11'1 the early years of the video recorder (VCR) is less extensive

/'toe! less detai led. The magnitude of the piracy probLem is clear, however.

Hlegit imate video recordings on the market both within and outside the

Common ity hav~ been found to such an extent that they somet imes outnumber

those legitimately produced. In countries with relatively few video
recorders the problem is less serious, but in the UK, for example, where

tht penetration of video recorders is high, the government made an estimate

$ccording to which th~ market share of pi rate products in 1983 was 66%.

After amendment of copyright law and its more energetic enforcement, it is

~stiMatf:d thi)t thv: market share of pi rate products has been significantly
reduced, though to a still substantial 20% or so.

Yabte V sho~s th~ e$timated penetration of VCRs in Community households in

1985 and 1986.
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V. Penetration of VCR in homes (at year end)

1985 1986

COUNTRY Iper cent Number per cent Number

households ( I 000) households ( I 000)

Belgium 14. 471 18. 595

Denma rk 23. 430 28. 545

Germany 22. 0'% 250 26. 250

Gre ec'e 9% ' 200 250

Spa in 13. 500 18. 000

France 14. 800 17. 500

Ire land 22. 220 27. 250

Ita ly 500 800

Luxembourg 26. 34.
Nether lands 29. 500 35. 850
Portugal 10. 200 15. 300

United
Kingdom 40. 500 46. 800

Source : Information obtained from IFPI

14. Table VI shows industry estimates of video pi racy as a percentage of the

market,

VI. Extent of vide~ piracy in the Community

Market share of video pirate products

in the Community1983 1984 1985 
i Belgium and 
I Luxembourg 30-40% 30-40% I 25% 25%

I Denmark 5-10% 5-10% 5-10% 5-10%

I Germany 40-50% 40--50% I 65% 45%

i Greece 60-70% 60-70% I 50% 50%i Spain 

j. .

60-70% 40% 35% 30%

I France 30-40% 20~25% I 30% 1 25%

j Ire Land 80% 60% 40% 30%! It aLy 50% 50% 50% 40%

: Nether lands 50-65% 50-60% j 45% 40-45%

i Po r t ugal 90-95% 90-95% I 75.,85% 70-75%

1 Uni ted Kingdom i 60-70% 

~?=-

iO% J _ ~der ~o

~- _

1_- --
Source : Statistics provided by the Motion Picture Export Association of

Ameri ca for the Commission in October 1986.

1986
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AS to the nature and origin of pi rate products in the Member States,
information provided by the industry gives the following picture of the main

features of recent pirate activities.

In Belgium, piracy has decreased slightly since 1983 and is bel ieved now to
represent around 25% of the market. It is impossible to know how much piracy

consistS of copying by retailers but it is believed to be substantial. Most

piracy, however , is industrial in character. Pirate copies available in

Belgium are manufactured in the country as well as imported from the

Netherlands which share a common language. Pirate products are .also exported
to the Netherlands. Some masters are imported from the United Kingdom or the

USA but then need to be subtitled or dubbed before copies can be dupLicated.

Denmark has the lowest incidence of piracy in the Community. Piracy is

est imated to represent now around 5% of the market as compared to more than
50% some years ago. This striking reduction is probabLy due to the

organizati on of the legi timate rentaL market . A network of primari Ly rental
outlets with an appropriate territorial coverage has been created and

distributors organized within the Association of Danish Video Distributors

(ADV) which t;?vers the legitimate market in nearly its entirety. Membership

of this organization and respect for its ruLes is in reaLity a condition for

access to Legitimate material. The Association of Danish Video Distributors

has also been energetic in taking successfuL anti-piracy action.
NevertheLess, pi racy occurs and a substcmtiaL number of pirate cassettes
have been seized during raids carried out as a result of investigation by

the ADV. Pirate copies are beLieved to be imported from the United Kingdom

or the USA.
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In Germany, contrary to the trend outlined in other Community countries,

video piracy was until 1985 on the increase and at that time still

represented 65% of the total market. Two factors are reported as having

contributed to a change in the picture. One is the creation in December 1984

of GVU "Gesellschaft zu~ Verfolgung von Urheberrechtsverletzungen" which is

the German Federati on against copyright theft based in Hamburg. The other
factor is the 1985 amendment of copyright law which introduced heavy prison

terms for piracy and made piracy a "public offence" enhancing police

participation in investigation and detection. Through 1985, GVU became

active and instigated more than 450 raids on outlets carrying pirate stock

and obtained more than 500 convictions. As a result the market share 

pirate products in Germany, domestically produced or imported from

neighbouring German speaking countries such as Austria and Switzerland, is

now reported to be on the decrease, for 1986 being estimated at 45% 
of the

market.

In Greece, the video industry is still at a very early stage of development

since only 8% of households own a video recorder. Pi racy has, however,

bedevilled the Greek video industry from the start. However, recent court

actions resulting in heavy prison sentences and fines for the pirates have

had the results of reducing the level of piracy quite noticeably to around

50% of the market.

In Spain , the market share of pirate products has now been brought down to

around 30%. The decrease seems to follow the activities undertaken by
ADICAN, a nationaL distributors association formed by major companies

engaged in the distribution of video products, which has been able to

inspire a different approach to the piracy problem by the a.uthorities and in

particular the Supreme Court. In 1985, the Anti-Pi racy Federation (FAP) was

establ i shed under the stewardship of the Mot ion Picture Export Association

of America. This organization has carried out a number of successful

activit ies agai nst pi rates, thus succeeding in making the market share 

pirate products decrease in a significant way.
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In France, video pi racy is estimated to represent 20% to 25% of the market.
Pirate products are made almost exclusively in France. This is due to the

fact that France uses the SECAM system which is different from the PAL

system used in much of the rest of the world (apart from the USA which uses

the NTSC system). This technical difference as well as the need to have many

videos dubbed in French probably protects France from a higher incidence of

video pi racy than is currently the case.

In Ireland, piracy has decreased over the past few years and now accounts

for 30% of the market. Pirate copies are made in Ireland as well as

imported, mostly from the United Kingdom. Pirate copies are often made from

private homes and then sold by video clubs or from market stalls or vans.

In Italy, video piracy is believed to account for 40% to 50% of the total

market with a slightly decreasing tendency. This total turnover, however, is

relatively small since the vide.o market is in an early stage of development

in Italy. There are only 800,000 VCRs in the country which represents a

penetration of only 5% of households. The video market has developed more

slowly in Italy than in most other European countries probably in part
because of the superabundance of TV channels and the wider choice of

entertainment thus available to the public. The less important form of

piracy consists of copying by retailers. As regsrds the more serious

industrial pi racy, copies are made from masters of newly released feature
films or even new films which have not yet been released. By and large,

feature fi Lms are legitimately released on video one year after the
theatrical exploitation. Pirate products thus consist mainly of films which

are not yet released for video exploitation. pirate copies are mainly

manufactured in Italy, here again for language reaSons. Only masters are

some times i mpor ted f rom abroad.

As far as Luxembourg is concerned, piracy has not been reported as being a

signifi cant problem, though a number of anti-pi racy actions WE!re carried out

in 1985 and 1986.
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In the Nether lands, for a considerable time , pi rate products had a dominant

share of a market marked by the increasing penetration of VCRs, to reach a

level in 1986 of around 35% of a II households. The importance of the pi rate

trade in this well-organized and normally law-abiding society has tickLed

the curi osity of many people but indi cations that video pi racy is in the

hands of well organized criminal ci rcles have been so constant and so
numerous that they cannot simply be di smissed. Since January 1984 the fight

against video piracy has however been increasingly successful. At that time

the Dutch Cinematographic Association together with the Motion Picture

Export Association of America, the N. S. (the Dutch television), the STEMRA

(the Collecting Society for Mechanical Rights) and the NVPI (Nederlandse

Vereniging van Producenten en Importeurs van Beeld- en geluidsdragers)

formed Ci federation against copyright theft, the Stichting Video Vet lig. The

organizat ion has with the assistance of STEMRA carried out a large number of

raids leading to numerous convictions and important seizures of pirate

material. Due to energetic action from right holders the level of piracy has

now dec rea sed to 40% to 45% of the market.

In Portugal the penetration of VCRs has reached 15% of households in 1986

accord ing to the latest estimates. Pi rate products dominate the market with
a market share of 70% to 75%. It is di fficult to explain clearly why the
pi racy problem is so acute in Portugal. There seems to be a variety of

reasons of whi.ch two seem particularly important. First, a modern copyright

law giving substantive rights to all right holders has only recently come

into force. Second, the rental market in respect of legitimate products is

not organized to the same extent as, for example in Denmark , and, as a

result , rental outlets are not able to offer consumers an adequate choice of
legitimate titles in all parts of the country.
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The United Kingdom has also seen a striking decrease in the Level of video

piracy over the past few years, which is now bel ieved to be around 20% of

the market or less. FACT (the Federation against Copyright Theft) which has

been actively engaged in anti-piracy actions, believes that it has now

stopped the theft (or "borrowing ) of newly re leased fi lms from UK cinemas
for pi racy purposes. A system of "marking" fi lms played a crucial role in

stopping piracy of newly released films since those markings enabled police

and FACT investigators to identify the cinema from which the copy had been

bor rOw.ed" Although two major rings of local video pi rates have been

broken, there is sti II a steady stream of imports of pirate cassettes from
abroad, mainly tr~nsfers from the NTSC American format imported from the
USA. There is also evidence of importation of fi lms from the Far East with
Malay, Chinese and Indian subtitles.

Most pirate video cassettes found on the market within the Community appear

to be of Community origin. This is due to various factors. Language

technical equipment and know-how playa role, as do different colour
television standards. The choice of London and Amsterdam as production

centres in the early days of video pi racy was due partly to the fact that

the PAL syst em used in the Uni ted Kingdom and the Netherlands has widespread
application elsewhere in the world. Moreover, a considerable proportion of
the production most in demand is released relatively quickly on the United

Kingdom market , for example, British television programmes, fi lms and a
large number of popular American productions. Productions' in other

languages are furnished with EngLish subtitles when they are shown in the

Uni ted Kingdom and can then be copied, not necessari Ly in the United Kingdom
itself , and rapidly introduced on major markets allover' the world.
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The general trend in respect of a decrease in the market share of pirate

products of the video market from 1983 to 1986 shown in table VI has

continued during 1987. According to information provided by the Motion

Picture Export Association of America to the Commission in November 1987"

the estimated mid-1987 European pi racy leve ls appear to be slightly lower
than th,e figures for the preceding years.

Outside the Community" video piracy is naturally most prevalent in those

countries with a high level of video recorder ownership such as the United

States, Canada and Japan. Producti.on of pirate products, however, is not
limited to such countries, being found also in cert~in developing countries,

for example, in South East Asia. A considerable proportion of the pirated

works are of European origin.

Computer programs

Recently computer software and in particular computer programs have become a

very vulnerable target for pi rate activities. As long as the use of
computers was restricted mainly to professionaL use in business and

administration, the penetration of illegally reproduced programs WaS not

alarming. Sir, ce the microcomputer has become popular the picture has,
however, changed. Programs for computers and in particular games are sold

over the counter as c.onsume r goods like records and tapes. Programs are

asily reproduced at costs which only represent a tiny fraction of the costs

involved in thei r originaL deveLopment. This has caused considerable harm to
the packaged software industry. For example, the Federation Against Software

Theft (FAST) has estimated that sales of legit imate programs lost through
pi racy in the United Kingdom in 1986 amount to f. 150 million.
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Main reasons for differences between sectors

The differences in the importance of pi racy in the main sectors concerned
are explained by a number of factors. Some of these are legal in nature and

these a re further conside red be low, but the principal factors appear to have
an economi c character. Thus the current prevalence of video piracy is

undoubtedly due in large part to the considerable profit margin avai lable to

the i ltegal producer which is much greater than in the case of either books
or sound recordings. Unauthorized reproduction of books, for example,

permits royal ties to be saved. These amount in general to about 10% to 15%

of the retail price. But the books sti II have to be printed and distributed

at costs simi lar to those of Legitimate products. Likewise , even if sound
recordings can be readily and cheapLy reproduced on tape, their average

retail selling price is much less than that of a video recording, which can

aLso be profitably expLoited through rentaL The video recording is thus a

much mo re tempt ing target.

For some years too right holders in feature fi Lms undoubtedly contributed to

the creation of a market for pirate products by withoLding Licences to
market their w:Jrks on video cas.settes. Instead of weLcoming this new medium
as a supplementary source of income for productions aLready shown in

cinemas, for productions which had not been a commercial success and for

childrens ' movies, for example" many producers were opposed to the new
medium and tried unsuccessfully to resist it by refusing licences. They saw

teLevision and video as a threat to film production instead of as an

important new outlet..
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Another exacerbating factor contributing to th~ attractiveness of video

piracy has been the normal distribution policy of film producers. Contrary

to musical productions which are normally released simultaneously on all

markets, new fi lmsare released on the various markets at different times,
depending on wh~n it is thought most lucrative tbrelease the work. In

addition, modern productions are oft~n so expensive that a major publicity

campaign has to precede th~ release of a fi lm to maximize bbX-office

receipts. The publ icity campaign is meant to create a demand for the work

and normally does so, but unfortunately also in areas where no immediate

release will follow or where no release will follbW on video cassettes. The

pract ice thus creat es a ready market for pi rate Cbpi es and an almost

irresistible temptation for racketeers. Whatever view is taken of national

laws or agreements designed to ensure the exploitation of fi lms in cinemas

prior to their marketing as video recordings, by generalizing and

institutionalizing the deLay between the tWb forms of marketing, they

contribute to the piracy phenomenon and accordingLy reinforce the need for

effective means to combat pirate activities.

The decreasing market share of pirate video products which has been observed

in the last few years can be attributed , Like the decline in piracy of sound

recordings, to a variety of factors. Improved t-egis'lation and more energetic

action by right hoLders are undoubtedly two important reasons. But probably

most important of OIL l are economic factors. T'he price of high qual ity

pre- recorded material is falling dramatically. In the US the purchase price
of a feature fi Lm on video cassette is less than 20$ and the " rental" 9

price less than 1$. Though prices in the Community' generally are 
higher than

in the US it is a fact that the profit margin for video pirates has been

dramatically reduced in the last few years, taking away a major incentive to

~hgage in the activity.
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Piracy in respect of compact discs is so rare as to be unheard of, probably

because the manufacture of CDs is too costly and technically complicated for

pirates. However , the arrival of digital audio tape recording (DAT) may

again stimulate audio piracy. Since DAT is considered, however , primarily to

raise issues relating to unauthorized private reproduction, detailed

discussion on DAT will take place in Chapter 3 on home copying.

Nevertheless, the pi racy aspect should not be overlooked.

Different bases for protection at the international level

Books, sound recordings, films and video recordings are not protected in the

same way at the international level. The extent and quaLity of the

protection varies from one sector to another, particularly as between books

and video products on the one hand and sound recordings on the other. The

basis on which broadcasts and cable transmissions are protected also has a

particular char~cter.

Books, film and video recordings

Books are protected as literary works at the international level by the

Berne and Universal Copyright Conventions. ALL Community Member States are

parties to the Berne Convention 10 and nationaL laws of Member States

acc ord ing ly ve st in the author the ex c lus i ve ri ght to autho ri ze the

reproduction of his work. Similarly, in conformity with the Berne

Convention, cinematographic works are protected in alL Member States, the

ownership of the copyright being however governed by national Legislation

within the framework estabLished by ArticLe 14bis of the Convention. Video

recordings appear to have been assimi lated to fi Lms in accordance with the
Berne Conventi on s definiti on of cinematograph ic work as incLuding "works

expressed by a process analogous to cinematography
" 11

. Some contemporary

Legislation , however , expressly protects video recordings which, together

with cinematographic works, are then sometimes referred to as audio visual

works.
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Sound recordings

The legal protection of sound recordings is much less uniform. Neither the

Berne nor the Universal Copyright Conventions requi re protection to be given

to soun9 recordings as such as distinct from the literary and musical works

that may be recorded. Accordingly, they do not enSure protecti on of the

performers and producers responsible for sound recordings. However,

provision to this effect has been made by the International ConventiQn for

the Protect ion of Performers and Producers of Phonograms and Broadcasting

Organizations signed in Rome in 1961, genera lly called the Rome Conventi 

on neighbouring rights. The Rome Convention offers producers of phonograms

the right to authorize or prohibit the reproducti on of their phonogram for a

period of at least 20 years from the first fixation. Performers are

protected against inter alia the unauthorized fixat ion of thei r
performances. This Convention has, however, been ratified by only the

following Community Member States: Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Italy,

Luxembourg, Uni ted Kingdom and France. A total of 31 States .are members as

of 1 Septembe r 1987.

The limited ratification of the Convention had two main causes
: first, at

the time of its adoption in 1961 it was in advance of many national

legislations, so that most countries had to legislate before they could

adhere to it. Second, it contains a non-obligatory provision on the right of

performers and producers to receive equitable remuneration when records are

played by radio and television or otherwise communicated to the public. This

provision has been vigorously opposed from the outset by broadcasting

organizations. On the other hand, the Conventi on has been actively promoted

by the sound recording industry and performers ' organizations who have

constantly pressed for full protection under its provisions. Sufficient

consensus to permit the adoption of legislation has accordingly sometimes

been difficult to achieve.
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However, the problem of pi racy had become so acute by 1969 that the sound
recording industry was obliged to seek protection by means of another

international instrument in view of the limited appLication of the Rome

Convention. As a result the Convention for the Protection of Producers of

Phonograms against Unauthorized Publication of their Phonograms was signed

in Geneva in 1971. This Convention allows States who are not in favour of

the equitable remuneration of performers to subscribe to measures directed

against piracy. The foLlowing Community Member States have ratified this

Convention: Denmark , Germany, Spain, France, ItaLy, Luxembourg and United

Kingdom. A total of 39 States are current Ly members.

In contrast to the Rome Conventi on of 1961 , cont ract ing States to the Genev

Convention are not requi red to adhere to the Berne Uni on or the UniversaL

Copyright Conventi on. The Convent; on, deaL ing sped fi ca LLy with the

unauthorized reproduction, importation and distribution of sound recordings,

offers a choice of four possibLe methods of LegaL protection : copyright , a

specific or neighbouring right , unfair competition Law or penaL sanctions or

combinations of these possibilities. Community Member States who are parties

to the Convention have chosen different methods of impLementing it, as wilL

appear in ,

~j'

,er detaiL from the analysis beLow.

Broadcasts and cable transmissions

.. '-" ""'.' -"-,---

The protection accorded to broadcasts and cabLe transmissions as such , as

opposed to that accorded to Literary and other works when broadcast or

transmitted. a ~o falLs outside the Berne and Universal Copyright

Convention"
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The Rome Convention provides for nationaL treatment to be accorded to

broadcasting organizations in other contracting States. It aLso provides

in Article 13 that broadcasting organizations shaLL enjoy the right to

authorize the fixat ion of thei r broadcasts and, within certain limits, the
reproduction of such fixations. Broadcasting is defined as wireless

transmission for pubLic reception of sounds or images ' and sounds.

Transmissions exclusiveLy by cabLe are thus not covered even if fixation 

a broadcast signal re-transmitted by cabLe might nevertheless be regarded

as an infringement of the broadcaster s right where the re-transmission is

instantaneous.:

The European Agreement on the Protection of TeLevision Btoadcasts of 1960

prov ides for broadcast ing organi zat ions to hi'JVe the ri ght to authori ze any

fixation of their broadcasts or any reproduction thereof. The protection

appLies to the visual and sound elements of teLevision broadcasts, but not

the sound element when broadcast separateLy (ArticLe 5), No definition of

broadcasting is given, but if broadcasting means wireless transmission as

in the Rome Convention, then the Agreement would not appear to protect

transmissions. excLusiveLy by cabLe against unauthorized fixation or any
reproduct ion thereof. BeLgium, Denmark , Germany, Spain, France and the

United Kingdom are members of the Convention.

The Legal protectionavai LabLe to broadcasts or cabLe transmissions as such

is a matter of considerabLe and grm~ing importance given the fact that they

constitute a readi Ly accessible source of access to a steadi ly increasing

range of audio-visuaL \wrks ". some of ~Ihich may not be protected otherwise.
As with sound recordings, the existing international instruments leave a

considerabLe degree of Liberty to the Member States as the subsequent

analysi s w iL L ihow.

Before proceeding to such an anaLysis, however , the conditions necessary

for the repression of pi racy shouLd perhaps be summarized, if in somewhat

idealized terms, as a basis for evaLuating the strengths and weaknesses of

the present situation in the Member States of the Community.



Necessary conditions for the repression of piracy

The necessary conditions for the repression of pi racy are essentiaLLy
four-foLd: clear substantive LegaL provisions giving protection to the
interests that pi racy can damage; effective procedures for taking LegaL

action against and proving pirate activity; adequate sanctions and

remedies; and organized and co-ordinated enforcement efforts of interested

parties and reLevant pubLic authorities. These conditions are to a certain

extent inter-reLated. For example, procedures and remedies may well be
dependent on the kind of substantive lega l provisions enacted in a
particular Member State. NevertheLess, considering each of them separately

heLps to clarify an analysis of the probLem.

Fi rst , there must be clear ruLes of substantive Law protect ing the

important economic interests in question from the main acts of piracy. The

Law shouLd clearLy speci fy what interests are protected and against what

forms of activity. The main interests to be taken into account appear to

be those of the authors of relevant literary, musical and artistic works;

of the performers who have participated in the making of a sound or

audio-visuaL recording or film; of the producers responsibLe therefor;
and of broadcasters and cabLe operators. The main acts of piracy shouLd

aLso be cLearLy prohibited. These incLude not only unauthorized

reproduction of the works in question , but aLso the importation

exportation and distribution , incLuding possession for commerciaL purposes

of iLLicit copies. As ff'!gards performers, unauthorized fixation of live
performances shouLd be cLearLy prohibited.
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Second . effective procedures for taking legal action against and proving

pirate activity should permit right holders and relevant public authorities

to begin legaL proceedings with an adequate chance of success against those

whom they have reasonable grounds to beli eve are engaged in pi racy. 

particular, provision should be rnade for search and seizure procedures

enabL ing plaintiffs and prosecuting authorities to .obtain interim orders,
preferabLy on an ex parte basis, permitting them to enter the premises of

the presumed infringer, search for evidence of pirate activity and, if
necessary, seize such evidence pending trial of the action. Such

procedures help to ensure that pirates cannot hide, destroy or otherwise

di spose of pi rated material once they know they are suspected. The
evidence thus obtained not only proves the existence of the infringement,

but also gives an indication of the scale on which the piracy is being

carried out and thus contributes to the imposition of an adequate sanction.

It also ensures that any pirate material seized cannot cpntinue to

ci rcuLate in the market. Safeguards against the abuse of such procedures
are clear Ly necessary and can be readi ly incorporated, for example, by

means of security requirements or undertakings to pay damages concerning

Losses thereby inflicted on innocent defendants. In addition, appropriate
customs procedures enabl ing apparently pi rated goods to be stopped on entry

to the Community from third countries pending an adjudication on their

legitimacy can pLay an important role. The opportunity exists for

suspected goods to be controlled at this point much more efficiently than

when they are passed further down the distribution system.
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Third, the remedies and sanctions appLicable after final judgement should

be such as to ensure not only that adverseLy affected interests are

compensated to the full extent possibLe, but a Lso that pirate products can

no Longer ci rculate and that pi rates are prevented or dissuaded from

continuing their illicit activities. Damages to compensate the right

holder for his Losses clearly have a role to pLay, but difficulties may

well arise owing to the plaintiff not being able to establish the r.eal

extent of his loss. In any event , sophisticated pirate enterprises may

weLL be prepared to run the risk of paying damages, as and when proved, in

the knowledge that this will frequently not be possible in practice and

that, in any case, awards of damages can be avoided by ensuring that

real izable assets are not avai labLe to meet them.

For this reason, damages to compensate right holders for loss need to be

accompanied by other measures. Injunctive reLief , damages not linked to

proof of economic Loss and criminaL sanctions, including imprisonment for

particuLarly serious or repeated cases, may aLL make a contribution in this

respect. In addition, destruction of seized merchandise ensures that no
profit wiLL be made from it at the right hoLder s expense. SimiLar resuLts

can be achieved if seized merchandise is requi red to be rendered

unmarketable or transferred to the right hoLder. Finally, destruction of

the means of produc ing infr inging copi es ensures that new activity wi Ll not

immediateLy begin using the equipment that led to the original

infr ingement s.

Fourth, whatever rights , procedures, remedies and sanctions are prescribed
by law , they have to beappl ied in practice. Moreover , experience suggests

that when piracy has been alLowed to develop on a certain scaLe it becomes

much more difficuLt to repress. Once relatively sophisticated

organizations have been allowed to estabL i sh themseLves, they tend to have

the resources and techniques to avoid being easily caught. ALso a public

ac ceptance of the i r pra ct ices can deve Lop t hat makes it ha rder for ri ght

holders and pubLic authorities to eLiminate the iLlicit trade. AccordingLy,

right hoLders have to equip themseLves to be vigilant and active in their

own defence and procedures must be established that faciLitate co-operation

between them and reLevant pubLic authorities, who have an equaL Ly important

ro le to play.
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Present situation inside the Community

The paragraphs which follow seek to anaLyse the present situation in the

Community in the light of the model set out in the preceding paragraphs.

It should be emphasized from the outset that the present situation in many

respects is materiaLly different from the situation in July 1984 when the

representatives of governments of the Member States were for the first time

addressing the piracy issue and adopting ~ resolution on combatting

pi racy . The resolution and its implementation were discussed on the

25 June 1985 during a special meeting of representatives of national

authorities concerned with the fight against piracy within the framework of

the Council (Working Party of CuLtural Affairs Attaches). That discussion

and subsequent events both demonstrate that substantial improvements in Law

and in practi ce can produce positive results.

Substantive legal provisions

In the area of substantive LegaL provisions, the protection given to books

seems to give sat isfactory resuL ts in practice. As regards fi Lms and

audio-visuaL recordings, the situation could in some jurisdictions be
improved. The main weaknesses, however

, '

appear to concern sound recordings,

broadcasting and cabLe transmission.

To begin with books, authors of literary works are clearly protected in all

Member States and the normaL contractual relationships between authors and

publ ishers appear to enable the latter to act effectively against pirates

in practice in so far as the need arises.

As for fi Lms and video recordings, these seem to be protected everywhere as
cinematographic works or, in some recent laws, as audio-visual works or

videographic works. However , the question of who owns the exclusive rights

or who is pr.esumed to be abLe to exercise the economic rights on behalf of
aLL who have participated in the creation of the work is settled differently

from one jurisdiction to another.



For historical reasons, the fi Lm producer does not normaLly represent the
author of the film music. During the silent movie era it becBme practice

that coL Lect ing societi es represent ing the author of the music played as

accompaniment to the film by a band or a piano player in movie theatres

coLlected royalties for the use of the music actuaLLy played during shows.

The arrival of the "taLking movie" did not change this pattern. The authors

of the film music still collect independent royalties through their

coLlecting societies on the basis of box office receipts. This tradition may

be expressedexpl icitly in the Law as for example in France 14 and the

Nether Lands 15 but even when it is not , the same generaL pattern can be

recognized in alL jurisdictions. The fi Lrn producer does not represent the

author of fi lm musi c , which has proved to be an important target for pi rates

even quite independently of the cinematographic work itseLf.

As regards rights in cinematographic works as such , one group of Member

States grants the rights explicitly to the fi lm producer who either acts as
the sole right holder or the legal representative of all authors in respect

of the collective work which the fi lm represents. This group consists of

Spain, IreLand, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal and the United

Kingdom. ItaLy achieves a similar resuLt since, though copyright originates

with the persons who create the cinematographic work, within certain 
limits,

the expLoitBtion rights pass immediately by operation of Law to the fi 

producer. Another group of States consisting of Germany and France provides

that, unLess the contrary is proved, the rights of those who create the work

are presumed to be transferred to the producer. FinaLLy, in Belgium, Denmark

and Greece , copyright is vested in the persons making an artistic

contribution to the creation of the film. Transfer of these rights to the

producer has a contractuaL basis.
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In practice, even in those States where producers are not automatically
granted rights, whether di rect ly or by reaSon of a transfer by operation of
law, contractual arrangements have frequently been reached which enable

producers to act against pi rates. The rebuttable presumptions appl itable
in some jurisdictions play an important role, but even in their absence the

necessary rights are in practice frequently transferred to the producer by

contract. Nevertheless, it would be preferable if, in all Member States,

producers of audio-visual works had thei r own rights, though without
prejudice to the rights of other persons, on the basis of which they can
act against pirates. Such a result could be achieved either by the law

granting such rights directly or through the immediate transfer by

. operation of law of the rights of those who have part icipated in the
production. It is noteworthy in this respect that, as regards video

recordings, the recent French and Portuguese laws di rectly grant just such

a right to the producers of the new and separate category of audio-visual
works.

The need to grant rights to persons other than the producer or his

successor in title, in the context of the repression of audio-visual
piracy, is less evident, though clearly other social and cultural

considerations weigh strongly in favour of rights being granted to those

who contribute to the creation of such works or perform in them. However,

pi racy is by its nature primarily an economic problem and it is the

producer who normally assumes the economic risks involved in a production.

He has the pressing economic interest in repressing pi racy and above all
needs a firm legal basis on which to act. For this reason, the rights of

other cont ributors and of performers, important as they are, are not

further considered in this context. Incidentally, it may be observed, that

as regards performers, audio-v isual boot legging of live performances is for
obvious technical reasons not a problem of the same practical importance as

boot legged sound record ings.
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Turning to sound recordings , the Member States which are parties to the
Rome Convention have enacted Laws giving protection to producers of such

recordings independently of the rights of the author of any work recorded.

Likewise, they protect performers against the unauthorized fixation of

their Live performances though in the case of Ireland and the United

Kingdom this is achieved by appLication of the criminal Law aLone. However

in November 1987, the UK government , within the context of a new copyright

bi ll, has proposed to make civi l remedi es avai L able to performers 16

In other Member States, the s ituati on is less clear and can give ri se to
problems.

In BeLgium, where the copyright Law dates back to 1886, no LegaL provision

gives producers and performers a specific right to authorize reproduction

of sound recordings. Instead producers and performers have sought protec-
tion, in particuLar, under the Law of 14 July 1971 on Trade Practices.

ArticLe 54 of this law prohibits acts contrary to honest commerciaL usage

by which a trader harms or attempts to harm the professionaL interests 

one or more other traders. Actions brought by producers and performers

under this law have been quite successful and the system of protection is

reported to be considered reLativeLy effective by producers. NevertheLess,

certain problems remain which wouLd be solved if producers and performers

were protected by a right anaLogous to copyrlgt 

. . 

In particular , search

and seizure procedures might become avaiLabLe faci Litating the proof of an

infri ngement and of its importance. This is di scussed further beLow in
paragraphs 2. 27. - 2. 40.
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In Greece, there is no specific Legislative protection for producers and

performers against copying of recordings but in practice the Greek courts

have accepted the view that the protection enjoyed by authors under

copyright law has been assigned to phonogram producers by means of their

cont racts for mechanical reproduc1i on~ This has enabled producers to act

on the basis of copyright law and such problems as arise in their regard

concern primarily the Cldequacy of available sanctions. As to performers,

legis lation WaS passed in September 1980 providing amongst other things for

performers to have the right to authorize or prohibit the recording or use

of thei r performance in any manner 18 . Unfortunat.eLy... the necessary

PresidentiaL Decree to bring the Law into force has not so far been issued.

Spain has ratified the Geneva Convention for the Protection of Producers of

Phonograms against Unauthorized Duplication of their Phonograms but not the

Rome Convention. The requirements of the Geneva Convention have hitherto

been ful fi L Led through the provisions of the Decree of 10 JuLy 1942 on the

Protection of Phonographic Works confering upon the record producer the

rights described in Article 19 et seq. of the law of 1879 on intellectuaL

property. These rights included the right to authorize or prohibit the

reproduction of the recording. These provisions have , however , recently been

repLaced by the provisions of Articles 108-111 of the 1987 copyright law 19

conferring upon the phonogram producer the right to authorize reproduction

of phonograms for a period of 40 years computed from the production or

publication of the phonogram. In respect of performers, however, it appears

to be a question of interpretation wh~ther the right for the performer laid

down by Art ic Le 102 of the 1987 copyright act to Cluthorize reproduction of

his performances also applies in respect of recordings.



15. In the Netherlands, where no specific rights in respect of reproduction

have so far been granted to producers and performers, protection against

unauthorized reproduction has in practice to be sought by joining forces

with the authors ' society, STEMRA. This is due to the fact that the

remedies availabLe to producers and performers, nameLy, actions brought

under the law of unfair competition pLace a heavy burden of proof on the

plaintiff. He has first of all to provide proof of the illegal act , that

is, the manufacture of or dealing in pirate, counterfeit or bootleg

product s. Furthe r, he has to prove that the pi rate acted in bad faith and
knew or at least should have known that these acts were i l legal. The

actual prejudice suffered by the plaintiff must also be proven and

quantified and also the fact that the prejudice suffered is caused by the

acts of the defendant. These Limitations and the aLleged concentration of

pirate activity in the Hague may thus be more than a coincidence.

FortunateLy, legislation appears to be in preparation to introduce specific

ne ighbouri ng rights for record producers and performers
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Portugal is not a contracting party to the Rome Convention r\or to the Geneva

Convention but in 1985 lt enacte new egls atlon which puts it in a
position to ratify the Rome Convention, if it wishes. By virtue of ArticLe

178 of the law , performers are given the right to authorize the fixation of

their performances and the reproduction of their fixed' performances. By

Article 184, producers of phonograms are given the right to authorize the

reproducti on and dist ributi on of thei r recordings. The conditions for
protection of performers as laid down in Article 190 are fulfiLLed when the

performer is of Portuguese national ity; or when the performance is on

Portuguese territory; or when the original performance is fixed or broadcast

for the first time on Portuguese territory. Like.wise for phonograms,

protection is accorded to the producer on the condition that he is a

Portuguese national or has his headquarters on Portuguese territory, or that

the fixation has taken pLace in portugaL; or that the first pubL ication has

taken place in Portugal or simuLtaneousLy in PortugaL with the publication

for the first time elsewhere. The provisions giving performers and producers

the right to authorize the reproduction of recordings is consequently of

Limited value to foreign right holders, except where protection in

accordance with Article 193 foLLows from bi lateral or multilateral
ar rangement s

Provision for producers ' and performers ' rights in relation to sound

record ings in a LL Member States wouLd clearly be an improvement. Moreover,

there are particuLar factors at work in this sector which differentiate 

from othe rs and re inforce the ca se for such ri ght s. Produce rs of sound

recordings are not necessari ly in a close , contractual relationship with
authors holding rights in the works that they record. Statutory or

compuLsory licensing systems exist in some Member States (Germany, Ireland,

the Nether Lands, Portugal and the Uni ted Kingdom) wh ich enabLe second or

subsequent versions of recorded musi cal works to be made without the

authorization of the authors. In the field of classicaL music , many

recordings, involving considerable investment, will in any case relate to

works on which copyright has expired. Finally, as regards performers, onLy

the star performer may have a significant interest in pursuing bootleggers

and securing the co operation of authors may prove difficult.
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AccordingLy, quite independently of the question of the desirability of all

Member States ratifying the Geneva and Rome Conventions in their
23 entlrety , t e genera introduction of producers ' and performers ' rights

in sound recordings would appear to be a desirabLe deveLopment that wouLd

contribute to the effective repression of piracy and therefore merits

seri ous considerati on.

Turning to broadcasts and cable transmissions, protection against
unauthorized fixation and reproduction for commercial purposes 24 exists

only in pa rt. Rights may oftenexi st of course in broadcast or transmitted
works, but this is not aLways the case. In these situations, the existence

of copyright or a neighbouring right in the broadcast or transmission as

such is of particular importance. Even when a broadcast or transmission

concerns protected works, such rights provide a clear legaL basis for the

broadcasting or cable organizations to take action on their own behaLf

against pi rates.

IreLand and the United Kingdom have Long extended copyright protection to

broadcasts both domestic and foreign in conformity with their international
obL igations under the Rome Convention and, as regards television in the

United Kingdom, the European Agreement. In 1984 the United Kingdom
modified its Law to give explicit protection to cabLe programmes even when

these have not been broadcast in the traditionaL way.

Denmark .. Germany.- France . Luxembourg and Portugal accord broadcasters a

neighbouring right through provisions virtually identicaL .with those of
Article 13 of the Rome Convention which provides that broadcasting

organizations shall have the right to authorize the fixation of their

broadcasts and reproductions thereof. Italy B~rives at the same resuLt

through the provisions of ArticLes 79 and 203 of its copyright Law.
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In Belgium, wh ich daes not yet adhe re to the Rome Conventi an, the

protectian of teLevisian broadcasts is based on the European Agreement

ratified by Belgium by a law .of 14 January 1968 pending new legislation

which wi l L aL Low Belgium to adhere ta the Rome Conventian 26

Spain ratified the Eurapean Agreement on 23 October 1971. Further , the

1987 capyright law has conferred up an braadcasters a right to autharize

fixati an .of the i r broadcasts and repraductians thereof for a duratian .of 40

yea rs

In Greece and the NetherLands, no specific pratection is given to

broadcasts or transmissi.on as apposed ta the works from which programmes

may be compased, thaugh refarm is reparted to be under consideration in the

latter Stat

Even in thase Member States that provide far it, the extent to which

protectian accorded ta broadcasting appLies to transmissions by cable is

frequently far from clear. Where a braadcast is being instantaneausLy

re-transmitted by cable, a strong argument can clearly be made that

unauthorized fixation of the cable signal is an unautharized fixation of

the broadcast. Where the cabLe transmission is nat being contemparaneousLy
broadcast aver the air, however, .or not broadcast over the air at alL , such

a cancLusian is much mare difficuLt ta reach.

Accordingly, it wouLd appear that , as with sound recordings, the

int roduct i on of rights far organizat ions engaged in broadcast ing to

authorize or prahibit the fixation .of their broadcasts for cammercial
purpases would be desi rabLe where they do nat exi st already. Simi larly,
given the LikeLy develapment .of cable systems carrying bath re-transmitted

and .originaL material, clear provisian prahibiting unauthorized fixation of

cable signals and the repraduction thereaf wouLd also serve a useful

purpase.
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Procedures facilitating Legal action and proof

Sea rch and seizure procedures

Search and seizure procedures are avai labLe in most Member States, though

their efficacity varies not only from one jurisdiction to another but

depending on the nature of the rights being protected. A minority 
Member Stat es has not yet deve loped procedures of this ki nd.

In Belgium, Article 29 of the copyright Law of 1886 provides for a seizure

procedure on simple request of the right hoLder as regards works protected

by copyright in it$ narrow sense and subject to the possibility of 

guarantee being constituted by way of security in accordance with

ArticLe 31. This procedure is not avaiLable, however , under the provisions

of the unfair competition Law upon which producers of sound recordings and

performers are stilL obLiged to rely in the manner aLready described.

Instead a provision is made under Articles 70 to 72 of that law for a

seizure procedure in cases of infringements committed in bad faith within

the meaning of ArticLe 61. This procedure is dependent on th~ co-operation

of the pubL ic officials responsibLe for enforcing the law and, in addition

the requirement that bad faith b.e shown Limits its appLication.

In Denmark , search and seizure procedures were previously not avai LabL~ in

the copyright fi eLd. In 1985 , however, the copyright law was amended 29 to
provide more effective remedies and $anctions for piracy. Right hoLderf.,

including the producers of sound recordings and performers, are also now

entit led to request the pubL ic prosecut ing authoriti es to proceed against

pirates. By virtue of Article 55 of the copyright Law as amended in 1985

sea rch and s ei zure procedures pursuant to Chapte rs 72 and 73 of the Law on

CiviL and CriminaL Procedure 30 have been made appLicabLe to cases 

piracy.
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In GermclnY, search and seizure procedures are available for violations of

copyright and neighbouring rights under the general law of criminal

procedure 31 . Whereas copyright infringement normally is subject to

prosecution only on request of an injured party, the 1985 amendment

pubL it

32 of

the German copyright law concerning the reinforcement of remedies introduced

a system of pubLic prosecution ex officio also if the public interest

requires the involvement of public authorities. The wording of the new

Article 109 shows that this will normally be the case where there is

commercial piracy for which penalties have been laid down in Article 
108a.

The new provisions on sanctions have made normaL procedures in criminal

cases including search and seizure measures fuLLy appLicable to piracy.

Under Greek penal procedure, seizure can be ordered as an interim measure

by Law enforcement authorities.

In Spain, the police may in piracy cases under the terms of the Penal Code

request a court order to sea rch the premises of a suspect. If there is

prima facie evidence of infringement taking pLace pirate copies wilL be

sei zed and placed in custody of the Court.



6. 33. In France, Articles 66 to 69 of the copyright Law of 1957 provide for the

summary seizure of ilLicit copies of works protected by copyright in its

narrow sense on the simpLe request of the right hoLder , subject under

certain conditions to the constitution of a guarantee by way of security-

These procedures have been considered sufficientLy vaLuabLe for the new Law

of 1985 to include provisions introducing similar though not identical
procedures in the context of the new neighbour ing rights granted to

performers and producers of sound and video recordings and to audio-vi sual

communications undertakings. The new law also provides for a procedure

whereby officials of the National Centre for Cinematography may have access

to ~ccounts and records to establish the origin or destination of video

recordings reproduced or distributed as well as the operating receipts of

persons reproduc ing or dist ribut ing video recordings for private use by
members of the public Such procedures clearly facilitate the task of

demolishing compLete networks for the distribution of pirate products,

enabling action to be taken against aLL involved.
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Section 27 of the Irish Copyright Act, 1963 contains provisions on search

and seizure as to infringing copies of copyright works including sound

recordings, but excluding cinematographic works. If the District Court is

satisfied by information on oath that there is reasonable ground for

suspecting that an offence is being committed on any premises, the Court

may grant a search warrant authorizing a member of the police force to

enter the premises,. if need be by force, and to seize any copies of any

work or any plates in respect of which he has reasonable grounds for

suspecting that any offence is being committed. The same section also

provides that the District Court, if satisfied by evidence that there are

reasonable grounds for believing that infringing copies of a 
copyright work

are being hawked, carried about, soLd or offered for sale, may by order

authori ze a member of the po lice force to seize the copi es without warrant

and to bri ng them before the Court which may order them to be destroyed or
de live red up to the owner of the copyright. The extensi on of sect ion 27 to

include cinematographic works is under active consideration. 
Orders of the

Anton Piller type
34 are avai lable in civi l copyright proceedings before the

rlS courts These can be obtained in cases involving cinematographic

works. However, none of these remedies appear to be available to help
performers ~ombat bootlegging.
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In Italy, for works protected by copyright in its narrow sense, search and

seizure procedures are avai LabLe in accordance with Article 161 of the

copyright law. Notice to and hearing of the presumed infringer , though
normally required, can be dispensed with in cases of extreme urgency

per iculum in mora). A guarantee by way of securi ty may be requi red except

where proceedings are begun by the national organization representing

author.s As regards neighbouring rights, the possibility of relying on

Article 161 is controverSla . Cas. aw exlsts enYlng t e pOSSl 1 lty ,

whi le certain commentators argue otherwi se In any event Article 700

of the code of civil procedure can be reLied upon. This permits the court
to order whatever measures it considers necessary in favour of any person

who has reasonable cause to fear that during the period needed to estabL ish

his rights under the normal procedure, he will suffer a prejudice that in

practice tannotbe corrected.

In Luxembourg, no possibi l ity appears to exist of search and seizure in
copyright cas.es under criminal procedure. In civil proceedings, however,

~e izure may be order~d under Art icle 37 of the topyright Act. Such a

possibil ity does not appLy to cases of infringement of the rights of
producers of sound recordings or performers.
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In the Netherlands, copyright owners can seize infringing copies under

Article 28 of the Copyright Act. The procedure is subject to Little

formal ity, the order be ing granted on the request of the right hoLder to

the president of the court. Seizure is also possible in copyright cases

under the criminal law. However, since producers of sound recordings and
performers, as has been seen, are at present not protected by copyright or

a neighbour ing right , none of these procedures appear to be available to

them in thei r own right. It is understood, however , that the new law now

in preparation introducing neighbouring rights for producers and performers

wi L l also introduce seizure procedures simi Lar to those aLready applicable

in copyright cases. Further, licensees will also be entitLed to request

se i zure.

In PortugaL , copyright infringement is subject to pubLic prosecution. The

law of 1985 p rov i des for the s ei zu re of aLL il Lega LLy p rodu ced copi es as

weL L as thei r packaging and any machines or other instruments and documents

which are involved in the infringement. In flagrante delicto, various

branches of the police .and other enforcement authorities have the
competen ce to proc eed to s ei zu re
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In the United Kingdom, foL Lowing the decision of the Court of Appeal in

Anton Piller KG v. Manufacturing Processes Ltd. the practice has

deve loped of allowing a plaintiff to obtain an interim order, without prior

notification to the defendant , permitting him to inspect the latter

premises, take photographs, and seize materia ls infr inging copyright and
neighbouring rights in the defendant' s possession. NaturaLLy, such an
order is only granted where certain conditions are met and subject to

safeguards. Thus there must be a strong prima facie case that infringement

has occurred, the damage to the plaintiff must be actually or potentialLy

seri ous , and a grave danger must exi st that vital evidence wi Ll be
destroyed if the defendant is put on notice. In addition, the inspection

must be carried out according to certain procedures and the pLaintiff must

give an undertaking in damages to compensate the defendant for losses

result ing from inspections that prove unjusti fied. Associated interim
orders may aLso be granted compelling the defendant to reveaL reLevant

information to the pLaintiff , incLuding the names of persons from whom

infringing articles have been obtained or to whom they have been
41 42 lstrl ute , an a so preventlng 1m rOm lsposlng 0 lS assets

. y

the Copyright (Amendment) Act 1983 43 powers for magistrates to grant the

poLice warrants for se.arch and seizure on suspicion of piracy has been
introduced for fi Lms and sound recordings and extended by the 1985 Copyright
(Comput er S :Jftwa re) Ame ndment Act 44 to computer programs. The Government

has, however , now proposed these powers be extended to aLL categories of
copyright materiaL 45 . As for performers , these remedies are not avai LabLe

to combat boot Legging, since it has been held that the LegisLation making it

an offence to make or distribute unauthorized recordings of a performance

creates no civil rlg tso actlon . The government has, however , now
proposed this gap be closed by making orders for search and seizure

avai LabLe to performers aLso
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In summary, search and seizur.e procedures, subject to appropriate

safeguards, couLd be made avai lable more generally in Belgium, Luxembourg

and the Netherlands. In particular, in those countries, they need to be

pLaced at the disposal of both the producers of sound recordings and

performer s. The Latter would a lso benefit from such procedures being made

avai lable in Ireland and the United Kingdom. Consideration might also be

given to the more general adoption of powers such as those already found in

France and the Uni ted Kingdom whi ch requi re pi rates to di sc lose from whom

infr inging copi es have been obtai ned and to whom they have been

transferred.

Cust oms se i zu re

Sei zure by customs author ities is possibLe in some Member States though not

in others. Moreover, where the systems exist , they vary as to the extent

to which they can be used in practice.

Belgium and Luxembourg, which operate a compLete customs union, give no

LegaL powers to the customs authorities in relation to copyright or indeed

to intellectuaL property generaLly. Customsauthoriti~sthus play little
or no part in the detection or proof of piracy. However, consideration is

now being given to a more active role for the customs authorities as

regards counterfeiting of trade marks following the adoption of Council

ReguLati on No. 3842/86 on measures to prohibit the reLease for free

circulation of counterfeit goods

In Denmark , the re are at present no provi sions in copyright or trade mark

Law enabLing customs authorities to intervene to prevent the importation of

pirate products. Again, however, action wiLL now be taken to give effect to

CounciL Regulation No. 3842/86.
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In Germany, the law prov ides a bas is for customs authoriti es to act to

seize imports of goods with false indications of the source or the identity

of products in addition to goods bearing trade marks without the consent of

t el r owners

In Greece, no specific provisions of Greek Law authorize customs

authorities to intervene to prevent importation of pirated goods. However

since the Berne Convention is considered part of Greek national copyright

Law and provides that infr inging copi eS of works protected by the

Convention shaLL be Liable to seizure on importation the Customs

Investigative Service does intervene in piracy cases to seize illicit

coples

In Spain, there are no specific provisions under legislation currently in

force which enable customs authorities to intervene to prevent the

importation of pir.ated goods. In practice , however , the customs authorities

are reported to have been co-operating with the Spanish Authors Society

(SGAE) and the record industry in the control of transborder traffic in

copyright goods.

In France , importing articles which infringe French copyright law

constitutes a criminaL offence under the PenaL code This permits

customs authoriti es to exerci se a degree of control over imports of such

goods. Since 1977, when a series of directives were drawn up on this
matter , action has been reguLarLy taken on this basis, at Least as regards

imported sound recor lngs 
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Secti an 28 of the Ir ish Capyright Act , 1963 enables the .owner .of rights 

any pubL i shed li terary, dramati c or musi cal wark or saund recarding, but

not cinematagraphic works, to give n.otice to the customs authorities that

he is the .owner .of the copyright in a particular work .or recording, and to

requi re them, for a fixed peri ad .of time , ta treat copies of the work .or

recording as prahibited goods. This procedure enables the custams

authorities to prevent importatian, except far private and domestic use
, .of

any infringing copy of the wark .or .of the recording. The form .of notices

and the fees payable in respect thereaf are included in matters prescribed

in Regulatians made under the Act by the competent custamsauthority.

Arrangements have been made between right hoLders ' .organizations and the

customs autharities to define the circumstances in which cansignments will

e lnspecte . SimiLar pravisians exist under the Irish trade and

me rchandise marks legi slat i an.

In ItaLy, custams authorities have pawers ta prevent the impartatian 
.of

gaods which have been deliberateLy mlS escrl e or which bear counterfeit

trade marks They have no spe.cific pawers as regards infringements .of

capyright .or neighbauring rights.

In the NetherLands, no specific provisian is made for custams autharities

ta intervene ta prevent the impartati an .of pi rate praducts. Though they

may inspect al L gaads in the caurse of thei r impartatian, thei r pawers ta

intervene are Limited to the cantroL .of import farmalities, including the

accuracy of the declared value .of the goods. The custams authorities are
aLso subject to obLigations .of secrecy. Custams intervention has thus not

deveLoped as an impartant instrument in the repressian .of piracy, though on

.occasions infarmatian has been passed an in apprapriate cases to the pal ice

Dr to right hoLders ' organizations . The Interministerial WDrking Graup

makes no praposaLon the involvement .of Custams Authoriti es in its repart an58 piracy , but actlan Wl now be needed ta give effect ta CounciL
Regulati an No. 3842/86.
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In Portugal, Article 229 of the law on Industrial Property 59 confers upon

customs authorities the power to seize counterfeit goods at the frontier.

This provision is however applicable only where a trade mark or an

appellation of origin has been falsified.

In t.he United Kingdom, section 22 of the Copyright Act 1956 provides that
the owner of the copyright in any published literary, dramatic or musical

work may by notice require the customs authorities to treat copies of a

given work as prohibited goods and prevent their importation. This

provision does not apply to sound recordings or cinematographic works,

however. Similar provision is made as regards goods bearing infringing
trade marks under section 64(a) of the Trade Marks Act 1938. This

provision is of course available to producers who are owners of trade marks

appropriated by pirates. In its copyright bill of October 1987 the

government has inserted a provision aiming at the introduction of the same

possibility in respect of films and records, though right holders will have

to give an advance noti ce as to the time and place of the expected

importation in respect of infringing copies of fi lms and recordings 60
These noti ce requirements can , however, limit the util ity of these
procedures from the point of view of right holders

It would thus appear that, in many Member States, customs seizure at the

Community s external frontiers could be developed as a more effective

instrument in the repression of infringements of copyright. At the

Community s internal frontiers, no control can be exercised after 1992.

This does not, however, exclude customs seizure when the existence of

illegitimate merchandise is brought to the attention of customs authorities

or, when they, in the exerci se of internal control functions, detect fraud.

However, attention will have to be paid to the practical difficulties 62

involv.ed if the customs services are not to be diverted from their

principal tasks, whi le at the same time procedures cannot be so burdensome

to right holders that they are of little or no practical use.
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In December 1986, the Counc i l adopted a regulation laying down measures to
prohibit the release for free circulation of counterfeit goods, that is,

goods to wh ich a trade mark has been improperly affixed This regulation
creates common rules on the procedure to be fol Lowed to prevent counterfeit

goods being imported into the Community. The regulation is limited to
goods bearing infringing trade marks but, as stated in the explanatory

memorandum of the Commission s initial proposal , at a later stage,

consideration might be given to applying the procedures to other

intellectual property rights, in particular, copyrights. Such an extension

of the reguLation would ensure that customs seizure procedures made a

uniform contribution to the repression of copyright piracy at the external

frontiers of the Community.

Remedi es and 5anctions

A relatively comprehensive State-by-State description of the current

situation wouLd involve a considerable degree of detai L. It seems

preferable to concentrate on a limited number of important issues, namely

the availability of damages or other financiaL relief to those whose rights

have been vi oLated; theavailabil ity of injunctive relief;. the possibil ity
of disposing of discovered pirate products and equipment used to produce

them in WaY5 which ensure that they wi II not continue to circulate to the

right hoLders ' disadvantage; and , finally, the possibility of imposing

sufficiently dissuasive criminaL sanctions , including imprisonment for

seri ous offences.

Damages or other fi nanci al rel ief

As regards damages , where excLusi ve rights have been granted under the

civ i L Law , damages wi L L of course in principle be avai labLe, as may an
action for an account of profits. Simi larly" where unfai r competition Law

can be reL ied upon in a civi l action, damages can be obtained for

consequent financiaL Losses.
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On the other hand, as has been seen, certain important interests may not be

protected by civil rights of action. This applies not only to cases where

the interest is simply not legaLLy recognized, such as those of the

producers of sound recordings in the Netherlands, but aLso to jurisdictions

which protect certain interests excLusively by the criminaL law and without
provi sion for compensation within the criminal framework. As has been

seen, this is at present the case as regards the unauthorized recording of

Live performances in the Uni ted Kingdom and probably Ire land. The
introduction of civil rights of action as already announced by the United

Kingdom government would close this particular gap

More generally, claims for damages are normaLLy dependent on proof of the

damage sustained or income foregone. In some jurisdictions, the damage may

include damage of a moral character though this is normally limited to

authors ' and performers ' claims. Only in IreLand65 and the United

Kingdom66 is provision made enabLing courts to award conversion damages

equivalent to the fuLL vaLue of infringing copies detained or converted

and, in flagrant cases, additional exemplary damages. Even so, awards of

the former depend on proof of the number of copies in question and awards

of the Latter are subject to a number of restrictive conditions making them

unusual in practice. Further , the UK Government has recentLy announced its

intention to abolish conversion damages 67 which are regarded as

objectionabLe in particuLar in the field of design copyright. Instead the

powers of the courts to award additionaL damages wiLL be strengthened by

removal of existing limitations on their appLicability.
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The necessity of proving the damage sustained or income foregone can pose

probLems since the quantities of pirate products in fact sold may not be

ascertainable with any degree of certainty, even where search and sei%ure

procedures have been successfully used. In the case of bootleg records,

the .added di ffi culty arises that an estimati on of the depressive effect of

the appearance of a bootLeg recording on 5ales of legitimate records is

frequently speculative in character. These problems of proving the quantum

of damages, as weLL as the practical difficulty of enforcing awards against

the many pirate enterprises which are careful to keep their rp.alizable

assets re latively small, mean that damages need to be compLemented by other
remedies if pirates are to be effectively dissuaded from continuing their

activities.

Injunctive relief

An important instrument in this respect is injunctive relief , that is, the

avaiLabiLity of judicial orders which will enable continuing or future

pirate activity to be subject to sanctions of a penal type. Such remedies

are avai L ab le in somewhat di fferent fo rms in Belgium, Denmark, Germany,
I re Land, Luxembourg, the Nether Lands ("ast rei nt" or "dwangsom ) and the

United Kingdom, subject of course to what has already been said concerning

imitations as to the substantive rights conferred by the Law and the

availability of .civiL rights of action. They may also be available on an
interim or acceLerated basis which has the considerable advantage of

enabL ing acti on to be taken that can prevent pi rate products being placed

on the market in the fi rst place.

In Greece , injunctive re Lief is avai lable and, under certain conditions , as

an interim measure als0

In Spain, injunctive reLief is avai lable under the provisions of the 1987

copyright law and under certain conditions as an interim measure also 69
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In France, however, injunctive rel ief appears not to be avai Lable and it
has been suggested that its introduction would in many cases be helpful,

particularly to combat more sophisticated and persistent lawbreaker

The new French law71 does not alter this position
, though it provides for

other measures which are alme at t e etermlne plrate 

In Portugal, injunctive relief is not available under the legislation in

force.

Di sposal of infr inging products and equipment used to produce them

Different techniques exist for ensuring that pirate products that have been

discovered wi II not continue to circuLate to the right holders

di sadvantage.

Thus, under the rules of civi l and criminal procedure in force in most
Member States, proceedings for the infringement of rights in books, fi lms

and sound and video recordings may lead to the court ordering that

infringing copies be destroyed or, in some cases, be rendered unusable or

in others be transferred to the right hoLder.

Likewise , provision is frequently made for equipment used to produce

infringing copies to be destroyed with a view to preventing pirate activity

from continuing in the future.
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The main gaps in this area appear to be consequential on certain interests

not being protected by the substantive rules of civi l or criminal Law
rather than weaknesses in the procedural provisions alone. Some of these

have recent ly been closed. For example, in France , the new law has

introduced confiscation for sound and video recordings infringing the

substantive neighbouring rights which the law now has introduced for

performers and producers. Such a possibility has long existed for books

and fi lms 73 . Other gaps remain,. however , notably those flowing from the

absence of specific protection for producers of sound recordings and for

performers in Greece and the Netherlands. In addition, the Belgian law of

1971 on Trade Practices which, as has been seen, pLays an important role in

the protection of sound recordings, appears not to permit confiscation or a

similar remedy in either criminaL or civil proceedings.

Di ssuasive criminal sanctions

The nature of many pi rate operations requi res substantial criminal

penalti es to be available to di ssuade those who seek to avoid the full
effect of civi l judgements and are ski Lful in so doing. In addition

providing for severe penalties, including imprisonment for more serious

offences, gives a dear indication to law enforcement authorities of the

need to act against pi racy and a real incentive to do so. On the other

hand, if these authorities know that even a successful prosecution wi 

Lead onLy to a small fine, which will probably be regarded by pirates

simpLy as an irritating taxon their continuing activities, it is
understandabLe that they prefer to concentrate their limited resources on

other matters.
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Many States have aLready recognized the importance of having an adequate

range of criminaL sanctions avai labLe to secure .effective poLice involvement

in the detection of pi racy and the enforcement of law and also to constitute
effective disincentives to pirates. Thus, in spite of the general tendency

in the Community to reduce criminal penalties, in particular, those

consisting of impri sonment , sanctions avai lable in case of pi racy have been

substantia Lly re inforced in many Member States in accordance with the

objectives set out in the resolution by representatives of governments of

the Member States of 24 July 1984 74 . Whereas the united Kingdom had already

. .

75 76 77 
increased its maximum penalt1 es 1n 1983 , Denmark , Germany France

and Portugal have all introduced increased penalties in the past two

years.. In Italy the penalties introduced for piracy in respect of recordings

in 1981 80 were made applicable for film and video piracy in 1985 81

Further, an increase of penalties available is under active consideration in

Ireland and the Netherlands. In short, deterrent sanctions are aLready or

wi II be shortly available in Denmark , Germany, Greece, France, Ireland

Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal and the United Kingdom.

However, in the following cases in particular , the criminal sanctions

appLicable seem in need of reinforcement.

Thus, in Belgium, imprisonment is not possibLe for copyright infringement

as such , whatever the nature of the right infringed or the scale or

character of the offence. However, where conviction is obtained for

counterfeiting or under Article 191 , 498 or 505 of the PenaL Code sentences

of impr i sonment may be imposed.

As regards producers ' rights in sound recordings, as has been seen, these

are not protected in the Netherlands and a fortiori penaL sanctions are not

avai Lable , though thei r introduction is b;ing considered

Finally, the penaLties applicabLe to bootLegging in Ireland do not incLude

impri sonment.
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In addition, however, the effectiveness of criminaL sancti.ons depends not

only on the characterist ics of the penaLties, but aLso on the degree of

certainty that they wi LL in practice be appLied. This in turn depends in

Large part on Law enforcement authorities taking an active part in the

prosecution of offenders. SubstantiaL penaLties, at Least for serious or

repeated offences, as has aLready been stated, act as an incentive 
for Law

enforcement authorities to act where they have power to do so. However, it

appears that, in some cases , copyright infringements, though criminaL

offences, can be prosecuted onLy on a compLaint from an injured party, as

in Belgium and Luxembourg or even onLy by the injured party himseLf as in

Greece.

The expLanation for this state of affai rs seems in part at Least to be an

understandable reLuctance to give Law enforcement authorities

responsibiL it ies in cases of the more classicaL and delicate type in which

one author is aL Leging that another has pLagiarized his work. However

modern, commerciaL copying is clearLy distinguishabLe from such cases: the

copies are compLete or nearLy so, no attempt being made to present the work

as different from the originaL. Moreover, the scaLe of the phenomenon is

such that it shouLd rank as an economic crime of the first order damaging,

not onLy to individuaL right hoLders , but aLso to the viability of

important areas of economic and cuLturaL activity. For these reasons, most

Member States authorize Law enforcement authorities to prosecute on their

own initiative as regards Large scaLe copying and traffic in pirate

products or at Least encourage pubL ic prosecution on request by the injured

party. Such approaches shouLd be adopted by aLL Member States.

The organizational framework for enforcement

The organizationaL framework for enforcement activities is compLex and

vari es from State to State. It includes individual right hoLders,

organizat ions representing such right hoLders and pubL ic authorities.



Right hoLders and thei r organizat ions

Authors a re in a Ll Member States organized in societi es wh ich are engaged

primari Ly in the colLecting of royalties for literary and musicaL works.

Separate societies may exi st for different classes of work , for example

societies dealing with dramatic and dram.atic musical works are frequently

distinct from those dealing with other forms of music and lyrics including

popular songs. The national organizations are members of an international

organization, CISAC . Other right holders are also organized at national

and internati onal leve l. Thus produce rs of sound and video recordings are
organized in all Member States and these nationaL organizations, together

wih others, form the International Federation of Producers of Phonograms

and Videograms (IFPI). Fi lm and video producers84 and distributors85 are

aLso organized at nationaL and international Level as are publishers87 
broadcaste rs , and performers

. .

In an increasing number of cases , the current prevalence of pi racy has led

at both national and international levels to new initiatives, including the

formation of ad hoc anti-piracy organizations bringing together different
interest groups, to combine resources and operate with greater

effectiveness. New techniques have been deveLoped to faci Hate
enforcement such as the marking of films to enabLe the source of seized

copies to be identified more easi LYe
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or example, in the Uni ted Kingdom, the Brit ish Phonograph Industry 
(BPI)

has been dealing with piracy of sound recordings, while the Federation

Against Copyright Theft (FACT) waS founded in 1982 and has since pLayed an

important part in reducing the market share of pirate video recordings. 

1983, a similar action group was founded to combat video 
pi racy in the

Netherlands known as Foundation Video Safe. In Ireland, the Irish National

Federation Against Copyright Theft CINFACT) began operations in 1984 and

from the beginning of 1985, the Belgian Anti-Piracy Federation (BAn and,

in Germany, the Society for the Prosecution of Copyright Infringement

(GVV, Gesellschaft zur Verfolgung von Urheberrechtsverletzungen) have begun

similar operations. These examples and, in particular, the success achieved

in the area of video piracy in the United Kingdom have inspired the

creation of similar organizations in other Member States: in 
France,

Association de Lutte contre la Piraterie Audiovisuelle (ACPA); in Spain

Fede raci6n Antipi rater ia (FAP); and in Denmark , the Foreningen af Danske

Videogramdi st ribut~rer.

At the international Level also, the producers of sound and video

record ings have created an organization in co-operati on with the

International Chamber of Commerce and the Commonwealth Secretariat.
The

Internati onal Mari time Bureau of the Internati onal Chamber of Commerce

contributes to the project its particular expertise in monitoring the

transportati on of goods. IFPI cont ributes amongst other things

inteLL igence collected by its national and regional groups throughout the

worLd. The organization, known as the Joint Anti-Piracy Intelligence Group

(JAPIG), achieved significant results from the outset

) AmI



This concentration of anti-piracy interests at national and international

Level is a welcome development. By centraLizing relevant information and

activity on a limited number of focal points, it not only increases the

effectiveness and efficiency of anti-pira.cy efforts, it should also

facil itate the deveLopment of fruitful co-operati on between rights hoLders

and public authoriti.s by providing limited number of contact points

which, without prejudice to the rights and possibilities of others, can

develop particularly productive relations with relevant national

admin i st rat ion s.

Publ ic authoriti es

At national leveL , different agencies may be involved depending on the

State in question incLuding the customs, the poL ice and publ ic prosecuting

authorities as welL ~s agencies responsible for taxation and eonsum.r

protecti on.

As has already been indicated , limitations on the role and powers of some

of these agencies sometimes exist, for example, as regards the police and

the customs. Removing these limitations wouLd increase the contribution
that they would make to the repression of piracy. In particular , ensuring

that customs authoriti.s are in Law and in practice abL. to inform right

holde rs of pos sible violations of the i r rights so that the latter can act
to protect themseLves, where appropri ate , seems to be a desi rabLe

obj ect ive.
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However , this involves not only removing the legal Limitations to which

reference has already been made, but also ensuring that there are readi ly

usable lines of communication between the authorities on the one hand and

right holders ' organizations on the other. As has been seen, the formation

of ad hoc anti-piracy action groups is already making a significant
contribution in this respect. To the extent that there may be weaknesses,

right holders are in a position to improve the position in the short run

for themselves by taking action along the lines already traced by others.

In the longer term, attention might also be given to the creation of

systems using modern information technology to ensure that useful

information is made avai lable to the parties at the lowest cost possible.

Further reference wi II be made to this possibi l ity subsequently.

ConverseLy, the effectiveness of the public authorities depends on their

having the fuLL co-operation of those interest groups which are adversely

affected by piracy. The activities of pubLic authorities are subject to

inevitable resource constraints. The restrictive effect of those

constraints can be significantly reduced to the extent that those

immediately concerned can provide the authorities with information enabl 
ing

them to act with efficiency. In the customs context, for example, one of

the obstacles to more effective intervention is the difficulty and cost of

establishing that goods are probably pirated and the identity of those

whose rights have been infringed. The possibility of extending the Council

ReguLation , to whi.ch reference has already been made, on release of goods

into free circulation, to include other forms of intellectual property,

including copyright, depends in substantiaL part on solutions being found

to these practicaL problems.
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Again, modern information technology may help to provide the solution.

From time to time, the suggestion has been made at Community Level of the

creation of a register of rights in cinematographic or audio-visual
works This has been regarded primari ly as an instrument to fad l itate
the financing of film production and up to now agreement on the creation of

such a sY$tern has not proved possible 92 . However, a register of rights in

respect of sound recording.s, video recordings and fi Lms could also pLaya

role in the repression of piracy by making it relatively easy to identify

who has the right to exploit a work in a given jurisdiction. This could

fad l itate intervention by customs and other authoritie$ since they should
be able to establish more easily and rapidly whether merchandise seems

Likely to be infringing or not and would also be able to inform interested

parties of consignments of apparently pirated products. Within the

framework of WIPO-UNESCO, a Committee of Governmental Experts wi II di scuss

in March 1988 the setting up of an International register of audiovisual

works. Depending on the outcome of the WIPO-UNESCO meeting, the work at

Community level could be co-ordinated with future work at the internationaL

leve l.

In order to make such a system w.orkable in practice from the point of view

of customs authorities, right holders would need to notify those

authorities periodically of works in relation to which a particular risk of

pi racy exists.
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The Commission has in 1985 submitted to Council a communication on the

co-ordinated development of computerized administrative pr.ocedures, the

D. project , which the Counci l endorsed by decision of 4 February

1986 .. The system envi saged could probably be used to orient customs

checks in the pi racy context. Detai led examinati on of this possibi l ity

would not be appropriate in the context of . this paper but should form part

of the work leading to the development of the system. As to the register

itself, one of the main objections in the past has been the ccst to the

publ ic of its creation and administration. But the question 
clearly arises

as to whether it would not be possible for a register to be organized and

paid for by those who wi II derive the benefit from it, that is, the 
right

holders concerned. If such an approach were possible, Community

involvement could be l imi ted to ensuring that the register could be

accessed by customs and other relevant authorities within the framework of

the C. D. project and possibly to providing a simple legal framework to give

the registry and the information that it contains legal 
recognition.

In addition to co-operation between public authorities on the one hand and

right holders on the other , co-operation between relevant public

authorities at national, international and Community levels is also

important 
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At the national level, Member States are in a position to take for
themselves the necessary measures in the light of thei r part icular
administrative structures. However, a strong case can be made for the

creation or designation of focal points having particular responsibilities

in relation to piracy and associated problems. As regards the audio-visual
field, the role of the Centre National de la Cinematographie in France

constitutes an interesting example. Such fotal points not only facilitate
co-ordination of the activities of all public authorities concerned and
co-operation between them. They can also perform the role of natural
interlocutor for right holders and their organizations which, as has been

explained above, are frequently in the proce.ss of creating similar focal

points for themselves.

At the Community and international levels, procedures for co-operation
between law enforcement agencies already exi st which can be used in

appropriate cases including, for example, the services of Interpol . The

general legislative tendency to sanction pi racy as a serious offence

punishable by imprisonment should make it easier to use these procedures

since it makes it less likely that pi racy wi II be perceived as a matter of
minor importance.

The Interpol General Assembly at its 46th session in Stockholm in 1977

adopted a resoluti on on audi o-v isual pi racy and has since made efforts to
expand its activities to combat piracy. It should be remembered however

that co-operati on within Interpol consists of voluntary acts ~f mutual
assistance and is based on the possibi l ities offered by national law.s of
its Member States, their national sovereignty be ing strictly respected.

They retain power to decide whether or not to co-operate; they do not have

to justify their decisions and no measures may be taken if they do not.

These limitations on the co-ordinating possibilities of the Interpol are an

important qualification on its ability to act in the repression of piracy.
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For the future, at Community level, a logical consequence of the recent

adoption of a Community regulation on the reLease into free circulation of

counterfeit goodS
96 might be to consider counterfeit as a matter that

shouLd fa II within the mutual assistance regime created by the Counci 

Regulation on mutual assistance between the administrative authorities of

the Member States and co~operation between the latter and the Commission to

ensure the correct application of the law on customs and agricultural

matte rs This provides for both assistance on request and spontaneous

assistance. If necessary, a relatively simple amendment could be adopted
to clarify the position. It would aLso follow that if it proves possibLe to

extend the reguLation on release into free circuLation to other forms of

intellectual property infringement, including copyright, the mutual

assistance regime could apply equaLly in such cases. Finally, the C.

Project will provide the technical means whereby such mutual assistance can

be efficiently managed.

At the international leveL , the Customs Co-operation Council (CCC) has

proved an eff icient instrument for increas ing co-ope rat i on between nat i onal

customs authorities. In 1953, it adopted a Recommendation on Mutual

Administration Assistance aiming at providing information on new methods or

means of customs fraud and to offer on request of another Member State the

maintenance of a speciaL watch on particular consignments, on persons known

to be engaged in smuggling or on suspect vehicles. Furthermore
, in 1975

the Counc i l adopted a Recommendati on on the Pool ing of Informati on

concerning Customs fraud. The information collected and subsequently

communicated to States relates to persons convicted of smuggling or customs

fraud, methods of smuggling and ves.sels involved in smuggling. These

instruments do not relate directly to copyright goods, but they can 
playa

roLe when trade in pirate products involves, as it often does, customs

fraud. However, in 1983, the CCC embarked on a study of the role of the
customs in implementing copyright and industrial property Law. The aim of

the study partly carr ied out by means of a questionnai re addressed to

Member States and internationaL organizations was to define the role of

customs authorities in general anti-pi racy .action and how the participation

of these authorities could be made more regular and effective.

waS completed in 1984

The study
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The study has been discussed by the competent Committees of theCCC, that

is the Enforcement Committee and the Permanent Techni cal Committee. The

Enforcement Committee reached the following conclusions. Fi rst, customs

enforcement of intellectual property law would be a permanent item On the

Committee s work programme so that the Committee could continue to exchange

views about developments in this field. Secondly, the CCC Secretariat

should now propose practical meanS of assisting administrations which

already have competence in this field. Thirdly, the Secretariat should

continue to maintain contacts with the international organizations which

are concerned with this question, and to co-ordinate the activities of the

Enforcement Committee and of the Permanent Technical Committee which was

responsible for the administrative aspects of the question. Fourthly, the

Secretariat should further analyse the enforcement instruments of the CCC

with a view to determining the extent to which they could be used for

purpos eS of combat ing pi racy and count erfei t ing pend ing further

consideration of a new instrument. The Permanent Technical Committee has

finished its work in developing a model law which gives customs authorities

power to act in counterfeiting and piracy cases.

The CCC' s programme in relation to piracy and c.ounterfeiting clearly merits

the Community s full support.

The international context for future initiatives and developments at

COIIIllllunity Level

Before proceeding from the analysis set out above to a consideration of

possible future initiatives and developments at Community level, the

broader international context in which such initiatives and developments

may be taken should be considered in so far as this context has not yet

been covered.
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The internationaL organizations which administeli the relevant copyright and

re lated rights conventions have several times addressed the pi racy issue to

aLert the pubL ic to the damage done to cultural activity by piracy and to

promote, in the various parts of the world where pi racy constitutes a

serious problem, actions to combat pirate activities.

At the level of the Rome Conventi on
100

, the Intergovernmental Committee in

October 1979 adopted a recommendation to Member States of the United

Nations in which the administering organizations recommended UN Member

States to accede to the Convention
101

This recommendation was renewed by

the Intergovernmental Committee during its eighth Ordinary Session in

November 1981
102

At the WIPO level " a first worldwide Forum 011 the Piracy of Sound and

Audiov isual Record ings was held in Geneva in Ma rch 1981. A resoLution was

adopted recommending steps to be taken both in developed and developing

countries to bring into force appropriate legisLation to prevent piracy and

to ensure the appli~ation of such Legi~lation
103 . A second worLdwide forum

was organized in WIPO in March 1983, this time on "Piracy of Broadcasts and

the Printed Word" The resolution adopted as the conclusion of the

. 104meet mg expressed concern over the spread of piracy. It considered that
the search for practical measures for combating piracy with more efficiency

shou Ld cont i nue and recommended that the Assemb ly of the Be rne Uni on adopt

a recommendation on the subject. The subject WaS addressed again at a

meet ing of government experts on 2-6 June 1986 organized by UNESCO/WIPO and

a resoluti on adopted caLL ing for stronger penal sanctions against

105pl racy

The Resolutions adopted within WIPO can realistically only aim at bringing

to the attention of national governments the need to adopt appropriate

measures against piracy at the national level. Even when taking a general

position as to the piracy issue, the wording of a resolution must be chosen

with deL icacy if an important number of developing countries are not to

find it too difficult to endorse. For them, the importance of due respect
of intellectual property rights must normally be balanced against

recognition of the need for ready access to copyright material.



The UNESCO Secretari at has prepared a document entit led "Analysis of the

repl i es to the UNESCO quest i onnai re on the phenomenon of the pi racy of

printed material , phonograms, audiovisual material, fi lms, and radio and

television programs/' which summarizes and analyses the replies to the

questionnai re given by its Member States.

At the level of the Council of Europe, Ministers of Culture adopted a

resolution in May 1984
106 inviting Member States to organize, at national

and European level, action to repress audio-visual piracy. On 18 January

1988, the Committee of Ministers adopted a Recommendation
107 to Member

States on measures to combat piracy in the field of copyright and

neighbouring rights.

Within the GATT, the possibility of action on the trade aspects of

counterfeit ing has been actively discussed since 1982. In 1984, a group of

experts was set up to pursue the matter. This GATT initiative aimed at

providing a framework for the participation of customs authorities in the

detection and seizure of counterfeit merchandise, which is at present

defi ned as me rchandi se on wh ich a trade mark allegedly has been placed

without the consent of the trade mark owner. Insofar as pirates copy not

only the work but also the packing, which for audio-visual works is

frequently the case, this initiative is also of interest to the copyright

holder. However, the work within GATT has not resulted in an agreement on

counterfeit merchandise, because of oPPosition by numerous third countries,

in particular deve loping countries.
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Thi s work had resul ted in that at least one area of intellectual property

rights could be dealt with by GATT. In September 1986, the Ministers of

Trade of contracting States meeting in Punta del Esta decided that, in a

more general sense, trade aspects of intellectual property should be

included on the agenda of the multilateral negotiations, which they had

just opened. Consequently, these negotiations will .also include other

issues of intellectual property, which have an impact on trade flows and

trade relations. It is clear from the preliminary discussions on this issue

which have taken place that there is a marked wi II ingness .at Community

level to examine the possibi l ities of effectively reinforcing legislation

on copyright and re lated rights within the framework of GATT, in particular

to combat book, phonogram and videogram pi racy, on the basis of the work

already carr ied out on counterfeit goods.

Finally, it should be noted that the Community has recently taken up

intellectual property problems with third countries, in particular as

regards the barriers which certain intellectual property systems constitute

in respect of trade flows and investment by Community enterprises. It

appears worthwhi le at this stage to consider the possibi 
l ity of using these

contacts more systematically to combat pi racy. This question wi II be

examined in more detai l in Chapter 7.

Future develop.ents and initiatives at Community level

The present s i tuat i on as regards pi racy in the Member Stat es of the

European Community and in the rest of the world can be summarized as

foL lows. Although in several Member States substantial progress has been
made in the recent past, pi racy of sound recordings and audio-visual works

remains a substantial problem both within and outside the Community.

Pi racy of books also remains serious, though in thi s case the problem

exists essentially in certain non-Member countries.
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Out side the Commun ity, posi tive trends can be perceived onLy in Western

European countries, the United States , Canada, Japan, AustraL ia , Hong~Kong

and recently Singapore. M.any other countri es do not take effective

anti-piracy action and in some cases, display a degree of complacency that
suggests connivance, even compL ic ity. The external dimension of the pi racy

problem seems LikeLy to remain significant for some time to come. The

Community has a cLear interest in using its coLLective weight to ensure

better protection for the creations of its authors, performers and

producers in non-Member States. The nature of possible Community actions to

this end and the frameworks within which such actions can be taken is

discussed in detai L in Chapter 7.

Inside the Community, there is good reason to beLieve that progress recentLy

made in repressing pi racy can be maintained , even increased. Copyright Laws

have been amended or are under current review in many Member States. The

Counc iL ResoLuti on of 1984 has drawn the attenti on of Member States to the

piracy problem. As a consequence, reinforced LegisLation , deterrent

sanctions and better enforcement procedures can now be rel ied upon in a

number of cases. Further , right holders have in the recent past organized

themselves in anti-pi racy organizations and are activeLy taking action
against piracy.

Nevertheless, many improvements remain to be made in parti cuLar

j ur isdiction s. Moreove it could be dangerous to re Lax too soon,

part icuLarLy when new reproduction technology may give fresh impetus to
pirate activity.

As stated in paragraph 2. , pirate compact discs are virtually unknown

due to the fact that the manufacture is technicaLLy compLicated and requires

high investments. The Launch of the digitaL audio tape recording equipment

(DAT) which offers the same sound quaLity as the compact disc may change the

picture in respect of piracy of high fideLity sound recordings. DigitaL

sound sources, whether compact discs or digitaL tape, can be perfectly

reproduced and contrary to anaLogue copies , digital copies do not

deteriorate by successive copying. On the basis of a " clone" copy,

generations of copies may be reproduced , each copy serving as a master copy.
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In an effort to reduce the pi racy problem, Japanese producers have agreed to

implement in fuLL the standards of protection for digital recordings Laid

down in theR-DAT conference standard of 1986. Guidance from MITI has led

aL l major manufacturers of DAT in Japan to accept the conference standard

which includes the following measures : a sampl ing rate for digital
recording (48kHz) which is different from the sampling rate used for compact

discs (44, 1 kHz). This has the effect of excluding the reproduction of a

compact disc through the digital input socket of the DAT recorder and

thereby excludes the production of II cLones" on the basis of CDs, unless a

rate convert er is appl ied. Further, the MHI guidelines provide for the use

of detector circuitry to identify copy-inhibit codes inserted in the

sub-codes of pre-recorded digital software, both CD and eventually OAT. This
renders digital copying of CD onto DAT impossible but does not prevent

copying via the analogue output of a CD player. MITI guidance also suggests

that L i cence agreements with non-Japanese firms to produce DAT should

maintain both these anti- copying measures.

The use of digital audio tape is seen by the recording industry primari Ly as

a potential probLem in relation to home copying and is consequently deaLt

with in Chapter 3 below where a number of possible protection measures .are

discussed. A pi racy problem remains, however, since the described mei:lsures

reLating to the prevention of direct digital copying wiLL not prevent the

determined pirate from producing such illegitimate copies as the market may

demand.

Mass production of pre- recorded digital tape will eventui:llly take place 

means of contact process printers al Lowing copi es to be made many times

faster than on a recorder. The danger that such machines, in the wrong

hands, might be used to produce large quantities of pirate copies is real.
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On the other hand, manufacturers of recorded musi c are Limited in number and

the identity of Legitimate manufacturers in the Community is known to right

holders and their organizations. Since considerable economic interests are

at stake, consideration might be given to Limiting the sale of DAT printers

to professional users such as record companies and to making the sale to a

user and his possession of the equipment dependent on a licence to be issued

by a public authority of a Member State. This public authority would keep

track of al l machines sold on its territory to make sure that equipment is
not subsequently transferred to non-l icensed users. Licences could be

revocable on proof that the user had engaged in pirate activity.

Since contact printing equipment is not 
yet on the market or at least in a

very Limited number onLy, such a measure would be effective and would not

necessarily impLy the introduction of unreasonabLy burdensome bureaucratic

procedures. It couLd weLL be compared to the firearm licence in use in

Member States with the qualification that the Li.cence wouLd be deLivered to

any person bei ng a bona fide producer of pre- recorded DAT.

If licensing scheme were to prove successful within the Community,

consideration couLd then be given to persuading other countries to do

Likewise.
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Second , effective search and seizure procedures , subject to apprapriate

safeguards, shouLd generalLy be made avai LabLe in bath civi l and criminal
praceedings. Consideration shouLd also be given to the generaL adaption .of

powers, again subject to appropriate safeguards, to enforce disclosure of

sources and destinatians of pirate praducts (see paragraphs 2. 27. to

40. abave).

Third, considerati.on should be given to extending the CounciL Regulatian on

prohibiting the release for free circulatian of caunterfeit goods to

incLude gaods infringing c.opyrights. Now that the regulation has been

adapted, experience wi Ll soon be gained as to its operation (see pari'Jgraphs

41. to 2. 54. above).

Fourth, as regards remedies and sanctions , appropriate damages shouLd be

availabLe to those whose interests have been damaged; injunctive reLief
should be avai Li'JbLe to deaL with persistent .offenders; confiscatian of
infringing goods and equipment used to produce them shouLd be introduced

where they are not possibLe i'Jt present; and piracy should be treated as a
criminaL .offence, subje~t to public prosecuti.on and entailing the

possibi Lity .of imprisonment f.or serious or repeated .offences (see

paragraphs 2. 55. ta 2. 76. above).
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Some of the actions listed above clearly Co II for formal legislative

activity by the community s institutions, for example, the extension at the

appropriate time of the regulation on the release of counterfeit goods and

the mutual assistance regime. Equally clearly, some other actions are not

legisLative in character, for example, the creation of administrative focal

points and the initiatives at the international level. In between , are

actions as to which binding Community legislation would be possible, but as

to which less formal, and probably less lengthy, responses may also be

possible. Into this category fall the actions designed to assure the
general introduction of deterrent sanctions in respect of piracy, for

example. At this stage, however, the advantages in terms .of legal security

offered by a binding Community lega l instrument seem to outweigh the

advantages of other techniques in so far as measures concerning the

avai lability and legal enforcement of relevant intellectual property rights

are concerned.

SulIBllllillry

Whereas measures to collllbat piracy outside the Community s jurisdiction is
dealt with in Chapter 1 on the Community s external relations, the findings

of the present chapter can be summarized as follows:

The repression of piracy of sound and video recordings in the Community

requires the existence of clear substantive legal provisions in favour of

authors, producers and performers and broadcasting organizations in respect

of their right to authorize the reproduction for commercial purposes of

their recordings and broadcasts.

Such substantive legal provisions must be accompanied by appropriate

procedures fad l'itating legal CicHon and proof against acts of piracy, in
particular provisions on search and seizureo
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* The intention of the Commission to submit to the Counci l in due course a

proposal for a regulation:

e) extending Counci l Regulat ion (EEC) no. 3842/86 laying down measures to

prohibit the release for free circulation of counterfeit goods to cover

equally goods under copyright;

f) extending the mutual assistance ~egime to include fi ~st counterfeit and
then copyright infringements;

--------------

* The des; rabi l i ty of :

g) ~ecommending to Member States to provide for rights for authors,

producers of phonograms and videograms and performers to ~equest publ ic

prosecution in respect of acts of piracy;

h) ~ecommending to Member States the introduction of minimum requirements

as regards search and seizure procedures in cases of suspected piracy of

copy r i gh t goods;
i) recommending to Member States the introduction of minimum requirements

as to criminal sanctions and civil remediss;

j) creating at the appropriate Community or international level ~egister
or registers, financed by right holders, of rights in sound recordings,
video recordings and feature fi lms , eventually l inked to the C.
project.

k) setting up an agreement at an international level on the seizure of

counterfeit goods, applicable not only as regards the counterfeit of
trade marks but also as regards other intellectual property rights

includi ngcopyri ght and related rights.
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OJ No. C 204 of 3 August 1984, page 1.

statement by Mr. Clive Bradley of the United Kingdom PubLishers
Association to the WIPO WorLdwide Forum on the Pi racy of Broadcasts and
the Printed Word, Geneva, March 1983 (PF/11 /S/2).

Statement of the Uni ted Kingdom PubL ishers Association to the
Commission, 7 January 1987.

Piracy of Phonograms by Gillian Davies, second edition 1984, Commission

document SG/Culture/52/84.

As many as 90% of releases do not make a profit , see Musi c and Video

Pi racy in the EEC , IFPI 1984.

Source: Extent of piracy of sound recordings worldwide in 1984. IFPI
1985 .

See Chapter 4 on rental rights. There seemS to be a clear link between a
low LeveL of pi racy and the existence of rights of the author to

authorize the rental of videograms.

See Chapte r 4.

Since the rental may be considered iLLegaL, many " rental" contracts in

the United States present themseLves as arrangements for pre-viewing
pri or to possibLe purchase.

10 The Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works

is in the present context more important than the Universal Copyright
Convention (UCC), to which aL L Community Member States also adhere,
because the Berne Convention in contrast to the Universal Copyright
Convention contains an important cataLogue of minimum rights.

11 Article 2(1).

12 This chapter is concerned with piracy as defined in paragraph 1 above.

It does not address itseLf to provisions concerning re-broadcast or
re-transmission of signaLs which are discussed in the green paper
TeLevision without frontiers , June 1984, COM (84) 300 final.

13 ee paragraph 2. 4. above.

14 See article 63-1 of Law no. 85-660 of 3 JuLy 1985.

15 See article 45 of the copyright Law 1912 as amended by Law of 30 May

1985 ($taat sblad no. 307 of June 18, 1985).
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arlO Fabiani , Il Diritto di Autore NeLLa Giurisprudenza , Cedam Padova
1972, page 220.

Law no. 45/85 of 17 September 1985 , article 201.

40 (1976) 1 WLR 162. See also the Supreme Court Act 1981
, section 72.

41 See 
EMI Ltd v. Sarwar and Haidan (1977) FSR 146 and the Supreme Court

Act 1981 , secti on 72.

42 
See CBS Uni ted Kingdom Ltd. v. Lambert (1983) FSR 127 and the Supreme
Court Act 1981 , section 37.

43 
opyrlg t (Amendment) Act 1983 (1983 c. 42), 13 May 1983.

44 . opyrlg t (tomputer Software) Amendment Act 1985 (1985 c. 41), 16. July
1985.

45 Bill (H.
L. 12) loco cit., sections 89 and 104.

46 
See RCA Corporation v. PoLLard (1983) FSR 9 and Shelley v. Cunane (1983
FSR 390),

47 BiLL (H.
L. 12) Loc. cit. , sections 177 and 183.

48 Counci l ReguLation (EEC) No. 
3842/86 of 1 December 1986 Laying down

measures to prohibit the reLease for free circuLation of counterfeit
goods, O. J. No. L 357/1 of 18 December 1986.

49 See ArticLe 28 of the Trade Mark Law of 5 May 1936, as revised on

2 January 1968 and Article 2 of the Law ratifying the Madrid Agreement
for the Prevention of False and MisLeading Indications 3s basis for

customs seizure in some cases of pi racy.
50 Article 16.

51 
See aVles, op. cit. , p. 69.

52 Articles 425
, 427 et seq.

See Dav i es, cit. 63.Ope

See Davies, cit., 71.Ope

55 Art i c le 57 
of the Cust oms Law.

Law no. 1322 of 15 December 1954, Chapter II B 1 and 2; Article 303 of
the Customs Law , no. 43 of 23 January 1973 and Article 483 of the Penal
Code.57 See Davles, Ope cit., p. 81.

58 - 
Plracy 0 copyng t wor s, Intenm Report by the Interministerial
Working Group, August 1984.

Law decree no. 30679 of 24 August 1940.
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85 
e eratlon internationaLe des associations de distributeurs des films

(FIADL

86 nternatlona Publ ishers Association and Organisation internationaLe
edi teurs de presse.

87 European Broadcasting Union.

88 International Federation of Actors and International Federation of

Musicians.

Statement by the JAPIG representative to the Counci l Working Party; .25

June 1985.

See paragraphs 2. 54. and 2. 75 - 2. 76. above.

91 Proposal for a fifth Counci 
l Di rective for the purposes of co-ordinating

certain laws, regulations and administrative provisions concerning the
film industry, O. No. C 106/23 of 23 October 1971.

92 The Commission
s proposal was formaLly withdrawn in 1981.

J. No. C 15/1 of 16 January 1985.

94 
ec lSlon 86/23/EEC, OJ no. L 33/28 of 8 February 1986.

See Statement of Mr. A. Waldman on behalf of Interpol to the WIPO
Worldwide forum on the Piracy of Sound and Audiovisual Recordings,
Geneva, March 1981 (PF1 /15).

See paragraph 2. 54. above.

97 
ounCl Regu atlOn (EEC) No. 1468/81 of 19 May 1981 , O. J. No. L 144/1 of

2 June 1981.
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real time exchanges of data required for
mutuaL assistance and other purposes

99 Study on the RoLe of the Customs in ImpLementing IntellectuaL Property

Law, 30 Oc tober 1984, TE7 - 80108.
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Recommen atlon no. R(88)2 of 18 January 1988.
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CHAPTER 3 : AUDIO-VISUAL HO~E COPYING.

-------------------------------------

Introduction

The term "audio-visual" is used throughout this chapter to denote both
sound and visual works. Where reproduction without permission of protected

audio-visual works takes place for comm.ercial purposes, it is a clear

copyright infringement. For this, the term "piracy" has been used in this

document. The problem of pi racy and possible Community responses have been
discussed in the preceding chapter. The present chapter deals with the

unauthorized reproduction of audio-visual material in the home, that is,
reproduction by the individual consumer to satisfy his personal needs,

without reference to the owner of the rights in the work for permission to

copy. This chapter does not deal with reproduction of audio-visual material

in the " semi-private" sphere, that is, for example, in institutions such as
educational establishments. Copying of audio-visual material in such

circumstances raises different issues from home copying and is relevant to

the discussi on of the issues raised in this chapter only in so far as the

approach taken to home copying may have implications for copying in these

other context s.

Until recently, the audio-visual material in question consisted of sound

and video recordings, radio and television broadcasts and cable

transmissions. Recent techni cal developments seem likely to broaden the

range of material to include various kinds of information, possibly

together with images and sound, recorded digitally on a support of one kind

or another. These developments need to be taken into account.

The topic of audio-visual home copying i.s ripe for discussion at Community
level for a number of reasons.
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First, some of the industries most conc.erned have brought claims to the

attention of their national governments and to the Commission and other

international bodies. These claims relate to the alleged economic harm done

to their activities by the practice of home copying, to the negative effect

on right owners generally and to the need for greater protection against

what they consider to be infringement of rights. Recently, developments in

technology such as digital audio tape recorders have given new impetus to

such claims. In turn, the claims have provoked counterclaims from interests

that view home copying as on balance positive.

second, the claims for greater protection have resulted in a number of

measur.es being introduced at national level by some, but not all, Member

States, and by a number of trading partners among non-Member States, in

order to compensate right owners by means of taxes or levies. This has

created new divergences in intellectual property law among Member States

over and above those already existing for long standing, historical

reasons. Concern has been expressed that the divergences may have

significant, negative effects on the functioning of the internal market.

Third, new technical developments .are increasing the ease and

attractiveness of home copying of audio-visual material : high speed

copying, improvements in the quality of home made copies, and now the

arrival of digital audio tape recording (DAn with its capacity for making

perfect copi es both rapidly and cheaply have rai sed ne.w questions as to how

copyright laws should deal with the matter. In addition, in opening up new

possibi l ities for the creation of innovative kinds of audio-visual work,

technical developments have raised the question of how the considerable

investment of time, effort and money needed for the creation of such works

can be secured if an enti re work on the scale of an encyclopedia can be
perfect ly, rapidly and cheaply copied by machines accessible to almost
anyone.
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The early development of home copying.

The early machines for playing phonograms were unable to make recordings of

sound. They could only be used to play the phonograms which the consumer

had purchased or borrowed. Home copying fi rst became widespread when the

marketing of cassette tape recorders permitted the ordinary consumer to

obtain relatively cheap and easi ly managed equipment to transfer recorded

sound from one support to another, perhaps editing it in the process.

The compact cassette also gave the consumer the freedom to carry .sound

recordings around from place to place and to compi le selections of
favourite tracks for use in cars or elsewhere outside the home. Compared

with its predecessor , the black vinyl di sc, easi ly damaged and requi ring

cumbersome playing equipment , or even by comparison with the reels of tape

for use on reel to reel recorders, the compact cassette marked a revolution

in the popular music field, soon gaining popularity at the expense

primarily of the vinyl disc.

It was some time , however, before a full range of titles became avai lable

in pre- recorded cassette form. Moreover, the qual ity of blank tape used in
the early stages did not always match up to the sound quality of the black

vinyl record, and not surprisingly, the consumer soon learned to make his

cwn cassette recordings using a better quality of blank tape to copy his

own or borrowed records or to record off the air from broadcasts.

The video cassette recorder (VCR) permits the play back of pre- recorded

material and the recording of both sounds and images, primarily, in the

first instance at least, from television broadcasts.

In 1983 the launch of compact disc again re-introduced the concept of

play-only machines, but with a great ly enhanced sound quality and
durabil ity compared with the vinyL record. Re-usable opt ical discs which

would allow the transfer of material from one compact disc to another have

not yet been commercialized for home use, although developments in this

field seem promising.
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The international legal fraMework

The Berne Convention 1 in its 1967 revised Stockholm text contains in

Article 9(1) the basic copyright principle that authors .shall have the
exclusive right of authorizing the reproduction of thei r works in any
manner or form. It was however clear, even in 1967, in spi te of the
emerging popularity of audio visual media and the corresponding risk of an

increase in the practice of home taping, that this principle could not be

upheld without exception, in particular in respect of private use.

Therefore it was felt necessary to find a means by which copying which

took place in the private sphere could continue. Such copying would be in

any event, uncontrollable, but it was bel ieved that Member States should

be free to permit certain kinds of reproduction where the authors

interests would not be unreasonably prejudiced. The wording of the

exception clause within the framework of an international treaty had

necessari ly to be hi rly general to find approval by all signatory States.

Consequently the following was laid down in Article 9(2)

II It shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of
the Union to permit the reproduction of such works in
certain special cases, provided that such reproduction
does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work
and does not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate
interests of the author

This wording Leaves States which are signatories to the Berne Convention

hi rly wide room for manoeuvre and it is consequently not surprising that

the legaL position has developed in somewhat different directions in the

Me.mber States.
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Thus, the absence of provisions in the older copyright laws of some Member

States, and the fai lure of the Berne Convention to deal explicitly with the
question of home copying should be situated in the context of the evolution

of home copying described above. Even after the 1967 revision of the Berne

Convention, it was some time before legislation was introduced in a number

of Member States in response to growing pressure from the recording

industry to provide remuneration for right holders for acts of home

copying.

No actions have yet been brought by right holders against individual home

tapers within the Community. In the absence of either express provisions in

national legislations or of case law, the issue of the legality of home

taping remains unclear in a number of Member States.

However, in those Member States which have introduced levy 
or tax systems

to provide remuneration for acts of home copying, it would seem evident

that in return for such payment, home copying is then permitted. There does

not seem to be any indication of a trend in Member States towards expressly

permitting home copying per se (without remuneration) within present

interpretations of Article 9(2) of the Berne Convention.

The legal position 11"1 the Hellllber States

The positions taken in Member States may be defined as follows

- in one group of States, the position is undefined by national legislation

or is defined so broadly that some interested parties have claimed that

home copying might be interpreted as not permitted under the relevant

provisions. There are no known cases to prove the validity of this

interpretation, and given the likelihood that a Court in a Member State

would prefer not to intervene in what an individual does in his own home,

the s ituat ion in these Member States i sat best theoret i ca l;
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- in a second group of States, express provi sion has been made to permit

home copying, either free of charge under the general exception provision

contai ned within Art ide 9(2) of the Berne Conventi on or against
remuneration where levy schemes have been brought in.

Member States appearing to treat home copying as an infringement of

copyright or relevant neighbouring rights

In Ire land and the Uni ted Kingdom, the producers of both cinematographic

films, a concept that includes video tapes and di scs, and of sound

recordings have the exclusive right to authorize their reproduction. In

addition, any recorded literary, musical and dramatic works are also
protected against unauthorized reproduction subject to fair dealing

provisions that are unlikely to be appli cable to the activities of the
typical home copi er . Belgium, Greece and Luxembourg make no provision for

fair dealing or private use and accordingly unauthorized reproduction would

appear to infringe relevant rights. Italy makes provision of a narrow kind

for private copying of protected works for the personal use of " reader.

provided the copying is done manua Llyor by some means unsuitable for

publ ic diffusion . It is difficult to see how the home copier of sound or

video record ings could successfully rely on this provisi on.

Member States appearing to treat home copying as permitted under national

legislation

In the Netherlands, home copying of .audio-visual recordings is permitted.

The copyright law provides for the making of a limited number of copies of

protected works
4 for the sole purpose of the personal practice, study o.

use of the person who makes the copi es or who orders them to be made . The

permission to cause a third party to make a copy for this private purpose

does not extend to reproductions made by recording a work in whole or in

part on an article intended for causing the work to be heard o.r seen.

Nevertheless the result is that home copying of sound and video recordings

by persons for their own personal use in not at this time considered an

infringement of Dutch copyright law.
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Simi larly, in Denmark, Germany, Spain, France and Portugal copying of

audio-visual recordings for private use is explicitly permitted by relevant
legislation . Moreover, in Germany, Spain, France and Portugal provision is

also made for compensation of right holders other than broadcasting

organizations for the private copying of thei r works.

Article 54 of the German copyright law, as amended by Law no. 33 of 27 June

1985 7, provides that certain right holders can claim remuneration through

a collect ingsoci ety for the opportun ity to make copi es of the i r works for

personal use on video or sound supports. The right holders in question are

authors, performers and record producers. Broadcasting organizations have,

however, been excluded from the scope of application of the provision 8

This remuneration is financed by means of a levy both on recording

equipment and on blank tape. The levy has been fixed at 2.50 DM (1. 20 ECU)

on audiorecorders and at 18 OM (8.66 ECU) on videorecorders. The levy on

tape has been fixed at 0. 12 .OM (0.06 ECU) per hour playing time for

audiot ape and at 0. 17 DM (0.08 ECU) per hour playing time for videotape.

The proceeds of the levy are divided between the relevant right holders.

Tit le I II of the French law of 3 July 1985 on the amendment .of the
copyright law 9 provides that right holders shall have the right to receive

remuneration for the private reproducti on of phonograms and videograms. The

right holders in question are authors, performers and producers of

phonograms and videograms. To provide a source of remuneration, a levy has

been imposed on blank recording tapes , the proceeds of which are paid to a

collect ing soci ety to be divided between the vari ous right holders.
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Whi le the law establ ishes the principle that the levy shall be calculated

on the basis of playing time, the size of the levy and certain technical

detai ls as to its collection and the distribution of the proceeds are

dec ided by a commi ssion composed of representat ives of the Var ious
interests involved. This commissi on decided 10 that the levy is to be

1.50 FF (0. 17 ECU) per hour playing time for audiotape and 2. 25 FF (0.
ECU) per hour playing time for videotape. For reproduction of audio

material , authors are to receive one half, whereas performers and producers
each receive one quarter of the total proceeds. From the levy on

videot apes, the three groups mentioned each receive one thi rd of the
proceeds.

In Denmark, the Copyright Law Committee suggested in a report completed in

1982 11 that a levy should be introduced on audio and videotape to

compensate certain right holders for private reproduction. The right

holders in question were, according to the proposal , to be authors,

performers and phonogram producers. However, byLaw no. 257 of 9 June 1982,

the Parliament introduced a new fiscal measure applicable to both

videorecorders and videotapes, subsequently repealed as to videotapes by

Law no. 184 of 9 April 1987. No bi II has yet been introduced concerning a
copy right levy.

In Portugal , the new copyright law of 1985 12 provides in Article 82 for a

levy to promote cultural activities and compensate authors, artists and

producers of phonograms and videograms but not broadcasters. The levy is to

be imposed on all forms .of recording and reprographic equipment and
supports. The amount of the levy and the precise manner in which it is to

be appl ied are to be fixed by a decree which has not yet been adopted. The

provision thus at present has the character of a programme for future

action rather than a directly applicable system.
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In Spain a new comprehensive Copyright Law 13 contains in Article 25

provisions making reproduction for private use legitimate against

compensation to right owners, to be financed through a levy 01"1 blank tape

and recording equipment. Detai led rules on the amount of the levy and the

share of different groups of right holders in the proceeds of the levy are

to be laid down in administ rative regulations.

Radio and television broadcasts and cable transmissions

As to home copying of radio and television broadcasts and cable

transmissions, the legal position is broadly similar to that of audio-

visual recordings though some differences also exist. One notable legal

difference concerns the general admission in Ireland 14 and the United

Kingdom 15 of home copying of broadcasts as such and, in the United

Kingdom, of programmes transmitted by cable 16 . However, since the

prog.rammes being broadcast or transmitted frequently involve the use of

protected works to which only the much more limited fai r dealing exceptions

apply 17, the practical significance of this legal distinction is much

reduced. Of much greater significance in both law and fact is the exclusion

of broadcasters from participation in the proceeds of the levy schemes in

Germany, Spain, France and portuga 

Nevertheless, whatever the detai l of the differences, the essential result
is that in one group of States private copying of audio-visual material

being br.oadcast or transmitted by cable is interpreted as lawful, while in

others it normally is not. Thus in Denmark 18, Germany 19, Spain 20

France21 and Portugal 22 express provision is made authorizing private

copying, whi le in the Nether lands broadcast s, cable transmissions and sound

recordings are not protected by copyright or a neighbouring right at all,

and private copying of broadcast works is expressly authorized 23
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On the other hand, in Belgium, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg and the

United Kingdom, private copying is not expressly authorized, except for

broadcasts as such in Ireland and the United Kingdom and cable

transmissions in the latter country. However, as has been seen, these

exceptions .re of limited significance given that programmes frequently

involve the use of protected works. The status of cable transmissions may

be uncertain in some countries, however, parti cularly if the programme

being transmitted is not being broadcast over the air either simultaneously

or at all. But for the purposes of the present discussion of private

copying this complex question will not be further explored.

Before concluding this summary of the present legal position, however, it

should be noted that relevant international agreements, namely, in addition

to the Berne Convent i on for the protecti on of literary and art i st i c

works , the Rome Convention for the protection of performers, producers of

phonograms and broadcast ing organizations 25 and the European Agr.eement on

the protection of television broadcasts 26, all contain provisions which

allow Member States to permit exceptions to be made for private copying.

Legislative trends in the Member States

Reference has already been made to the laws recently adopted in Germany,

Spain, France and Portugal as a response to the problem of private copying.

Consideration is also being given to legislative reforms in this respect in

other Member States. It would appear that in those Member States which have

introduced or which are contemplating the introduction of a levy on blank

tapes the average level of such levy amounts to around 8-10% of the sales
pri~e of a blank audio tape.

In BeLgium, a Private Members Bill 27 was introduced in the Senate in May

1986 permitting reproduction for private purposes of audio-visual works

against compensation to right owners. The compensation was to be financed

through a levy on recording equipment and blank tape. A second Bi II has

recent ly been introduced in the Senate 28, according to which the size of
the levy is to be fixed at 8% of the sales price, the proceeds to be

divided 50% to producers, authors and performers and 50% to promote

cuLtural activities and train performers.
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For Denmark, reference has already been made in paragraph 3. 12. to the

proposal of the Copyright committee ;n respect or a bLank tape levy. The

proposal has not however made tangible progress towards becoming law.

In Italy, an amendment of the existing provi sion of the Copyright Law

permitt ing reproducti on "by hand" 29 has been considered for Some time.

Pend ing a final gove rnment posit; on, a Private Members Bi II waS introduced

to the Parliament in July 1986 30 proposing to make home audio and video

copying legitimate against a levy on recording equipment and blank tape.

The proposal, which i. expected to be re-introducedin the new Parliament,

is suffi ciently recent that re latively new equipment, such as twi n-cassette
deck tape recorders, has been taken into consideration and for those a high

levy has been proposed.

In the Netherlands, a government memorandum favourable to the introduction

of private copying royalti es was issued in February 1987 and a bi H has

been approved by the Counci l or Ministers on 23 October 1987 and is now

await ing adopti on by Parliament.

In the United ~ingdom, the government has decided ~gainst the introduction

of a blank t ape levy in the Copyright Designs and Patents Bi II publ ished on
28 October 1987. The Minister of Trade and Industry indicated that it was
felt that the levy proposals went beyond the principle of the Government

providing legal protection to the intellectual property of a creative

artist , and that any financial benefit to copyright owners and performers
would be outweighed by the adverse effects the levy would have had on

consumers, especially visually handicapped people.

5. Home copying in practice

The increasing faci l ;ty with which home recordings can be made and thei 

steadily improving quality ' has for some time caused understandable concern
to the relevant right holders, who claim that the practice of home taping

is not only harmful but also, according to their interpretation of national

legislation and international conventions, unlawful.
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Whether it is in fact lawful or not, however, the private copying of

audio-visual recordings and programmes is clearly a common practice.

Much statistical information has been made available to the Commission from

interested industries and organizations on the size and evolution of the

market for audio-visual recordings, blank recording tape and recording

equipment.

Many studies have also been submitted by the numerous interest groups

involved in the home taping issue in support of their claims. To refer in

detail to all these studies and submissions would undesirably extend the

length of this document. The main arguments which they contain are,

however , summarized in the sections which follow.

The market for recording equipment , bl ank tape and audio-visual recordings

Studi es submit ted to the Commi ssi on show that a lthough sound re.cording
equipment has been on the market for a long time , a high penetration did

not take place' before the market ing of the cassette recorder which is easy
to use and cheap to acqui reo In larger Member States like Germany, France
and the Uni ted Kingdom, over 70% of private households possess at least one
recorder 31 . Figures from smaller countries but with the same degree of

industrialization point to the Same level of penetration. Audio cassette

recorders are indeed today within the reach of almost everyone, even those

of modest means. Many manufacturers include portable and in-car recorders

and pLayers among thei r range of products.

These sound recording facilities are certainly used , as available figures

on sales of blank tape clearly show. Sales of tape increased steadi ly year

by year from 1977 through 1985, reaching parti cularly high leve ls in
Germany and the United Kingdom and for the Community as a whole (286

mill ion units in 1985) 32 '
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As to video recording, being a more recent phenomenon, it has yet to

deve lop on the same sca le as audio recording. In addition, the

substantially higher price of video recording equipment is a constraining

factor. Nevertheless, such figures as are available show expanding

penetration of video recorders in households throughout the Community,

particularly in Germany, France and the United Kingdom where approximately

40% of all households possess at least One VCR 33 . Likewise, available

figures show that sales of blank video tape have increased steadily in

recent years, again reaching particularly high levels in Germany and the

Uni ted Kingdom 34 . The increasing miniaturizat ion and portabi l ity of video

equipment indicate that it may in time occupy a position similar to that of

portable sound recording/playing equipment.

8. As to sales of sound and vide.o recordings, the main trends appear to have
been the following.

Sales of long playing vinyl discs in the Community have fallen steadi 

from their peak of 350 million units in 1978 to approximately 211 million

units in 1985 35 . A similar trend is apparent in the USA. Moreover, in

spi te of the general increase in costs and prices in recent years, the

total world sales of all kinds of recording have remained constant from

1981 to 1985 at about 12 billi on US dollars or 9.6 bi II ion ECU. However, a

closer examination of the .avai lable data reveals more positive features.
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Initially, the decline in vinyl disc sales was not fully compensated by

increases in sales of other forms of recording such as pre- recorded
cassettes. However, beginning in 1983, and more obviously from 1985, sales

of compact discs appear to be redressing the situation. Just as the compact

cassette offered major advantages of portability and a copying facility

over its predecessor, the vinyl disc, so the CD offers its own advantages

of greatly enhanced sound qual ity and resistance to damage, thanks to the

use of digital recording techniques and its laser " reading" technology.
Some manufacture rs we re hesi tant to embrace the new techno logy and

penetration of the ma.rket by CD was initalLy slow. Investment costs in CD

pressing plants were high but industry is now beginning to recoup some of

that investment as sa les of CDs have ri sen dramat i ca l ly over the past two
years. for 1986, it is estimated that CD sales world-wide amount to 140

mi l lion units, more than double the p.receding year and, largely as a result

of this increase, total world sales of all sound recordings amount to 12.

billion dollars or 10. 2 biLLion ECU 36

The turnover in pre-recorded video cassettes shows a different trend. On

the one hand, the penetration of the video cassette recorder is still lower

than that of the record player or the cassette player and the degree of

penetration is very different from one Member State to another. On the

other hand, in the Member States with a high degree of penetration,

primari ly Germany and the United Kingdom, the sector shows a healthy

deve lopment in the sense that in recent years the annual increase in

turnover, comprtsing both sale and rental of video cas.settes, has be.
estimated to be in the neighbourhood of 20% 37
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The evoluti on of new record ing t echniqueshas thus natura lly produced

changes in the market for recorded material. There is no sign of this

tendency coming to an end or even slowing down as new recording media are

under development that are likely to modify the situation further. These

include digital tape recording; compact discs used for data storage

(CD-ROM, that is, compact disc-read only memory); compact discs for video

(CD-V) 38; compact di scs that permit the user to have an act ive role in

relation to the recorded material (CD-I, that is, compact disc~interactive)

and the forthcoming re-usable, optical disc.

Thus as the relationships between the different parts of the audio-visual

recording market become closer and interfaces develop with other

communi cati on and information management systems, so it becomes

increasingly important to find the appropriate means for protecting

relevant copyrights whi le allowing these dynamic technologies to evolve in

a way that is most beneficial to the producer and consumer alike.

The effect of home copying on the market for audio-vi sual recordings

The extent to which the decline in sales of the vinyl disc and the absence

of growth in the world sound recording market from 1981 to 1985 can be

attributed to home copying is far from clear. Many factors other than home

copying were certainly present which could account for the results. Even if

it is accepted that home sound and video recording is an increasingly

common practice, as the figures on sales of recording equipment and blank

tape confirm, questions remain as to whether the recordings made are of

protected works and, if so, whether they have a negative impact on the

normal exploi tati on of those works. Since home copying is by its nature a
private act, a clear pic~ure is difficult to draw.
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As far as sound recordings are concerned, such survey evidence as is

available suggests that while a proportion of home recording does not

concern protected material, much of it does. European surveys indicate, for

example, that in France 95% of all recordings concerned artistic works, and

that 70% were made from sound recordings on disc or tape, a further 28%

being made from radio and television 39 . Likewise a survey carried out in

the Uni tedKingdomshowed that 84% of recordings were of music, made mainly

from di scs (70%), radio (21%) and pre-recorded tapes (6%) 40 . A more recent
European study confi rmS that most home sound recordings are of music, the
most common source being discs and the radi0

A survey carried out in the USA in 1982 indicated a substantially lower

level of home copying of recorded music, which highlights how difficult it

is to arrive at general conclusions about home copying practices. Even so,

it indicated that such copying constituted almost half (48%) of the total

use made of aud i 0 tapes in the re levant per i od 42

As to video, available evidence indicates that in earlier years nearly all

home recordings were made from television, with films and entertainment

forming the major part of the subject matter. A French study indicated that

92% of private video recordings were made from television, with a further

4% to 5% be ing made from pre-recorded materi al 43 . Of the total number of

recordings made, 65% were of films followed by 12% consisting of variety

programmes. Amore recent survey has confirmed that nearly .all video
recording is in fact made from television. Further it showed that in France

83% of respondents had recorded a fi lm during the week preceding the
survey; in Germany, 67% of respondents and in the United Kingdom, 56% of

respondents. Entertainment programmes were also popular , recordings having

been made in the preceding week by 22% of respondents in France, 34% in

Germany and 52% in the United Kingdom 44
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The most recent survey, limited to Germany however, indicates a growing

trend to use video cassette recorders for reproduction of pre- recorded

materia l, in Particular, feature fi lms which often are exchanged with
friends 45 . The filrn industry points out that though recording of
te levisi on broadcasts for time-shift purposes is sti II predominant, the
reproduction of pre-recorded material .could soon be a matter of concern.

Nevertheless, present duplication techniques available to the horne user do

not allow the easy making of perfect copies of pre-recorded videos.

Double-headed machines are not widely available so that two machines are

needed. There is a considerable degeneration in qual ity from copy to copy,
excluding in reality the making of generations of copies, and high speed

copying facilities such as are available for audio are not yet on the

consumer market. However, duplication equipment enabling one format of

video to be transferred to another is already reported to be ready for

launch. Digital television and video are being developed. When fully

digitalized image systems become a reality, the problem of near perfect

home copy making currently facing the audio recording industry wi II present
itse.lf to video producers. However, at the present time, available evidence
suggests that home copying of pre-recorded video materi al is not extensiv.

Unauthorized copying of pre-recorded video rnaterial for gain does take

place in the commercial sphere but this aspect is more appropriately dealt

with in Chapter 2 on Piracy (see paragraphs 2. 12. - 2. 30).
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Impact of copying on the exploitation of protected works

If it is clear that substantial amounts of protected audio-visual material

are copied for uSe in the home, the question of whether such copying has a

negative impact en the exploitation of those works remains to be answered.

As far as recording off-air is concerned, the exposure .of authors via radio

and television broadcasts has been doubly beneficial to right holders.
First, remuneration for the broadcasting ef their works has been received.
Second, the popularity of successful creators and producers .of audio-visual
works has been largely a factor of the promotion they have received from

radio and television broadcasts. Therefore any alleged economic harm done

to right holders ' economic interests by off-air recording should be viewed

against thi s background of greatly enhanced revenue f rom the broadcast ing

of thei r works. As far as recording of purchased pre-recorded original
audio-visual material is concerned, available statistical information is
far less helpful here for arriving at clear conclusions though it appears

likely that a distinction should be drawn between sound and video

ecordings.

As regards sound recordings, the French study of 1983 indicated that the

great major ity of home sound record ings we re to be retai ned for a
considerable period of time and listened to frequently 46 . Of the

recordings made on cassette, 81% were made on new tape; of those made on

reels, 78%. An intention to keep the recording was indicated in 82% of the

cases. As to frequency of use of cassettes, 49% had been Listened to on

average five times, 26% on average fifteen times; and 25% more than twenty

times. Cassette recordings were kept for an average of ten to eleven

months, those on reels being kept substantiaLLy longer, for a period of at

least two years.

A British survey published in 1984 showed that respondents used the same

bLank tapes for sound recording on average somewhat less than twice 47 . The

same survey also provided information concerning the Likelihood that

copying substituted for purchase of recordings. Of those copying from the

radio, 8% said that they would very likely have bought the record; and 20%
that they were quite likely to have done so. Of those who had copied long
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playing di scs or tapes, 16% said that they would definitely have bought the
recording, 15% said they would very likely have done so and 20% that they

we re qui te li kely to have done so. 17% said they had already done so and

were making a copy of their own recording.

A later study 48 provides less clear ' results since information is not
available in the same detail on the periods of time for which recordings

were kept, the frequency with which they were played or the possibility of

respondents buying recordings if copying had not been possible.

Nevertheless, permanent retention of the copies waS indicated as the

intention in over 15% of cases, with temporary retention, unquantified,

also forming a substantial but unspecified proportion of the total. Editing

or swi tching the support was given as the reason for copying in another 30%
of the cases.

Information avai lable on home taping of TV programmes and video cassettes
taken as a whole, though limited, points to a significant difference : a

much smaller proportion of such recording seems intended for long term

retention and successive viewing on a signifi cant number of occasions. The
French study of 1983 49 showed that only 36% .of the home video recordings

in the households surveyed had been lIIade on .new tape. An intenti.on to keep
recordings permanent ly was indicated in over 45% of cases but in reality

record ings appea red to be kept permanently to a lesser degree. The average

length of time recordings were kept was approximately two and a half

months, whi le they .were played on average only four times.

25. The later study confirms the findings of the earlier one in the sense that
permanent retention was the objective in a relatively small proportion of

the cases, between 5% and 10% 50
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New technical possibi l ities

Some of the new technical developments such as DAT to which reference has

already been made will almost certainly further modify home copying

practice s. Whi le forecast ing the future is necessar ily hazardous, an

attempt must be made to understand and evaluate the most important

impli cations of these deve lopments since they may affect not only the scale
and nature of the problem but also the possible means for dealing with it.

Di gi taL recordi ng techni ques

Digital recording techniques, whether applied to sound, image or data,

empLoy the Same basic principles. In the case of sound , information about

the sounds to be recorded is sampled and then converted into binary code in

the same way as information is normally processed by a computer. The code

can then be " re-translated" back again to produce the exact sound which was

originally recorded. When sound is recorded by analogue means by

conventional recorders, there is a loss of sound qual ity every time a copy

s made. Thi s puts a limit in practi ce on the number of generations of copy

which can be made. Digital recording wi II have no such limits. Each copy

wi II be perfect, at least as far as the ordinary listener is concerned, and

can serve as a master from which many other generations of copy can be

made. A very small number of purchased original recordings could serve to

gener.ate many thousands .of perfect "clone" copies. The digital cassette

recorder wi II undoubtedly open up new markets in the data storage and audio

recording fieLds. Although compact disc and CD-Rom have advantages of speed

of access and durability, the high cost and technical complexity of the

disc pressing process is a limiting factor on the rate of entry onto the

market of small new companies. Cheaper and simpler recording and
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duplication facilities using digital tape will therefore widen the

opportunities avai lable for growth in the market for specialist products.
The Commission welcomes the advent of DAT for this reason and is conscious

of the fact that the possibi l ities of DAT as a recording medium may present
considerable advantages to the popular music market. At the same time,

digital tape wi II complement the existence of digital di scs in the same way

that ana logue tape has co-existed with ana logue vinyl discs, at least for

such time as discs for the consumer market remain "play only

The .OAT recorder referred to in paragraph 3. 1. ()bove is intended for the
recording of sound. Other types of dedicated digital recorders are being

developed, for example, for the data storage market, with appropriate

modifications to the electronic specifications.

Technical protection devices.

At the same time as these new forms of recording are appearing, attention

is also being given to the development of t.echnical devices that might be

used to prevent or control copying of recorded material. A summary of these

technical protection systems is contained in an Appendix to this chapter.

All technical protection devices raise issues as to their r.eliability in

practice, as to thei r possible effects on use of the equipment for playing
authorized material, and as to how their use would affect the balance of

interests among right holders, equipment producers and consumers. Before

examining these issues, however , it would seem useful to situate that

analysis by reference to the views already expressed on the home copying

debate as a whole by the main protagonists. These remarks reflect the

arguments which have been put to the Commission and may be in part at least

conjectural owing to the difficulty of obtaining reliable evidence as to

activities in the private sphere.
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1. The views of interested parties

Demands for greater protect ion

On the one side, the recording industry, frequently supported by

organizations representing other right holders, argues in favour of

measures to compensate them for home copying and, more recently, to limit
possibi l ities for home recording through the mandatory application of

technical ant i-copying devices to OAT recorders.

They claim that private copying of audio and video material, whether lawful
or not , is at present occurring on such a considerable scale and for such

purposes that it conflicts with the normal exploitation of the works being

copied and unreasonably prejudices the legi timate interests of the right
holders. The relatively low level of sales of discs from 1979 to 1984 and

survey evidence to which reference has already been made are cited as a

measure of the negative effect of home copying. The sound recording

industry in particular claims that un l imi ted private recording faci lities
jeopardize the profihbi l ity of the industry by reducing the revenue

generated by more popular works, which it is .claimed makes it mo.

difficult to maintain a broad repertoi recontaining works of less

popularity. New technical developments are said to exacerbate the problem.

The high speed, double-headed recorder great ly faci l itates the practice of
copying. The digital audio recorder is already being marketed, which,

without protection measures, could permit copies to be made of very high

quality, comparable even to originals recorded on compact discs. Further

developments can be expected which, it is claimed, wi II increase even more

the facility, speed and technical quality of home copying. These

developments in the "hardware" avai lable to the public entail the risk of
further serious damage to the "software~ side of the recording industry.
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Although in theory, right holders maintain that they would prefer increased

sales and reduced private copying of their works, when recommending

appropriate measures to deal with the problem, they have until recently

underlined the difficulty of effectively controll ing what takes place in
the private sphere in the absence of any effective technical or legal means

to prevent copying. For this reason, they have promoted legal provisions

which recognized the practice as legitimate but ensured a reasonable return

to right holders as the most solid basi.s for .a solution.

According to this school of thought, private reproduction must be permitted

against compensation based on a levy on recording equipment or blank tapes

or both. The size of the levy should be such that it would give right

holders and producers compensation more or less equivalent to the use made

of protected materi.al and to the losses caused by the practice. The Levy

could be collected through existing collecting societies and distributed to

authors and producers on the basis used in a number of Member States for

the collection and distribution of remuneration due to authors and

produce rs for the sa le and broadcast of records. Such mechanisms, based on

a points system related to sales or air-play and on reports from relevant

organizations, have been applied in other areas. Exceptions could be made

for certain categories of user who have a particular need to make

recordings, such as, for example, in the case of the bl indo

The arrival of DAT and the new possibi l ities for technical protection have
led to a modification of this approach, at least in so far as DAT is

concerned. To pro~ect works recorded on compact disc, some sections of the

recording industry initially fav.oured the mandatory inclusion of the CBS

Copycode System (see Appendix) in all DAT recorders to be marketed for

private use, together with and llary measures to make it i llegal to
ci rcumvent or to make avai lable devi ces for ci rcumvent ing the system.
Legislation to achieve this goal was promoted in the USA and in Europe by

those who supported the re~ording industry view. The levy ~ystem is

conside red inadequate to deal with the allegedly greater economic harm

which DAT could imply for right owners . The recording and hardware

industries now appear to favour other technical solutions based on digital

recording technology itself. for example , alternatives based on draft
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specifications drawn up by the International Electrotechnical Committee

have been proposed. These alternatives called, for the sake of convenience

SOLOCOPY , address the specific characterist ic of digital audio recording,

namely the possibi l ity of making "pyramids" of copies from one digital

original. These proposals are described in the Appendix.

Opposition to demands for greater protection

The oppos i te school of thought, led by representat ives of the blank tape
industries, some sections of the hardware industry and supported by certain

consumer organizations, has in the past rejected the claims of the

recording industry and other right owners as to the harm done by the

pract i ce of home copying.

First , the prejudice alleged to be caused has been denied. As regards video
material , since most copying is for the purposes of time shifting of
television broadcasts, the negative effect on other forms of exploitation

is said to be insubstantial and , if it exists, should be taken into account

when right hoLders settle the terms on which material will be broadcast. As

to sound recordings, it is argued that the relatively low levels of disc

sa les from 1979 to 1984 should be set against increasing sales of

pre-recorded tapes, and more recently, compact discs. At present , the
record market is bel ieved to be showing clear signs of recovery. It is
further cLaimed that much copying takes place from sources for which the

consumer has already paid, either di rectly in the case of his own records

or tapes, or indirectly, as in the case of recording off-air. It is

therefore argued by these groups that transferring music alreadY purchased

on one fo rm of carri er onto another fo rm of carri er for personal use does

not cause prejudi ce to right owners I interests.
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For both video and sound, this school of thought further argues that the

software" and "hardware" sides of the recording industry are
interdependent and that any analysis should go beyond identifying adverse

economi c effects, if any, of home recording on the " software" side. The

benefic; al effects should a lso be taken into considerati on, and it is

claimed that these effects are considerable. Home taping is said to

stimulate consumers to purchase records and pre-recorded tapes, as portable

recorders are said to increase the demand for portable music. Right holders

are also said to receive additional benefits from video recorders creating

a market for purchased or rented pre- recorded cassettes. The fi lm industry

is profit ing from this outlet which has created an important market for

older films and even films considered commercial failures in other

contexts.

As regards levy schemes, the claim is made that such schemes would

inevitably be overly broad and crude in their application. They would

subsidize copyright owners at the expense of the public. No sche.me could

come into operation without alL purchasers of recorders and blank tapes

paying the royalty regardless of intended or actual use. Exceptions for

particuLar groups of users are said to be impractical and in any case wi II

not solve the problem of the ordinary user who may well buy tapes for

purposes other than copying protected materi al and wi II be unfai rly

penalized when he does so. The problem of differentiating between leviable

and non-levi able products wi II become all the more difficult as new types
of recording support are developed, such as the programmable optical disc

and digital audio tape, which may have many USes not involving the

reproduction of copyright material or which may be used to copy material

such as computer programs where a levy would be considered inadequate

compensation for acts of unauthorized reproduction. Finally, levies would
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involve a serious misallocation of revenue and would be highly unjust since

compensation would be allocated primari ly to popular authors and other

succe.ssful right holders or, in other words, to those least in need of

subsidies. Although a number of Member States have introduced legislation

in favour of levies on blank tape and/or equipment, it is interesting to

note that in the most recent instance of discussion on the subject , the

United Kingdom has come down strongly against levies in the Copyright

Designs and Patents Bill currently before Parliament (see paragraph

19) .

Devices to prevent unauthorized copying were initially rejected by the

major ity of those who oppose levi es as hav jng negative consequences that
outweigh their benefits to right holders. They were said to risk

stul ti fying important techno logical deve lopments and the potenti al markets
for hardware and software associated with them. Doubt was expressed about

the systems ' efficacity and, in some cases, their possible negative effects

on sound quality. The risk that audio-visual material would be "locked up

in an undesirable way was also stressed. In spite of these concerns, there

is now every indication that the hardware and music recording industries

might find a compromise technical solution acceptable to their respective

interests. The solutions currently under discussion appear capable of

avoiding the shortcomings indicated above, unlike earlier proposals for

systems such as Copy code (see Appendix).
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A "pay at source " approach to the home copying problem

It has been suggested in some circles that remuneration of right holders in

return for acts of home copying could also be achieved by means of a charge

applied at the moment of first sale , not to the carrier or support on which

the copy is made, but to the material which is copied. This approach has

already been adopted in varying forms in the fields of pay-teLevision, data

base operati on and the market ing of computer software where a rate 1.s

charged for the goods or services commensurate with the uSe which the

consumer can be expected to make of them. In time, telecommunications

networks wi II also be widely used for the transmission of entertainment

products such as sound and video recordings. When such integration occurs,

the "pay at source" approach may well prove to be financially beneficial to
right holders. This would be, in effect, direct enhancement of the royalty

which right holders already receive for the; r works. Obje.ctions have been
raised to this concept by the music recording industry which fears that the

charge wilL be seen simply as a price increa.. e to the first purchaser which

would have a depressive effect on markets and could indeed exacerbate the

home copying probLem.

Th~ main i$$u~$ f~r t~~ C~~unity

The main issues for the Community concerning audio-visuaL home copying at

the present time appear to be the fol Lowing.

Fi rst , to what extent should it be concluded that home copying adversely

affects the legitimate expLoitation of certain audio-visual works and, if
, which ones? How do the latest techni cal deveLopments appear likeLy to

affect the positi on?

Second, if such adverse effects can be established, what legislative

response at Community level, if any, seems preferable? In this connection,

is there a role to be played by Community ruLes either on levies on

recording media, on mandatory technical protection devices or a

pay-at-source approach?
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Thi rd , if any of these solutions are retained, how far can they be appl ied
consistently with the spirit of the Berne Convention (Article 9(2)) and in

fairness to all interested parties?

The Commission s present orientations

The evidence avai lable at present suggests that , as regards sound
recordings, home copying does have negative but unquantifiable effects on

the legitimate exploitation of recorded works. None of the studies referred

to has been able to quantify with precision the ext~nt to which home

copying has substituted for sales of pre-recorded material due to the
inherent difficulty in assessing consumer behaviour in twelve Member

States. Estimates as to the volume of lost sales vary widely and are in

many cases exaggerated. The only accurate starting point for assessing the

substitution effect is the sale of blank tapes in the Community, estimated

at 350 million units a year. But not all home copies .substitute for
legitimate sales, particularly where they are made by p~rsons who have

themselves purchased the recording in question , or where copies have been

made off- air of works which are not for sale. According to the music

industry s own calculations, if home copying were to be prevented, around

~5% of those who now transfer music from one carrier to another would

definitely purchase the same materi al in pre- recorded fo.rm. Thi s

caLculation would indicate that the upper limit of the substitution effect
or the " Loss " to authors in case home copying from all sources were totaLly
prevented, would amount to approximately 1. 5 billion ECU per year. Since a

significant proportion of those who copy at home do so from sources they

have aLready purchased, it seems reasonable to expect that sales 

pre- recorded music would not necessarily increase dramaticaLly, even if
home copying of recorded sources were totally prevented. On the other hand

if technicaL measures can be introduced to prevent the copying of certain
sources, and in particular, the production of second and third generations

of copies , sales of pre-recorded material could be expected to rise , with
increased revenue to right holder s in consequence. This is especially the

case for digital recordings, which alLow the consumer to produce a copy

which is in effect identical to a studio master tape, implying that home

copying could in future substitute for purchases of originals to a much
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greater extent than at present using analogue techniques. Given the

increasing density and vatue o'f the material ',Ihico can be recorded
digitally on discs and tapes I' and the fact that sound" image and data
collections can be transferred cheaply. rapidly and perfectly from one

support to another " the Commission believes that urgent action is called

for to protect right holders against unauthorized reproduction of their

works by digitaL means. In view of the fact that analogue products"

especiaLLy vinyl discsr may be coming to the end of their life span , the

Commission does not view the ptoblem of home copying of ana logue products

with the same degree of urgency.

As to video recordings" the C\vaitablQ evidence is inconclusive. Most

recording is 0'( teLevision programmes" and -for the purpose of
time-shifting" that is " to enable television viewers to re-schedule their
viewing to suit themselves. It ~Jould 5,eem that the majority of programmes

recorded off-air at home arE' :l::rt available '(or sale in video cassette form
and recording does not therefot0 subst Hute ::)!' purchase of video. Even
where the subject of a recording from t2lE,vision is a feature fiLm, the

prejudicial effect on other exploitations of the work is unlikeLy to be

substantiaLly greater than the effect of showing it on teLevision in the

first place. Home copying of pre- recorded video materiaL is still a

relativeLy limited phenomenon and the negative effect on the commerciaL

expLoitation of those works correspondingly small.

New technical de\Jelopmeots may well e):acerbate the home copying probLem for

video as weLL as for sound" DigitaL techniques" in particuLar , seem likeLy

to st imulate home copying since they hoLd out the prospect of the easy

making of perfect copies " in the not too distant future" of video

recordings aLso. Therefore , since in time " alL information management,

communications and enter' tainment systems will be digitalized and

inter-related.. any solut'ion ~!hich 'is retained must be appropriate to

developments in the video and information management fieLds even if " in so

doing" no totally adequate remedy can be found for the copying of the

present generation of analogue products.
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Possible legislative responses

Principles

In establishing whether legislative measures are needed at Community level

and, if so, what their content should be, the Commission has sought to

apply the following principles.

First, copyright laws should seek to ensure that right holders in

audio-visual works can ~uthorize , prevent or at least require remuneration
for any reproduction of their protected works which will adversely affect

thei r ordinary sale to a substantial degree. In other words, it should not
be possible, in principle, to copy a protected work instead of buying it.
The creative and financial investment devoted to the making of the work is

entitled to be protected against copying particularly where that copying

enables consumers to produce unlimited quantities of perfect replicas of

the original recording, and thus to reduce the market for legitimate sales

of the product. Where a purchase has been made of a pre- recorded source, or

payment made directly or indi rectly to receive a broadcast ing t ransmissi on,
in both of which cases a royalty has been received by the right holder, it

should be possible to reproduce that source or transmission for personal

use. The Commission feels that such reproduction for personal use does not

unduly prejudice the normal exploitation of the work.

At the same time , copyright protection for audio-visuaL works should not
prejudice the functioning of a competitive market in such works nor the

development of new audio-visuaL technologies. On the contrary, copyright

should provide an important part of the legal envi ronment which favour.

creativity, innovation and competition.

In addition , remedies should not be adopted for want of anything better if

to do so would simply substitute one set of injustices for .another. In
matters of legislation, something is not necessarily better than nothing.

Abstention is sometimes the best solution.
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So lut ions

Mandatory techni cal solutions

Applying these principles, the Commission has concluded that, with regard

to DAT, Community measures to requi re a degree of technical protection

would be desi rable provided that they are technically feasible and properly

balanced in respect of all the interests concerned.

A technical solution of a type simi tar to those outlined in the Appendix

would bave the following advantages : it would aLlow right holders to fix a

l imi t on the number of copies whi ch could be made of thei r works, and for
the first time effectively to control which sources could be copied: it

wouLd permit hardware and tape manufacturers to enjoy approximately the

same market for thei r products as at present whi lst encouraging the
development of new technologies to the full : it would allow the consumer

the freedom to make copi es of works for perso/lal use within fairly generous

limits. In effect , once digitalization is complete in the audio field, the

consumer wi II have at his disposal approximately the Same sources as at

present, namely, radio, pre- recorded material and mi trophone. Such copying

would be l imi ted so that copi es made on a DAT recorder could not serve as

masters for subsequent generations of copy. At the same time, the

specialist and handicapped user would be free to use DAT technology to meet

pa rt i cula r needs.

No soLution is without disadvantages, and it is clear that a technical

solution, in addition to the risks of circumvention or malfunction inherent

in such systems, will pose difficulties in respect of a differentiation

between professional and domestic user products. Such a distinction must be

made if DAT technology is to develop to the maximum, and if smaller

recording studios and individual professional users are to have acc.ess to

the benefits of digital audio recording techniques.
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Simi larly, a distinction must be maintained for the foreseeable future

between machines for audio use and those for data storage. Solutions

appropriate to the former cannot be applied to the latter. It is not

proposed to place technical limitations on DAT machines for data storage

use provided that they remain incapable of being used to record audio.

It is intended that the technical mea.sures described should be appl ied to
all DAT audio machines irrespective of thei r type. If manufacturers wished

to put "professional" audio machines on the market , with specifications
which differ from those required under the technical protection proposals,

they would apply for a licence to put such equipment on the market in the

same way ,as manufacturers of DAT contact printers 52 or design them in such

away that professional and home audio recorders are not interconnectable.

In this way, bona fide u.sers of professional machines, such as re.cording
studios, broadcasters, educational establishments and the like will not be

deprived of the opportunity to use equipment designed for thei r specific

needs. Such machines will not be allowed onto the general consumer market

and manufacturers and importers wi II have to take some responsibi l i ty for
ensuring that the two markets are kept separate. Any other differentiation

based on price or technical sp'~cifications is bound in the Long term to be

subject to circumvention. It is only by maintaining some measure of controL

over the distribution of "professional" equipment that the freedom for the

consumer to copy to the extent proposed can be guaranteed.

The basic concept of a LegaL framework requiring digital tape recording

equipment produced or marketed in the Community or imported from non-Member

States to incorporate particuLar technical features designed to Limit its
use for unauthorized home copying appears therefore to be worthy of serious

consideration. Such an approach could take the form of a legal instrument

which would obl ige the Member States to prohibit the production

commerciaL ization or importation of such machines unLess they conform to

certain specified technical requirements. Ancillary measures prohibiting

devices to frustrate the operation of such technical protection systems

would a lso have to be included.
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The Commission has concluded that the incorporation of technical protection

systems into existing ~nalogue machines, whatever its attractions in

theory, would in practice prove unworkable in view of the re-design costs

involved and the volume of existing products already on the market.

As to the different possible protection devices currently under development

for OAT machines, the information at present available suggests that ~

number of such devices are technically feasible and would give some measure

of protection to right owners against unauthorized reproduction of their

works. It would be premature at this point to attempt a definitive

evaluation of the technical merits of any particular system. It suffices to

say that, in principle, an ideal system would present the following

characteristics. First , it would encourage technological development and
conform to the general trend towards fully digita l ized systems in the

audio-visual fieLd. Second, it would accommodate future developments in
te Lecommuni cat ions and information management systems. Thi rd, it would

permit the fuLL potential for high quality, flexible, digital sound

reproduction of both di sc and tape to be deve loped in parallel. Fourth, it

would offer right ownerS a measure of control over the unauthorized

reproducti on of thei r works. Fifth , it would allow the consumer to have

access to, and to make fai r use of the sound recordings and transmissions

for which he has paid.

It is self-evident that no technical solution can ever be guaranteed

against deliberate attempts at circumvention. However, if a reasonable

degree of security can be achieved together with no deterioration in the

qual ity of product offered to the consumer, and a reduction in the level of

sales lost through home copying, then a technical protection system offers

a soLution which is worthy of consideration.

It is hoped that interested circles will themselves work constructively to

provide a solution which can be rapidly implemented and effectively

maintained in force. preliminary evaluation of some systems has already

taken place. Further detai led consultation with the industries concerned
will be pursued if the principle of a technical protection system is

accepted.
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Accordingly, the Commission invites comments on the desirability of a

technical solution which would permit OAT recorders to carry out certain

limited copying functions, but which would at the same time impose

restraints on the scope and nature of that copying. There may also be a

need for particular provisions to be made forspeci al categori es of users
of digital audio equipment.

Levies

As aLready indicated, in spite of any limitation of DAT recording as

suggested above, copying from ana logue sources by ana logue recorders would
continue to be possible. Whi le the inevitable deterioration in qual ity wi 

in practice limit the extent to which copies wi II themselves be reproduced

by analogue means, nevertheless, as long asa high qual ity analogue source
and analogue recorder are used, good quality copies wilL still be

real izable. In time, digital sound rec.ording equipment will replace most

analogue systems. For the present, the question of whether right holders in

analogue audio-visuaL recordings should be compensate.d for the reproduction
for private use .of their works by analogue means and, if so, whether this
should be by means of a levy, remains to be answered.

In the case of sound recordings, the Commission has weighed most carefully

the evidence presented in favour of and against levy schemes per Se and in
favour of and against measure.s to generaL ize levy schemes by way 

harmonization at the level of the European Community.

As regards the advantages and di sadvantages of levy schemes, i t i s not
necessary or appropriate for the Commission to pronounce itself in favour

of or against such schemes insofar as they have been introduced already in

a number of Member States. The Commission is of the view that where such

schemes have been introduced, it is the responsibility of right holders to

ensure that the collecti on and dist ributi on of revenues is sat isfactory.
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The Commission does not intend to propose that existing levy schemes

covering analogue products should be removed where right hoLders are

satisfied that they are working to their advantage on analogue products.

This is a matter on which Member States are competent to decide for

themseLves. Levy schemes generate revenue for right holders and in those

countries where they have been introduced, right holders appear to find

them an acceptable solution.

Nevertheless, the Commission feels it would be inadvisable to view levy

schemes as the most appropriate solution to the copying of works by digital

means. The amount of revenue which can be generated in this way wilL never

adequately compensate right holders for the losses incurred by unrestricted

digital copying. Simi larly, the increasing interchangeabi l ity of carriers
and supports and the trend towards integrated digital networks and

integrated products combining data, image and sound make the levy an

inadequate tool with which to reguLate the home copying practices of the

future..

Nor does the Commission feel it appropriate to take steps at this late

stage to harmonize existing levy schemes on analogue products. The reasons

for thi s are as follows
First, analogue products are becoming obsolete. Digital radio receivers are

expected to be on the market within two years, digitaL audio is available

now as compact disc and DAT. Digital video will follow within a few years.

All leisure, telecommunications and information management technology is

moving rapidly into the totaLly digital domain. Any Commission initiative

now would requi re a commitment of time and resources which would risk being

made obsolete itself by the march of progress within a decade.

Second, the Commission is not convinced that levies are entirely in the

interests of right holders, more especially of creative artists, in that

they sanction unl imited acts of home copying regardless of the value of the
work copied.
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Third, the possible distortion or deflection of trade between Member States

which could resuLt from differences between leviable and non-leviable

products and differing rates of levies does not appear sufficiently

important to justify a Community initiative at this stage. Existing levy

schemes do not and, indeed, need not entail systematic controls at the

borders as is currently the case with respect to fiscal measures. In

addition, the schemes operate on the basis of direct reporting arrangements

between the relatively limited number of producers and importers, on the

one hand, and the designated collect ing societies on the other hand. In

this respect too, the collection of levies cannot be equated with the

collection of value added taxes. The collection of levies wi L l continue to

operate in much the same way even after the aboLition of internal frontiers

after 1992. Equally, the value of the products themseLves in the economy as

a whole and the small divergencies in their pri~e as a result of a failure

to harmonize levies do not call for action on the part of the Commission of

the same order as the proposals in other more important ~reas.

As to video recording, at present entirely analogue and likely to remain so

for an uncertain period into the future, the evidence is, as has been seen,

inconclusive. In these ci rcumstances, a Community initiative to generaL i;ze

the Levy schemes already adopted in some Member States would not be

justified. Any measures taken as regards technical protection of digital

recordings might of course incidentaLLy offer protection in practice to 
the

new types of audi o-v i sua l work like ly to be marketed in the future. Even if

images are recorded analogically, they wiLL be of limited interest if the

sound and data to which they refer cannot be reproduced as well. In

addition, existing systems of protection as described in paragraph 3. 15.

of the Appendix to this chapter already offer some measure of security to

rights owners against unauthori;zed reproduction of pre-recorded video

cassettes. National legislation and technical developments will be kept

under review with a view to ensuring that appropriate action is taken if it

becomes necessary.
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The "pay at source" approach

This soluti on has certain advant ages, namely that it adapts the present
royalty system to remunerate right holders directly and proportionately in

relation to sales or air-play of their works. Collection and distribution

of the charge could be carried out by existing collecting societies, and a

relatively modest price increase would generate substantial additional

revenue to right holders. A "pay at source" approach could be most

effectively appl ied in future, when the networking of sound, image and data

by digital transmission systems becomes commonplace, if a techni cal

soluti.on is adopted now at an early stage. On the other hand th.e objections

as to the rough justice of a system which imposes a charge on all who

purchase a recording regardless of their intention to copy or not cannot be

ignored, nor can the argument that payment by consumers in return for the

right to copy may st imulate further acts of home copying. The Commi ssi on

would welcome the views of interested parties on these issues.

Associated policies

The home copying issue, including the implications of new technical

developments, should not be considered in isolation. Other policies

considered in this document are relevant to different degrees and should

not be lost from sight. The Commi ssi on has sought to reconcile a n'Jmber of

divergent interests in its proposals on copyright reform. On the one hand,

through limitations on the activities of the home taper especially in

relation to DAT, it has sought to protect the legitimate interests of the

creative arti st whilst at the same time recognizing the economic and

cultural significance of consumer interest in audio-visual products. 8y

measures to curb the uncontrolled development of rental of audio-visual

recordings, it has sought to give a greater degree of protection to the

investment of those who pr.oduce and market such recordings. The need to

stimulate and invest in the development of new manufacturing industries and

to foster the growth of new technologies has not been overlooked. The
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measures proposed to combat piracy in Chapter 2 and to protect computer

programs in Chapter 5 wi II help to ensure that the software products of the
audio-visuaL and computer industries will be able to derive maximum
advantage from the Community s internal market. Measures taken to secure

better protecti on for these works in markets outside the Community, as

suggested in Chapter 7, will also serve to safeguard the legitimate

interests of the industries concerned. The proposals made by the Commission

thus reflect the need to balance a broad range of interests in the proposed

policies considered as a whole.

Summary

The Commission recognizes that the practice of home copying may cause

losses to right holders to the extent that home copying may substitute for

sales of pre-recorded material. It therefore proposes ell series of related

measures, which, in combination and as seen in the preceding paragraph, aim

to reduce home copying practices (and thus indirectly to stimulate sales of

pre-recorded sources) rather than to sanction the home copying phenomenon
by means of harmonization at Community level. Thus the limitation of the

copying by technical means of right holders . works, the introduction of a

rental right for audiovisual works, the introduction of a series of

anti-piracy measures and the freedom for Member States to maintain or
introduce levies should all contribute to an enhancement of right holders

revenues.

The Commission accepts that home copying of digital sound recording by

digital means could prejudice the interests of right holders if allowed to

continue and to develop in an uncontrolled way. The Commission proposes to

counter this risk by the introduction of technical measures to limit the

scope of the copying fad l ity of digital audio machines.

The Commission proposes that the levy solution should be retained where

Member States feel that this is the .best way to remunerate right holders.
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TheCollllo;ssion does not feel that action is required at the present time to

make mandatory the introduction of technical devices to protect video

recordings, but intends to keep the situation under close review.

Conclusion

The Commission would welcome the views of interested parties on whether, as

regards digital audio recordings:

(a) DAT recorders should be
l required to 

conform to technical specifications

which prevent their use for unlimited acts of audio reproduction;;

(b) the manufacture, importation or sale of machines which do not conform

to the specification should be prohibited;;

(c) the measures outlined in (a) and (b) should apply to al L OAT machines

for recording audio;;

(d) the manufacture, importation or sale of devices intended to circumvent

or render inoperabLe the measures outlined in (a) and (b) should be

prohi bited.

(e) possession of machines intended for professional or specialist use and

not conforming to the specifications for home use outlined in (a)

should be made dependent upon a licence to be delivered by a public

authority and the maintenance of a register or registers in respect of

licensed equipment;;

The Commission would welcome the views of interested parties as to whether

it is accepted that levies should remain in those Member states which have

introduced them, and could be introduced if Member States so wish in those

countries which have not yet introduced them, no Community action being

required for their introduction or harmonization.
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Timetable for submissions

Comments, at least statements of principle, on Chapter 3, considering the

urgency of the DAT issues, should be submitted to the Commission no later

than 31 July 1988. On the basis of c.omments received, the Commission wi 

decide whether further advice - eventually by way .of hearings - is called
far.
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APPENDIX

Technical protection

One system, widely publicized and demonstrated, is the "Copycode" developed

by the Columbia Broadcasting System Records Technology Centre in the USA.

This system works in the following way. Sound recordings are encoded by the

inclusion of a notch, that is, by the removal of an extremely narrow sl iver

of sound energy taken from the upper middle of the audible sound spectrum

at a frequency around 3840 Hz. This notch can be detected by a scanner

device in the form of an integrated ci rcuit incorporated in recording

equipment in such a way that its removal, failure or bridging would in

practice be impossible or at least extremely difficult. The detector in the

recorder scans an incoming signal when the recorder is used to make a

recording. If a notch is detected, the record function is interrupted

making a copy useless. If the recording does not contain the notch code,

then the scanner in the recorder permits copying to go ahead uninterrupted.

It was claimed that the CBS system would work for both analogue and digital

recordings. The CBS system has recently been evaluated by the National

Bureau of Standards of the Uni ted States Department of Commerce in order to

determine its applicability and effectiveness. The early enthusiasm for the

system di splayed by IFPI, represent ing the major record companies, seems

now to have waned in the light of the National Bureau s findings

(Evaluation of a Copy Prevention Method for Digital Audio Tape Systems,

National Engineering Laboratory, February 1988).
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Devices are also under deveLopment to prevent the unauthorized recording of

videos or television programmes. One system, Macrovision, seeks to rely on

the existing design of video recorders. A signal is incorporated into the

original video recording or programme which , while undetectable during

normal playing or viewing, causes the videorecorder to produce a

disturbance in the picture if a copy is made. Such a copy will therefore be

unusable for replay purposes. This system has the advantage of not

requi ring special ci rcuitry in the recorders. Tests are being carried out

currently to establish the reliability of the system and whether the

existence of the protection interferes with legitimate viewing of a video

or television programme. Another system, being developed by CBS Fox , also

works on the principle .of a code signal in the video or transmission being
detected by a device incorporated in an integrated circuit in the recorder.

The same technoLogy which distinguishes digital audio recording from its

predecessor, analogue recording, also offers specific possibilities of

protection against unauthorized reproduction. Following a conference of the

world electronic industry held in Tokyo in June 1986, a specification for

the Rotary Head Version of Digital Audio Tape Recorder , R-DAT, using

techno logy simi lar to that of the video recorder, was agreed to ensure that

there wouLd be onLy one format of digital audio recorder and digitaL audio

tape commercialized for the home user market at present. This conference

standard contains two elements which permtt CDs to be protected against

copying onto R-DAT tape. The first element is the different sampling

frequency rates at which CO and DAT operate : 44. 1 KHz for pre-recorded CDs

and 48 KHz or 32 KHz for recording onto DAT machines. This means that a CD

cannot be copied onto a DAT machine by digital means, but onLy via the

anaLogue output of the CD, with a resulting small loss of sound quaLity.

The second element is the existence of subcode areas in CDs and in DAT tape

which permit the insertion of a copy prohibit code in digitaL signals.

Where such codes are present in a digital in-put , the R-DAT specification

is designed to ensure that digital recording of a digital source wi II not

occur. Since the OAT machines currently on sale do not have the capacity to

record a CO digitally, this copy prohibit code mechanism has not yet come

into effect in reality.
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The R-OAT specification formed the basis for guidelines issued by the

Japanese Ministry for International Trade and Industry (MIT!) early in 1987

to the Japanese electronics industry. It WaS indicated to the Commission

that these guidel ines also provide that where the copy prohibit code,

mentioned in paragraph 3. 15. 3. abovel has been included in a digit~l
source, it must be passed on if that source is relayed and becomes a

digital output.

An alternative form of protection system called SOLOCOPY using draft

specifications outlined by the T~chnical Committee 84 of the International

Electrotechnical Commission has been proposed by some sections of the

hardware and recording industry.

Using the specifications, DAT recorders would be able to identify the

source of an incoming digital signal by means of a flag added as a parallel

signal on the space reserved for control information .whichwould indicate

to the receiving OAT recorder whether the signal could .or could not be

recorded. For example, if the source was a compact disc, the DAT machine

wouLd be able to record. In the case of a recording made on a DAT machine,

it would not. Depending on how the system is implemented, digital radio

broadcasts would be recordable, but copi es of broadcasts made on aDAT

recorder could not be used as masters to be copied again digitally, neither

could digital recordings made of compact discs be used again to copy from

one DAT recorder to another. Direct recording by digital microphone would

be possible but not copying from DAT machine to DAT machine of such

recordings.

The consumer wouldsti II be able to make a digital copy of a compact disc

or broadcast or record with a microphone just as he can make analogue

recordings today. Therefore a balance would be retained between the

consumer demand for the freedom to make recordings off-ai r or from

purchased originals, whilst at the same time the potentially harmful

pyramid effect of DAT to OAT copying would be halted.
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As an alternative to the SOLOCOPY proposal , a version named the SOLOCOPY

PLUS has also been outlined. This would remove the analogue input and

analogue to digital convertor from within theDAT recorder, thus preventing
the first time copying of analogue sources. Digital copies would not serve

as a master for further generations of digital copy, since DAT to OAT

copying would be still impossible. The recording industry has claimed that

in view of the risk that the continuing existence of analogue to digital

convertors within the DAT machine would lead to ci rcumvention of the

protection system, the Solocopy Plus concept is more attractive to some

right holders. The view has also been expressed to the Commission by a

major hardware manufacturer that if a Solocopy Plus type system were to be

made mandatory, it would have the effect of stimulating the mark.et for

digital products and drying up the demand for analogue ones. The fact that

digital equipment would be put on the market which could not be

interconnected to existing analogue equipment would accelerate the rate at

which the change-over to totally digital i;zed entertainment and

communi cat ions networks would occur.

Other forms of protection systems aimed at limiting the number of times a

digital copy could be made of the same digital source are currently being

discussed among interested circles.
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1 The Berne Convention for the Protection of literary and Artistic Works.

2 Under Section 6 of the United Kingdom s Copyright Act 1956 and Section 12

of the Irish Copyright Act 1963 no fair dealing with a literary,
dramatic or musical work for purposes of research or private study shall
constitute an infringement of the copyright in the work. Thus domestic
reproduction of suh works is not per se permitted. The purpose of the

making of the copy, study or researc , wi II determine its legality.

3 Article 68 of the Italian copyright law.

These include dramatic, dramatico-musical, musical and cinematographic

works. It should be recalled that producers of sound recordings and
broadcasters in the Netherlands do not benefit from the protection of
copyright or a neighbouring right, see chapter 2, paragraphs 2. 10. -

18.

5 Art i cle 1Mb),

6 See Article 11 of the Danish copyright law, Article 53

copyright law, Article 41 of the French copyright law
the Portuguese copyright law of 1985.

7 Bundesgesetzblatt no. 33 of 27 June 1985, page 1137.

of the German
and Art i c le 81 of

8 See Article 87 paragraph 3.

Law no. 85-860 of 3 July 1985, Official Journal of 4 July 1985 page
7498.

10 
eC1Slon of 30 June 1986, official Journal of 23 August 1986, page

10279.

11 Report no. 944/1982. Bandafgifter, Sanktioner, patale.

12 Code of Copyright and Related Rights (No. 45/85, 17 September 1985).

20 Ley de propiedad intelectual No. 22/87 of 11 November 1987, Boletin

Ofi cial del Estado no. 275 of 17 November 1987.

14 Section 19(5) (a) and (b) of the Copyright Act 1956.

15 Section 14 (4) (a) and 
(b) of the Copyright Act 1963.

In Ireland, the status of programmes transmitted by cable is at present
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CHAPTER 4 : DISTRIBUTION RIGHT, EXHAUSTION AND RENTAL RIGHT

---------- ------- -- ------- -- ----------- -- ----------- ------

Distribution right : the right to control co8mercial exploitation.

Copyright consists of a number of specific rights, some essentially economic

in character, others protecting the author s artistic integrity and

reputation. These rights are defined in different ways in different Member
States. One major area of difference concerns the economic right of

distribution. This right, where it exists, can be most simply described as

the exclusive right to authorize that a work or copies thereof be made

avai lable to the publ ic. What the distribution right is meant to add in

addition to the other exclusive rights of the author is control over the

commercial exploitation of his work within a given jurisdiction. It can be

of particular importance if the manufacturing of copies of the work is not

itself ~n " infringement" because it takes place, for example, in a country

where the work is not protected or where protection h.as expired.

Some Member States provide expressly for the author to have the exclusive

right to offer to the public or to place in circulation the original work or

any copies thereof. This technique is applied in Denmark, Germany, Italy,

the Nether lands and Portugal 1 , and the new copyri ght law recently adopted

in Spain contains a corresponding provision 2 . Others make no such express

provision, though to some extent a distribution right may form part of the

publication right granted by Irish and United Kingdom law . Moreover

under Belgian, French and Luxembourg law, it seems possible to achieve
results close to those of a distribution right by means of conditional

exercise of the reproduction right. By clearly indicating conditions on

publi shed copies of the work , right holders may at least in some cases, be

able to l imi t the use that thi rd parti es may make of them 4
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The question to be considered in this context is whether .a distribution

right should be introduced in all Member States and, if so, in respect of

which works and which rights in those works. Examination of this question

should include an assessment of the consequences appearing tp flow at

present frpm the absence of distribution rights or from their early

exhaustion.

Exhaustion of distribution rights: national law.

Exhaustion" should not be confused with "expiry" of the term of copyright

protection. For an explanation of the meaning and application of exhaustion

see paragraph 4. 1. et seq . The dpctrine of exhaustion is a familiar

principle of intellectual property laws of different kinds. The rights in

question are considered to be exhausted or consumed when the protected goods

are fi rst lawfully marketed, that is, by the right holder himself or wi 

his consent. It has been applied in the patent and trade mark context as

well as in the copyright field. The principle c.an be applied in more or less

sweeping forms. In the copyright field, fpr example, it tends to be applied

rigorously to the sale of copies of literary work, but in a more quaLified

form to the sale of c.opies of musical works. In the Latter Case, subsequent
rental of the music may still be subject to the author s consent.

Those States that have expressly provided for a di stribution right in thei 
copyright laws have been obliged to confront at the same time the question

of the appropriate limits of the right since permanent control for the

duration of copyright protection over all forms of distribution of copies of

a work seems clearly excessive. One obvious moment to put an end to the

right of the holder is the time when the work pr a copy of it is first

lawfully placed on the market. This "exhaustion" or "consumption" principle

is given explicit expression in this way

Germany and the Netherlands, whereas the

way of interpretation 5 . The new Spanish

exhaustion of rights by first sale 6

in the copyright laws of Denmark,

same resu lt is obtained in Ita ly by

law also contains a provision on
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Portugal , however, has no provision in its copyright law on exhaustion
despite the far-reaching distribution right laid down in Article 68(2).

Finally, given that their laws do not make specific provision for a

distribution right, Belgium, Greece, France, Ireland, Luxembourg and the

United Kingdom make no express provision for exhaustion.

In the absence of clear provisions on the exhaustion of ri.ghts upon the
first sale of a copy of the work, it may be uncertain to what extent the

author by contractual or semicontractual means such as a notice of rights on

the cover page of a book can impose restrictions in respect of the use of

the copy on the buyer of a copy and on thi rd parties.

Exhaustion of rights: Co..unity law.

In its original form, the doctrine of exhaustion related only to the

jurisdiction within which the rights in question had arisen. Goods lawfully
marketed in other jurisdictions could sti LL be kept out on the basis of
rights arising in the first jurisdiction. However, the development of

regional and international markets has led to the exhaustion concept being

appl ied to favour cross-frontier trade. The doctrine has thus played a

major role in the case law of the European Court of Justice, in relation to

patent/ and trade marks
8 as well as copyright 9

. The Court has held that in

aLL these fields reliance on an exclusive right to exclude goods lawfully

marketed in other Member$tates would be incompatible with the fundamental

principles of the Community Treaty providing for the free ci rculation of

goods since it wouLd legitimize the isolation of national markets. While

Article 36 EEC authorizes the Member States to maintain restrictions on

imports justified on

commercial property,

ci rculation of goods

pLaced on the market

the grounds of the protection of industrial and

it does not permit a right holder to prevent the free

once, with the right holder s consent, they have been

within the Community.
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More particularly as regards copyright and neighbouring rights, the Court

stated in Deutsche Grammophon v. Metro 10 that

If a right related to copyright is relied upon 10 prevent the marketing in

a Member State of products distributed by the holder of the right or with

his consent on the territory of another Member State on the sole ground

that such distribution did not take phce on the national territory, such a
prohibition which would legitimize the isolation of national markets, would

be repugnant to the essential purpose of the Treaty, which is to unite

national markets into a single market"

In Musik-Vertrieb v. GEMA , the Court similarly concluded that copyright

did not permit right holders to claim the difference between the royalty

payable in an importing Member State and that payable in an exporting State

when sound recordings had been lawfully placed on the market in the latter.
Such a claim was an improper restriction on the movement of goods in free

ci rculation.

In subsequent cases, the Court has been given the opportunity to define

further the proper limits of the doctrine of Community exhaustion in the

copyright field.
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First, the Court has made it clear that its doctrine of exhaustion is

limited to the marketing through the sale of copies of the works in the form

of physical objects like other merchandise In such cases, the legitimate

interests of the copyright holder are sat isfied by the payment of the

royalty received on first saLe irrespective of where within the Community it

took place and even if the royalty paid is lower than it would have been if

the first sale had taken place in another Member State. But ~here a ~ork is

marketed by being performed, as is the case with fi lms, for example, then

the right holder s legitimate interest in receipts from successive

performances of the work wi II enable him to prevent performances in a given

jurisidiction that would otherwise have been possible. Thus in Coditel v.
Cine-Vog 13 the Court held that the holder .of performing rights for a film in
Belgium co.uld prevent there-transmission by cable television in Belgium of

a German broadcast of the same fi lm. The producer s rights were not

exhausted by the authorization to perform the fi lm by televising it in
Germany given his legitimate interest in calculating the royalty for cinema

performance in Belgium on the actual or probable number of performances in

that country. Re-transmission by .cable television of the German broadcast
would clearly upset that calculation.

More recent ly, the Court has had to address the quest ion of the publ i c

performance of sound recordings. In G. Basset v. SACEM
14 a French

discotheque had chaLLenged the right of the author to claim a supplementary

mechanical right royalty on top of the performance royalty when sound

recordings imported from the Uni ted Kingdom were performed in publ ic in
France. In the United Kingdom, the mechanical right royalty is unchanged

whether the phonogram is used for private purposes or used for public

performance purposes. French copyright law , on the other hand, gives the

author the discretion to increase his claim for remuneration for the

reproduction when copies are used for public performances.
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Before the French co.urts, the discotheque owner had unsuccessfully argued
that the right o.f the autho.r, according to the French law, to. claim a

supplementary mechanical right ro.yalty fo.r pho.no.grams used fo.r public
perfo.rmances was contrary to. Co.mmunity law because the first sale of the

pho.nogram to.o.k place in the United Kingdom where a similar right did not

exist. The Court did no.t endo.rse this claim, however, ho.lding that the

Treaty pro.visions posed no. o.bstacle to. the non-discriminatory applicatio.n o.f

a national law which permitted a collecting society to demand a royalty,

known as a supplementary mechanical right royalty, by reason of the use in

public o.f the recordings, even when such a supplementary right did no.t exist

under the law of the State where the reco.rdings were legitimately placed 
the market. It should be no.ted that the situatio.n in this case was

significantly different from that in Musik-Vertrieb v. GEMA in that in the

latter case the extra royalty was claimed on the simple gro.unds o.f

impo.rtation fro.m o.ne Member State to another. In G. Basset v. SAC 

ho.wever, the ro.yalty in question became due only o.n public perfo.rmance o.f

the reco.rding within the import ing State.

The limits of the do.ctrine of Co.mmunity exhaustio.n in the field o.f rental of
video. cassettes will be addressed by the Co.urt in the near future 15 . This

matter is considered further in the context of the discussion of video.

rental rights in paragraphs 4. 10.1. to. 4. 10. 9. belo.w.

Finally, in this context, it sho.uld be noted that the do.ctrine of exhaustio.n

fo.unded upon Articles 30 to. 36 EEC co.ncerns the free circulation of copies

of copyright wo.rks after they have been lawfully placed on the market. Its
effects should no.t be confused with the effects of co.mpetitio.n law on

agreements by which publishing rights are allocated o.n a territorial basis.

Such agreements, which are o.f considerable interest to authors and
publ ishing companies, are to be respected provided they do no.t run counter

to the principles of competition policy in the Treaty, particularly the

provisio.ns of Article 85.
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4. Distribution rights and exhiustion ; outstanding issues

As regards the free circulation of copyright goods, the development of the

exhaustion doctrine by the European Court on the basis of the Treaty

directly applicable provisions has already to a large degree ensured that

national copyright laws wi II not have adverse or divergent effects on the

funct ioning of the common market. However, some issues have not yet been
specifically decided by the Court.

This appl ies, for example to the effect of the exhaustion doctrine on

restrictive conditions indicated on copyright goods placed on the market and

intended to limit or prevent the free circulation of those goods from one

Member State to another. Such indications might state, for example, that the

goods are "Not for sale in ..... II or "Not for export" . Such conditions
might in principle be permitted by a given national law. However, there

seems little reason to doubt that the Court would rule also in the area of

copyright, as it has done in other areas of intellectual and industrial

property law, that such an exercise of the reproduction right does not form

part of the e$Sentiat function of copyright in goods placed lawfully on the
market and aecordingly cannot be used to oppose the import of goods from

other Membert States. Such conditions run counter not only to the

provisions of the EEC Treaty on the free flow of goods out also to

competition rules. To this extent then, the "Europeanization of the

exhaustion principle
" 16 has already been largely achieved.

AS regards performing rights in protected works, as has been explained, the

exhaustion doctrine does not apply. These are likely to raise issues as

regards the free provision of services rather than the free circulation of

goods. In the broadcasting field, for example, the cross-frontier
transmission of broadcasts, particularly television, by satellite and cable

encounters legal obstacles deriving from copyright that requi re to be
removed by appropriate Community secondary legislation. A proposal has

already been submitted by the Commission to the Council 17
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The 'Commissian has sa f~r received no request for the introductian in all

Member States of a distributian right of general application in the

copyright field. Mast probl'ems that have been mentioned
18 seem t'O be

capable of adequate solutian at national level. It has been suggested, on

the ather hand, that the question 'Of publ ic lending or rental of books and

the possible right 'Of the auth'Or to receive remuneration for this use of his

. .

wor 15 an 1ssue requu1119 a so ut10n at t e ommumty eve

4;4.5. The desirability of allocating resources to this subject at Community lev.
at this time seems far from evident , however:

First, in reality, only 'relatively smalls-oms of money are at present

involved. Commercial rental of books has practically dis'appeared. Public

lending s'Ch'eme's, where they exist, generate only modest total revenues. In

no MemberSt-ate do they appear to exceed 10 million ECU per .annum.

Second, the schemes operate only in a minority of Member States : Denmark,

Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Moreover , thei r

introduction has an 'Occasion generated cansiderable controversy.
Establishing a political consensus in those circumstances, even at national

level, 'has proved difficult and time-consuming. The chances of arriving at a

Community consensus within a reasanable period of time are not great.

Thi I'd, of the fo\:lr schemes in operatian, thase in force in Denmark , the
Netherlands ~nd the United kingdom are nat strictly speaking part of. the
copyright system at all, but a supplementary regime whereby authars receive

sums fram a fund largely financed from publ ic sources. It may be doubted

whether such forms of public financing are an appropriate subject matter for

Community harmanization at this time.
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Fourth, neither the absence nor presence of such schemes appears to cause
significant problems for free ci rculation of books or to the development of
book publishing in the Community. In particular, the lending or rental of

books is far lus closely linked to problems of private copying and piracy
such as those that affect the audio-visual sector in the manner further

explained below 20

for all these reasons, the Commission is of the opinion that Community

action in respect of approximation of laws in this area at the present time

would not be justified.

On the other hand, in the audio-visual sector , important issues have arisen

having both a cross-frontier dimension and important implications for the

future development of the Community s sound and video recording industries.

Authors and producers of such recordings have for some time .been arguing
strongly in favour of the introduction of a distribution right or at least

for protection against unauthorized commercial rentals. The demand has been

made in part in the context of the Community debate on audio-visual pirac

and some aspects of the problem have been considered in Chapter 2. But the
demand also raises issues of substantive copyright law that merit further

consideration here.

As regards the rental of computer programs, it is proposed in Chapter 5

(paragraph 5. (d)) that specific provisions be made fora rental right
within the context of the proposed directive on the legal protection of

computer programs. Rental of computer programs is therefore not dealt with

1n this present chaPter.
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The distribution of sound and video recordings

Sound and video recordings appear to Lend themseLves increasingLy to

commerciaL expLoitation by way of rentaL.

As regArds sound recordinQ$7 non-co~ercial ib~ari~s have been in existence

for some timEt, especially in those countri~s where the pubLic; Library system
is well deveLoped. Sut even where these systems have existed, the negative

effects of Lending or rentaL on right hoLders have appeared to be reLativeLy

Limited. The princ;ipal reason is that t~e q,ud ity. of traditionaL recordings
on disc suff.ers proportionateLy to the nu~ber of till!eS the record is
borrowed, ~ear being inevi.tabLe and the risk of accidental damage high.
ControL of we.ar a,nd tear 00 returned copies is at best burdensome and
frequently impracticaL. 1oJ.,0rn ot damaged copies are unattractive whether for

Listening or private copying. The need to repLace damaged copies of popuLar

recordings operates as an automatic limit on the extent to which the

purchase 9f- one copy of a given work for Lending or rentaL wilL substitute
fer the purchase of other copies and indeed on the entire scale of Lending

and rentaL operations

. ~,

o.r all these rea~ons, profitabLe com,merciaL
ex,.LeitatiQn of traditionaL sound recordjn~s thr~ugh rental seems to have

been rendered it:lsufficientLy attractive for it to deveLop on a substantiaL
scaLe.
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The first technical development to change this state of affairs was the

introduction of the tape cassette which is much less susceptible to damage.

However, the relatively recent arrival of the laser read compact disc is

Likely to have much more profound effects since it appears to be virtuaLLy

indestructible in normal use and repeated playing has l itt le effe.ct on the

quality of the sound. Consequently the possibility of profitable commercial
rental activity is much higher than before and in a number of countries,

particularly outside the Community where the penetration of the compact disc

player is particularly high, rental outlets have mushroomed. This is the

case in Canada, Japan and the USA. Recently, following the increasing

penetration of compact disc players in the Uni ted Kingdom, compact disc

rental outlets have started to appear in large numbers. Simi lar developments

can be expected elsewhere.

Furthermore, sound recordings on compact disc .could unti l recently only be

copied on to tape using ordinary analogue recording equipment, but the

advent of the digital audio tape recorder means that the digital recording

can be copied in digital form, unlus protected against reproduction by
technical means. When a repertoire is eventuaLLy available on pre- recorded

digital tapes, the same problems will arise for this support as for the

compact disc. The problem of home copying is treated in Chapter 3, but it is

mentioned here since the negative impact of lending and rental undertakings

on the income of right holders is clearly increased when high quality copies

can be readi ly made by hirers at low cost.
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Lending and rental of video recordings on cassette differ from the rental of

soun~ recordings because the predominant method of distributing video

recBrllings to the public is rental and not sale. The reasons why video
recoreings are rented and not sold include the saturation effect of repeated

playing of most popular video products, in particular, feature fi lms, and

the relatively high price, though now decreasing, for their purchase by

ce.ariset'l with their rental. Some special types of recordings undoubtedly
ten4 to ~t purchased, such as instructional and chi ldren I s videos, for these

an likely to be used repeatedly. But much material is produced on
cassettes expressly for rental which accordingly then takes place with the

full alreement of right holders.

At the same time, however, the video industry is concerned about the scale

anlll nature of the unl icensed video rental activities that have developed in
recent years. Such rental outlets, operating independently and without

illreements with right holders in respect of the material rented, have

increa$ed substantially not only in Europe but also in the United States,

Canil~a ill'ld Japan. Competition between outlets is often fierce and their
financial situation precarious. Thei r activities have a negative effect on

the revel'lue of right holders by diverting legitimate business from licensed
!distributors and, in addition, they tend to form the maii'\ outlet for pirate

copies which produce a larger profit margin than rental of legitimate

j9roeluct s.

T~e !resent position concerning the rental of sound recordings

The main features of the present legal position as regards the rental of

sound recordings in the Member States can be summarized as follows according

to the three categories of right holder concerned.

Fi rst; as regards authors I rights in respect of audio recordings, these wi 

ae exhausted by first sale in Italy 22 and the Netherlands 23 . Accordingly,

a\lt""rs are not entitled in those countries to authorize or to receive
slDetifie remuneration for subsequent rental of their recorded works.
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In another group of States, the opposite situation prevails. Thus, in

Denmark, the Copyright Act was amended by law no. 274 of 6 June 1985 to

exclude exhaustion in respect of the right of the author to authorize the

commercial rental of musical works including recordings thereof. In Germany,

Article 27 of the copyright law expl icity grants authors a right to

remuneration when sound recordings are lent or rented but not a right to

prohibit such use of their works. In Spain authors have, by virtue of
Article 19 of the new Spanish copyright law, the right to control rental.

This right is not exhausted by the first sale of a copy. Also in Portugal,

Article 68(1) of the copyright law makes explicit provisions for the

author s right to authorize rental copies of his work.

In yet a ttri rd group of the State.s, a degree of uncertainty prevai ls. In
Ireland and the Uni ted Kingdom, whel"e rental of publ ished works is not a

estricted act, it appears that authors have no right to control rental of

copies of recordings marketed with their consent, except perhaps by

contract; though serious doubts have been expressed about the efficacy of

such practices In Belgium, Greece, France and luxembourg, where no

distribution right is recognized, conditional exercise of the reproduction

right might in theory permit restrictions to be placed on subsequent rental

by means of clear notification on the copies sold 25 However, there

appears to be no case law unequivoca lly sustaining the thesi s that
commercial rental can be controlled in this way and commercial practice in

those countries frequently suggests the opposite.

As far as producers are concerned, laws at pr.esent in force do not generally
give them the right to control the subsequent rental of recordings put into

circulation by sale to the public. In France and Portugal, producers have
however in 1985 been granted such a right 26 . In other countries, an effort

has been made to achieve this end. Under the terms of the IFPIIBIEM Standard

contract , producers agree to print the following .on record labeLs:
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ItAll rithts of the producer and of the owner of the work reproduced
reserved. Unautho.rised copying, hiring, lending and public performance of

this t... ~rohibited"

Third parties are ther.eby put On notice that neither the producer nor the
8uth.,.- of the work has given authorization for the hiring or lending ~f
records. MOreover, the IFPI/BIEM Standard Contract also specifies that the

fIr"u~er is granted the right , to put recordings into circulation solely with
Ii view t\) their ule for private use. In Germany, recent case lal8 render.
.~k' fltjtr;c:tions ineffective. In the Netherlands, the authors ' socie~y is
eAtstet.! 11'1 litigation in order to test whether the unauthorized commercial

reMal If recerds can be prevented on this basi.

AI 14:11" fMIrformers, no Member State has enacted laws giving them the right to

sun.rUe the rental of their performances fixed on sound recordings.

'1. t~t 
ItejJrR~ position concerning the rental of 

video recordings.

the lfflal J)osition in respect of rental of videograms is partially simi lar
lDut net identical to the position in respect of rental of sound recordings.

One itlii"rUnt difference is that a videogram is assimilated to a

cil'\tmU,,!raphic wo.rk protected according to Article 2(1) of the Berne

Convention. This implies that the producer of a videogram, irrespective of

whether a given State operates with a specific film copyright in favour of

the plrod\lcer 30, is automatically considered an author, if not the sote
author 6f the work and in that capacity, unlike producers of phonograms,

enjeys authors ' rights.

AS tt the ri9)hts of authors and producers to authorize or receive specific
retrR.tMration for the rental of videograms after their first sale, the legal

rts",lt~ aplgear to be essentially the Same a!S for !Sound recording though the

f,-~.J~~~fC:hMtlue used to realize those results may be different.
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8. Recent legislative proposals concerning the rental of sound and video

recordings

In Belgium, proposals for new legislation have recently been made which

address the problem of lending and rental of sound and video recordings

In the Uni ted Kingdom, an amendment to the Bit l pubti shed on 28 October 1987
proposes the introduction of a rental right 32

The Community dimension of the probLem.

Given the differences in the legal situations in the Member States,

difficulties may obviously arise if a video cassette is brought from a

country where the author has no right to controlrentat into a country where
ti1isright exists. Such a situation has recently been the subject of

litigation before the Court of Justice in case 158/66 Warner Brothers Inc.

and Metronome Video Aps v. Erik ViuffChristiansen . In that case, the Danish

defendant bought in the United Kingdom a video cassette of a feature fi 

which was not available on video cassette in Denmark whether for rental or

for sale. The plaintiff, Warner Brothers, later granted exclusive rights to

the plaintiff Metronome Video Aps to exploit the work by way of rental in

Denmark. The quest ion which the Court had to decide was whether the right

holder in Denmark , having the right to authorize rental in the territory of

Denmark, could stop a person who purchased a video cassette in a Member

State where rental is not a restricted act from exploiting the imported

cassette for commercial rental purposes. By its ruling of 17 May 1988, the

Court, in accordance with the Commission s suggestion, answered the question

in the affirmative, motivated by the consideration that the exploitation of

the film also by way of public performance orshow5 in cinemas could be
$everely compromised. The case is a vivid demonstration of the Community

dimension of this t)' pe of problem from the point of view of the functioning
of the internal market in sound ~nd video recordings.
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10. Th, future developMent of the Co..unity s sound and video recording

in4u~trie!il and the general introduction of a rental right.

10. Present trends in the distribution and marketing of sound and video

recordings suggest that comRlercial rental wi II constitute an increasingly

important means by which such recordings wi II be made avai lable to the

pu\!tlic. Furthermore, given the links between rental and the problems of

piracy and private copying, thi s development implies significant economic
consequenc.es for those whose works and performances are recorded. In the

absence of a firm legal basis for right holders to authorize the commercial

ex~loitation of their works through rental, it seems likely that those

re~pensible for creating recorded works wi II receive a much lower return for

their efforts and investment than would otherwise be the case, while

mil!l.temen could profit disproportionately from the efforts of others. One

likely consequence may well then be that recorded works will tend to be sold

at relatively high prices since right holders will seek to achieve a return

on first sale that wi II reflect, if only in part , the rental use that may

subsequently be made of their works. However, this policy is unlikeLy to

provide a satisfactory solution from the right holders ' point of view since

there are other limits on the prices that may be charged on first sale,

",hi le these higher prices wi II nevertheLess prejudice those consumers who
would prefer to buy rather than rent the recordings in question.
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On the other hand, if right owners can sufficiently control the commercial

exploitation of sound and video recordings through rental, they will be in a

position to enSure that they receive an adequate return On their investment
for rental exploitation of their works. Control of the exploitation by way

of rental is also the necessary prerequisite for receiving remuneration for

rental ofa copy intended for public performance. The practice of
entertaining different audiences .such a$ patients in hospitals, military

personnel in barracks, seamen aboard ships and inmates in penitentiary

institutions can constitute a supplementary source of income to right

holders. A rental right .should provide the legal foundation for such income
to be realized. At the same time, sufficient control over rental should

favour the adoption of low pricing policies on sales which will encourage

that form of demand and directly benefit the consumer. Finally, better

control over the rental market should contribute to the repression of piracy

since it wi II tend to ensure that rental outlets wi II not deal in infringing

products.

In this connection, the need to provide adequate resources for the future

activities of the Community s audio-visual industries should be borne in

mind. As the Commission has already explained in other contexts 33, the

European audio-visual programme industrie.$ must be able to call on new

resources if they are to meet the challenge of supplying the new

audio-visual media with the material that the latter will need. A rental
market which ensures that right holders receive an adequate return on their

investment has an important role to play in this regard.
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Various remedies have been suggested to improve the situation including

licensing of all rental outlets and the introduction of a broad distribution

right for sound and video recordings. Such remedies are probably more than

is necessary to solve the problem. However, a rental right would provide the

solid leg.al foundati on necessary for the future deve lopment of the

Community s sound and video recording industries without underestimating the

importance of other cultural pol icies designed to support authors and

performers. It would also have the advantage that many practical matters

could be settled by contractual arrangement rather than by the law itself
including, for example, the uses to be made of rented copies, royalties and

their distribution between different categories of right holder. Finally,

the general introduction of a rental right inall Member States would ensure
that artificial distortions do not arise as regards the marketing of sound

and video recordings as a result of commercial rentals requiring

authorization by right holders in some Member States and not in others.

The decisions of the European Court concerning exhaustion are in no sense

incompatible with the introduction of a rental right whether at national or

Community level. The situations so far held incompatible with the Treaty

free circulation provisions have all involved the sale and re-sale of goods

lawfully placed on the market for that purpose, not the rental of recorded

works subject to copyright. In addition, in the Coditel 34 c.
ase, the Court

held that where copyright works ,are exploited through successive

performances, the first performance did not exhaust the holder s rights.

The exploitation of sound and video recordings through rental raises similar

issues to exploitation through performance, not least the holder

legitimate interest in controlling successive commercial uses of the work.
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In conclusion then, current developments in the distribution of sound and

video recordings suggest that the introduction of a rental right in aLL

Member States of the Community should be considered a priority matter. Such

a right should be granted to authors of works embodied in sound and video

recordings, to the producers of such recordings and to performers whose

performances have been fixed thereon. Many detai ls could probably best be

settled at national level, preferably by contractual .arrangements between

the interests concerned. This would probably appLy, for example, to the

questions of how the royalty income from rental where authorized should be

shared between the various right holders and what mechanisms may be needed

to handle demands for licences authorizing rental. On the other hand, the

scope of the right should be defined at Community level in order to avoid

undue distortions.

A choice has to be made in this context between a right to authorize rental

and a right to equitable remuneration as provided at present by German law.

Each solution has different advantages and disadvantages, but at present the

right to authorize rental appears to be the most .appropriate. The trend in
technical development is towards recording and copying faci l ities that
readi ly and cheaply produce increasingly high qual ity copies and which
permit the use of pre-recorded material by numerous users without

deterioriation. This trend is likely to lead to rented products having an

increasing market share. The abi l ity of right holders to protect themselves

by charging more for their products, particularly those intended to be made

available for rental, is limited and, in any case, higher sales prices

prejudice the consumer and tend to operate in themselves as an incentive to

rental and to copying. A right to authorize r.ental would enable right
holders to decide on the extent to which thei r products would be marketed by
rental or sale On the basis of commercial considerations including the

probable impa.ct of one form of marketing on the other. A right to equitable

remuneration would be far less satisfactory from this point of view and

would inevitably involve the uncertainty and complexity of procedures

designed to determine what is equitable remuneration in any given case.
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It seems appropriate to suggest a duration of the rental right of 50 years

to be calculated from the end of the year in which the recording was made in

accordance with the legislative trend in Member States in respect of the

reproduct i on of recordi ngs.

Since the problems currently arising are a consequence of commercial

lending, no ne.ed appears to arise to extend the scope of the right to

including free lending, for example, by public libraries. By restricting

Community action to comrnercial lending, Member States are also left the

discretion to make appropriate arrangements in respect of other

non- comme.rcial lending of sound and video recordings, as for example

lending to educational institutions.

Sulllury

The Commission considers that the increasing penetration of compact discs,

which do not deteriorate by frequent use, entai ls the risk that the author,
the perforlller and the phonogralll producer may suffer econollli c dalllage by the

unauthorized couercial rental of sound recordings..

This risk should be countered by the introduction in all Member States of a

right for the author~ the performer and the phonogram producer to authorize

the colllmercial rental of sound recordings.

As far as video recordings are concerned, the economic interest of the

producer of the cinematographic work so recorded makes it necessary to

guarantee him the right to choose the time and place to exploit his work by

performance in movie theatres and by commercial rental. The right to

authorize the commercial rental of videograms, as laid down in the

legislation of sollie Member States, should be generalized.

There appears at the present time to be no need for the introduction of a

general right for authors to control other elements in the comlllE'H"cial
distribution of copies of their works.
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12. Conclusion

12.

12.

13.

13.

The Commission intends to submit to the Council a proposal for a directive,

to be based on Article 100A EEC, to introduce a rental right for sound and

video recordings in all Member States of the COtnmunity. Comments are
invited on whether this right as suggested should consist of the right to

authorize rental or should be restricted to the right to receive equitable

remunerati on.

Comment is also invited on the conclusion drawn in this chapter that the

other issues of a broad distribution right and a harmonisation of

exhaustion provisions do not appear to call for legislative initiatives at

Community level at the present time.

TiMetable for subMissions

Comments on Chapter 4 should be submitted to the Commission no later than

1 December 1988.
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CHAPTER .5 : CO~PUTER PROGRA~S

--------- --------------------

Subject lIatter

A computer program is a set of instructions the purpose of which is to

Cause an information proces.sing device, a computer, to perform its
functions. While more complicated definitions have been attempted 1, this

simple description wi II suffi ce for the purposes of the present discussion.

The program as such will frequently be accompanied by supporting

documentation in a "package . In addition, its development will have

involved the creation of the necessary preparatory design materiaL. The

program together with the supporting and preparatory design material

constitute the " software . The legal protection of the supporting and

preparatory design material may raise similar issues to those raised by the

protection of the program itself as regards both the availabil ity and scope
of protecti on.

Computer programs are of different types and can be classified in different

ways.

Operating systems ontrol the internal functioning of the computer , while

appli cat i on programs di rect it to perform pa rt i cular funct ions for the
user. If the application program is designed for a software developer, a

professional user rather than the typical end user, it is often described

as a " tool" . Until recently application programs have normally required to

be loaded into a computer prior to being used. However , it is becoming

increasingly common for certain application programs to be incorporated in

the comput er hardware, for exampl e, data base management programs. The

distinction between operating systems and appLication programs is thus

eroding and this trend seems likely to continue.
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Programs in object or machine code are expressed in binary digits , whi Le

source code programs are expressed in some other form and are automat i caL Ly

transLated into binary digits by a computer s compiLer.

Fina Lly, programs can be classified according to the different media

which they are fi xed, including paper tape , punched cards, magnetic tape

and discs, optical discs, as well as integrated circuits (" firmware

UnLess otherwise indicated, in this chapter, the word "program" signifies

aLL computer programs however they may be classified.

The economic, industrial and technological context

The importance of computer software to the Community s economy and its

industriaL and technological future is quite apparent.

First , from a quantitative point of view , the world software industry is
already Large and wi LL cont inue to expand. Information concerning this

industry and its development is necessarily fragmentary. The foLLowing

indications wi LL serve, however, to give an impression of its main
features.

CommerciaL software saLes amounted in 1985 to between 30 and 39 bilLion

doLLars, the higher figure including an adjustment for distribution costs

Since such sales figures do not include deve Lopments by users for thei r own

purposes, the totaL annuaL output of the indust ry can be assumed to have a
signifi cantly higher vaLue.

The Largest software market is found in the United States which is about

haLf the size of the world market and about 50% Larger than the market in

Western Europe. Since the United States imports reLativeLy LittLe software

whi Le its industry exports on a considerabLe scaLe, with exports of package

appLication programs expanding significantly in recent years, the US share

of the wo r ld market amounts to at Least 70%.
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The Japanese software market is at present comparatively small at about 5

billion dollars. Japanese business attitudes and language difficulties are

reflected in an almost excLusive demand for custom software and an

industrial pol icy that aims for a mass market in software deveLopment

systems. If this pol icy is successful, Japan couLd be a world player in

software markets within a decade.

The Western European software market was valued in 1985 at 9.5 billion
dollars of which 5. 1 billion, or 54%, were derived from sales of package

oftware. Package software sales are growing fast. They are Led by packages

for micro~computers which are at present growing at 30% per annum, having

expanded by as much as 40% to 50% per annum in the recent past. Overall,

software demand is currently stronger in Europe than in the USA which has

motivated US fi rms to increase their sales and developments through
subsidiaries and joint ventures in Western Europe.

Indeed, the dominant suppliers of software in Western Europe are of US

origin. Taken together, US firms in 1985 supplied in the region of 65% to

85% of the Weste rn .European market for Syst em softwa re depend ing on the

cLass and about 55% of the market for application software.

It is also striking that computer hardware manufacturers are the largest

suppl iers, even in the case of package software. Amongst the computer

hard~lare firms, IBM leads the field with a 41.5% share of the package
software market in Western Europe (1985). IBM' s main contenders are Hewlett

Packard, DEC, ICL and Bull with shares between 4. 3% and 4% , followed by

Siemens" Oliveftti and Nixdorf with somewhat smaller shares of between 3.

and 3. 3%. The largest and most dynamic fi rms not involved in hardware

production occupy positions much lower down the scaLe, ranking between

tenth and twenty-fifth in relative importance : Computer Associates,

Software AG , Cullinet , Microsoft , Ashton Tate, Cincom, Lotus and S.cicon

Internat i ona l.
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As to deve lopments in the future, some informed commentators
3 believe that

the growth of package software wi LL continue into the 1990' s, at the

expense of custom software and processing services. This opinion is not

shared by all. In fact, a few software houses, notably in France, bel ieve

that they and their customers will be better off if they serve the growing

demand for integrated solutions by supplying application programs that a 

more ea.sily adaptable and portable than they were in the Past. Such

programs must a lso be produced more quickly and cheaply than in the past,

by means of raising the number of re-usable program elements or modules. In

their view , suppliers wi II have to assemble the necessary skills and offer

a host of profes. ional services including market research, business

censultancy and user training in order to maximize value added.

Developments in other Member States suggest that this view may well be

cor rect.

Uncertainty also prevai lsas to the extent to which re l lance on proprietary

as opposed to freely accessible standards wi II affect the market position

of software suppliers. At one level, free worldwide standards reduce

investment risk. This is demonst rated, for instance, by POSIX - a standard

set of interfaces between UNIX and simi lar operating systems and the

ap~lication programs that run on these systemS. Existence of POSIX now

allows independent software producers to develop aptJlication software with

the knowledge that this software wi LL "fit" a range of installations

irrespective of the version of the operating system being used. Conversely

it is said that some computer makers aim to restrict the use of operating

systems to their own p.roducts and to sell as much application software as

poss ible. By withholding interface information for thei r products, they may
delay or prevent competitive software from being deve loped. It was

precisely such considerations which, in 1984, led the Commission to insist
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that IBM undertook (ref. Bulletin of the European Communities 10-1984, page

96 et seq. ) to identify the interface to be used by any competing product

and give access to the relevant interface information. It has also been

claimed that "proprietary standards" distort competition in the software

markets, but the degree of distortion is difficult to measure because data

about software activities are notoriously poor. The matter is clearly of

sufficient cause for concern that it must be kept under close examination.

Some important aspects of this problem are considered in paragraphs 5.

to 5. 12. below.

Whatever the outcome, it is nevertheless clear that , in the future,

software will increasingly constitute the most important component of

computer systems, with the hardware consisting increasingly ofsimi lar,
standardized interoperable components. These systems wi II be of vital

importance in all sectors of the economy. To retain its place in the

forefront of technical advance, and indeed to maintain its competitiveness

generally, the Community wi II accordingly have to ensure that it has .
competitive, dynamic software industry.

At the present time, however, there is little room for complacency on this

score since, though particular European firms may well be very succe.ssful
in their particular niches, overall, the industry is characterized by the

predominant position of US suppliers, in both the world and the Community

markets, especially as regards operating systems. US computer manufacturers

have a technological lead as regards much computer hardware. Operating

systems are often supplied together with the hardware. This "bundling" of
the software and hardware inevitably helps them to maintain their

predominant position. As regards appli cation programs, users have a much

greater degree of freedom to choose their suppliers and, unsurprisingly, it

is in this field that European firms have found it easier to invest in the

development of competitive products and so increase their market share.
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Given the late start of the Community s software industry compared to that

of its principal competitors, it is particularly important to ensure that

appropriate legal protection is available to computer programs and software

generally, which will contribute to an environment favourable to investment

and innovation by Community firms, thus permitting the Community industry

to catch up with its competitors. Further, in debating the scope and term

of protecti on, a cor rect ba lance should be found between the benefi ts

protection gives to software producers and the "opportunity costs" it may
impose on software users in the form of the range and pri ce of software

products avai lable to them.

3. The legal response

Until recently, the development of computers and their associated programs,

which has been underway for many years, had not produced widespread

legislative change in intellectual property laws. Part of the explanation

for thi.s inactivity lies in the 'fact that, until a short time ago, access
to programs was on the whole limited to more professional users in a di rect

relationship with program developers. This permitted many problems to be

resolved sati sfactori ly on a contractual basis. At the Same time, in the
industrialized world, programs were not only protected contractually, but

were widely considered to be eligible for protection under the existing

provisions of copyright and, to a lesser degree, patent laws. The exact

scope of this protection might well not be completely clear, but to the

extent that case law was expected to clarify progressively the application

of the law, there was a natural reluctance to embark on legislative

initiatives which might pr.ove to be unnecessary. In addition, if the

protection of programs developed on the basis of existing instruments,

national and international, it might be possible to avoid putting at issue

valued principles which would run a greater risk of being questioned in the

context of more comprehensive le.gislative reform.
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Accordingly, unti l recently in the Member States, attention focused on the

application and adaptation of existing laws to the particular characte-

risti cs of software rather than on the promotion of new legislative
so lut ions.

As regards patent law, the common starting point has been the assimilation

of computer programs liaS such" to those forms of innovation, such as
mathematical methods and presentations of information, that are not

regarded as patentable inventions 4 . But this point of departure has not

eliminated patent protection for programs to the extent that might appear

at first sight. For where a program forms part of an invention that , taken

as a whole, meets the criteria for patentability, patents have indeed been

granted and upheld by the courts. The Paris Court of Appeal , for example,

held in 1981 that an inventi on permitt ing the analysis and recording of the
physi cal characteristics .of the earth' s strata, including its oil-bearing
potentia l , should not be refused protecti on simply because certain steps of
the procedure were di rected by a computer program . Simi lar approaches have

been adopted in several Member States. In additi on, the European Patent

Office has re-examined its practice in this matter and adopted new
examination guidelines in 1985 which, among other things, are designed to

ensure that an invention which, taken as a whole, has a technical character

and meets the normal criter ia for patent ability, may be patented even if
the subject: matter claimed includes a computer program . Nevertheless, the

rest rictive criteria that must be met to obtain a patent monopoly are
undoubtedly such that many programs representing a considerable investment
are not patentable probably because the technical character of an invention

is absent, no change being produced on matter or energy in the physical

world. Even where a computer program does form part of an invention having

this technical character, the required level of inventiveness may not be

r~ached. In any event, to obtain patent protection, procedures have to be

followed and charges paid. These can result in potential right holders

fail ing to secure the legal protection of their work.
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These limitations of patent law have emphasized the potential role of

copyright in the broad sense, that is, authors ' rights and neighbouring

rights as the primary means for protecting computer programs both at the

level of Community Member States and at the international level. The

scepticism expressed by some in the sixties and seventies in respect of the

extension of " copyright" protection to this new kind of work , graduaLLy and

in parallel with an increasing understanding of the similarity between a

computer program and a literary and artistic work, has been replaced both

at national and internationaL Level by a generaL acknowledgment of the

advantages for creators, right holders, users and society a$ a whole of a

copyright" soLution to the problem of ensuring adequate protection of

programs against unauthorized reproduction.

Indeed, so strong had the preference for a copyright solution become , that

the 1983 session of the World IntellectuaL Property Organization (WIPO)

group of experts pursuing the work started in 1979 to consider the

protecti on of computer programs at the internati onal leve l, recommended

that the conclusion of a speciaL treaty giving sui generis protection to

computer programs should not be pursued for the time being. Instead, it

noted the suggestion that WIPO and UNESCO, the two bodies responsibLe for

the main internationaL copyright conventions, shouLd further study the

protection avaiLabLe for computer software under existing copyright laws

and treaties and shouLd convene a committee of governmentaL experts for

this purpos

On this basis, work on the protection of computer programs has been

cont inued at the level of the competent internati onal organizations. The

session convened by WIPO and UNESCO in February 1985 may well be considered

to have fai led to achieve universal recognition of the existence of
protection syst'ems founded on the application of copyright laws. Neither
did it obtain a generaL consensus on the desirabiLity of the introduction

of copyright protection where not already appLicable. It did, however,

demonstrate that copyright protection against unauthorized reproduction 

computer programs aLready exists in most industriaLized countries, and

among those, nearly all Member States of the European Communities.
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Indeed, the re.cord demonst rated that in Member States, case law has
increasingly recognized the application in principle of copyright to

comput er progr amsand the other fo rms of expressi on, such as support ing
documentation, that together constitute the software fami ly

In recent years, legislation has also been proposed or adopted in many

Member States, but essentially to confirm the trends in case law rather
than to modify them substantially.

In Germany, the law of 24 June 19. 9 amends the copyright Law so as to

as simi late programs for data process ing to literary works, incLuding for
the purposes of ~etermining the term of protection. In France, the law of
3 July 1985

10 provides that computer programs shall figure among the works

protected under copyright law, aLbeit subject to particular provisions

including a limitation of the term to 25 years from creation. In the

Uni ted Kingdom, the Copyright (Computer Software) Amendment Act 198511 was

enacted in order to make it cLear that computer programs attract copyright

protection. Most recentLy Spain has provided for expLicit copyright

protection of computer programs by its comprehensive copyright law 

1987

' " .' 

. lm' ar egls atlve lnltlatlves are elng ta en ln Denmar ,14 15 16 Italy , the Netherlands . The governments of BelglUm and Luxembourg
have a lso announced that they wi II favour copyright as an appropriate

vehicle for protecting computer programs. In PortugaL, Learned opinion

considers computer programs to be covered by the notion of " IntellectuaL
creati on" in Art ide 1 of the 1985 Code on Copyright and Related Rights 19
though they are not mentioned in the examples specified in Article 2. Only

in Greece
20 do there appear stilL to be doubts about the desirability of

protect ing software in this way.
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In br ief then - the Member Stat es have genera LLy taken the v iew that the

legal protect ion of computer software shouLd reside primari ly in the

appL i cati on of copyright laws in the broad sense with the patent system

playing a more limited and anci L Lary role in the case of inventions

invoLving computer programs. It is also generaLLy recognized that the Laws

of contract , trade secrets and unfair competition have important roles to

play, though legis lat i ve refo rm is not genera LLy cons i de red to be necessary

in these areas in the immediate future. Copyright laws, on the other hand

are the subject of criticaL comment in their application to computer

programs and the European debate is now focusing on the modifications that

may be desirable to take account of the particular characteristics of

computer programs and the needs of Community indust ry both within and

out side the data process ingsector. In order to broaden the activity base
of the software indust ry, the Community and the governments of the Member

States have commit ted themselves to ISO/OSI standards in data processing..

The need to provide for more uniform protection in the Community has aLso

IH' Ct)IIIC ,)ppafl'! 1\ If irldu';!IY i!'i tv lakt lull advi1nlilyr- .of II.~ laryp if" Pf ,,;:!!

market.

In order to take advantage of this market, industry needs comparabLe

ope rat ing conditions in the Member States. Commerci aL deve Lopments such as

the advent of personaL computers have underl ined the need for specific
LegaL provisions and interpretations of the Laws. SmaLL computers are being

mass marketed Like other consumer durabLes as is the software with which

they operate. Programs in the form of tapes and discs are soLd Like books

or records over the counter and the abi ity of the deveLoper to protect

himseLf contractuaLLy has been much reduced. The incompLete evoLution of

LegaL systems through case Law and practice in some jurisdictions is

increasingLy seen as a handicap by comparison with cLear LegisLative

provi si ons adopted, for exampLe. as regards copyright in computer programs,
in the Uni ted States of Ameri ca . It shouLd be noted however that recent

Ameri can experience suggests that even if specific LegisLative provisions
are enacted , difficuLt questions of interpretation wi L L remain to be

soLved. One important exampLe is discussed in paragraph 5. 11. below.
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12. Given the fact that these questions of interpretation wi II take time for
the courts to resolve. Outstanding issues may be dealt with by agreement or

by means of arbitration procedures. Such approaches may permit relatively

detai led settlements to be reached quite quickly and in a way which takes
largeLy into account the interests of those di rectly concerned, as has
recently been demonstrated by the arbitration involving IBM and Fuj itsu 

the United States

4. COI8Unity involveunt to date

The Commission has monitored developments concerning the legal protection

of software both within and outside the Community over a number of years.

It has also participated in the meetings of the WIPO committee of experts

and in discussions in other international fora. It has in addition

consulted experts and o.rganizations interested in the question including,
representatives from major European Information Technology companies,

UNICE, the European Computing Services Association (ECSA) and the

Confederati on of the European Comput er Use rs Associ at ions (CECUA). On the

basis of this involvement, the Commission concluded that a dire.ctive on the

legal protection of computer programs was a necessary step for the

completion of the internal market. Consequently, in its White Paper

Completing the InternaL Marketll .. it undertook the commitment to submit
to Count i l before the end of 1987 a proposal for a di rective on the legal
protection in Community Member States of computer programs. Though delayed

for technical reasons, the proposaL wi II be submitted to Council as rapidly

as possible.
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Copyright : the focus fora Community initiative

It is suggested that the di rective be based on the following principles.

No action appears to be called for at this time in relation either to

patent law or to trade secrets and cont r-act laws.. As regards patent Law , as

previously mentioned, the European Patent Office in 1985 ~mended it5

guidelines on examination in the field of computer programs to make it

clear that inventions having a techni cal character may be patentable even

if they rely on computer programs to achieve their effects. Similar

developments are occurring in the Member States. The Commission considers

this kind of evolution to be desirable and hopes that aLL nationaL patent

administrations will adopt a similarly liberaL approach. No formal

Community initiative seems to be necessary at present. Likewise in reLation

to trade secrets and contract law, the si tuat ion in the Member States seems
relatively satisfactory and legislative action at Community Level is not at

pre sent needed.

SimiLarly, no LegisLative initiative apP~ars necessary as regards contra.

Law though its importance in this fi eLd is often underestimated. Guidelines
for software suppLiers and users might weL lprove usefuL, however , and
commerci at practices be deve loped which, once they become widespread, wi Ll

acquire the character of rules which might be applied failing other

arrangements. The Confederation of European Computer Users Associations and

some nationaL associations are examining the possibiLity of drawing up

guideLines in this area.

From time to time , the possibiLity is raised of protecting computer

programs by means of technicaL devices. Devices developed recently may

prove more effective than they have in the past. At this stage, however,

further experience is needed of their use in practice. No Community

initiative is accordingly suggested at the present time.
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AS to copyright and neighbouring rights, the basic question whether their

appLication to protect computer programs is in principle desirabLe, is

generaLly being answered in the affirmative. Those who have argued that

such protect ion is ei ther inadequate or excessive have not been vindicated

by event s.

As to the suggestion that copyright is insufficient , some European voices

have indeed suggested in the recent past that protection against copying is

insufficient and that a true monopoLy right, anaLogous to a patent , is

needed. They have suggested that the Limitations of copyright , in

particuLar the principle that it protects the form in which ideas are

expressed rather than the ideas themseLves, render it a less than

compLeteLy adequate soLution. The application of the principLe to computer

software Leads to the concLusion that whi Le programs are protected, their

underLying logic or algorithms are not. To the extent that the basic

concepts can be expressed differentLy, programs can thus be deveLoped to

achieve the same results. This has led some to propose that a new form of

protecti on be adopted, aLongside copyright, to grant excLusive rights in

new aLgorithms invoLving an inventive step. Such protection would in many

ways be analogous to patent protection being dependent on registration and

giving an effective monopoly for a fixed period in the region of 20 years

as to the aLgor ithms in questlon.
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However, this approach has not met with general approval. Many in the data

processing industries indicated thei r doubts about the desi rabi l ity of such
protection, in particular, the risk that the development and use of
programs might be stultified by the creation of monopol ies in concepts

having a mathematical or scientific character and as such unprotectable

under any intellectual and industrial property protection system. This

danger that the development and use of programs might be stultified is said

to be greater since the number of useful algorithms appears in all

probabi l i ty to be l imi ted. A broad consensus has emerged that compet i t i on

would be severely impai red, if l1independent invention
l1 of programs having

essentially the same functions of existing programs but developed without

undue l1inspiration l1 by existing programs and expressed in a different
manner and I1 reverse engineering l1 were to be prevented. Interestingly, the

same conclusion has been reached in the context of recent developments

concerning the protection of semiconductor designs in the main producer

countries.

As to the question of whether copyright protection can itself give an

excessive degree of protection that is damaging to competiti on in the data

processing industry and to the spread of computer technology, a definitive

answer cannot be given at the present time but should soon emerge as more

experience is gained both in the USA and in Europe.
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For example, the problem of "access protocols" and interfaces has been
raised. These must be used in the exact form in which they were first

expressed if newly deve loped software or hardware is to operate compatibly

with software or hardware already on the market. It has been argued that

copyright could create an undesirable monopoly not only of the access

protocol itself but of the entire segment of the systems market that

depends on its use. The deve lopment of compatible programs, which is

desirable from the point of view of both competition and industrial policy,
would be impeded if competitors were prevented from integrating into their

product range protocols or interfaces that are gaining wide support as

likely international standards. The same would apply if protocols or

interfaces were technically availabLe, but only at a licenc.e fee that only
the largest of competitors can afford. Because of the severe consequences

effect ive monopol ies in such software would have for communi cat ions and
industry.at large, the specific exclusion of protocols and interfaces from
copyright and similar protection is being debated in interested circles

Similarly, the allegation is sometimes heard that copyright protection

makes it so difficult to create compatible systems without at least the

appearance of copying that, quite apart from the particular problem of

access protocols and interfaces, the legitimate development of compatible

systems wi II be impeded and desirable competition wi II be stifled. This
applies particularly to the systems software and business applications

markets.

At present, the .extent to which the copyright laws of the Member States
might permit program developers to prevent others using access protocols

and interfaces or developing compatible programs is unclear. In any case

it might well be that in situations as described in the foregoing

paragraph , where the exercise of copyright as to access protocols or

interface specifi cations is likely to create and increase market dominance,

such exercise would be accompanied by other factors so that an abuse of a

dominant position may be established under the relevant competition laws.
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Much will probably depend on how successfully the courts manage in concrete

cases to resolve the level of abstr.action problem and so achieve a

reasonable balance between the interests of right holders in existing

programs and of persons who can show that they have independently developed

programs to achieve similar results to exist ing ones. Whi 
le copyright

protection reaches beyond the form of the program, in object or source

code, to include preparatory material such as the program description,

there comes a point at which a claim for protection is a claim to an idea

rather than the expressi on of that idea. For example, a mathemat 
ical

formula to solve a particular problem can be implemented in a program in

many different ways. Each implementation can provide the Same result or

output given identical values for the initial variables or input. But the

performance of the different implementations wi 
II vary, perhaps

consi derab ly. Copyright should protect the manner of the implementat 
ion,

and hence its particular advantages in terms of performance, and leave the

formula to be implemented by anyone. As courts become more fami 
liar with

the subject matter, they should be able to develop case law on 
what

constitutes copying in this field just as they have in .
more traditional

fi elds. Copyright court cases have mul tipl ied in the USA and so have the

number of interpretations as to the scope of protection. At this stage, in

the Community, there is not yet enough experience that would allow one to

conclude that c.opyright laws need modification. If problems should arise,

then methods could be found for deal ing with them either within the

relevant intellectual property laws themselves, through suitable

non-voluntary licensing provisions or, in whole or in part, 
through the

appLication of competition and standardization policy.

The Commission is of the opinion that from the point of view of fundamental

economic policy, protection against copying of software by copyright or a

neighbouring right seems correct and should be accorded by the Member

States of the Community as a whole. After the Commission has taken a

positi on on the questi on of principle, attenti on ne.eds to be given to a

consideration of what parameters may be needed to ensure sufficient

convergence in the systems that wi II be appl ied in practi ce by the 
Member

States.
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Clarification and adaptation of existing copyright regimes

As regards cla rifi cati on and adaptati on of copyright regulati on, the
following matters have been said to merit consideration : the availabil ity

of copyright protecti on to computer programs, incl~ding requi rements as to
fixation; beneficiaries of protection; the scope of protection, that is,

restricted and unrestricted acts, including possible provision for fair

dealing or other exceptions from the exclusive right of the copyright

owner; the term of protection; authorship, including the employee author

and the self-employed author producing for remuneration; the protectability

and authorship of computer generated programs; moral rights; and problems

of proof.

Avail abil ity of protecti on

WhiLe judicial decisions in several Community jurisdictions have recognized

that computer programs are protected by copyright , and learned opinion

generally supports this conclusion, nevertheless a degree of uncertainty

remains and wi L L continue to do so unti l resolved by a series of
authoritative decisions of final courts of appeal. This uncertainty should

be removed by means of legislative clarification on the basis of a

dir~ctive explicitly protecting computer programs under copyright law in
the broad sense.
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OriginaL ity and independent intellectual effort

Such a directive would not by itseLf necessarily ensure , however , that all

computer programs are protected against reproduction on a uniform basis in

aL L Member States. In every Member State , to be eL igibLe for copyright

protection strictu sensu a work must be "original" in the sense that it is

the result of the creator s own inteLlectual efforts and not itself a copy.

But in some juri sdi ctions, more may be requi red in certain cases,

particuLarly where works have a utilitarian rather than an aesthetic

function. Courts may then find that work Lacks sufficient creative merit or

is too modest in scope to attract fuLL copyright protection though in some

cases this " small change" (in German

, "

kleine Munze ) may still be eLigible

for a Lesser form of protection designed to protect the investment of time,

manpower and money

This tendency is more apparent eLsewhere in Europe than in the United

Kingdom and IreLand and, even where it exists, it manifests itself to

different degrees as two recent decisions of final courts of appeal have

shown in Germany and in France. In Germany, in the 
Inkasso Case . , the

Supreme Court held that programs must represent an individuaL , originaL

creative achievement and that this required that the form of the computer

program resuLting from the seLection, coLLection, arrangement and division

of the re Levant information and statements exceeded the average ski L Ls

di spLayed in the deve Lopment of computer programs. On the other hand, in

France, the Court of Cassati on held in March 1986 in the Atari case
9 that

the Paris Court of Appeals had erred in excluding a program for a computer

game on the ground inter aL that the program did not manifest the kind of

originaL ity of expression that wouLd confer on it the aesthetic character

necessary to attract the protection of the Law on literary and artistic

property. The program should be protected without any attempt being made to

apply aesthet ic criteria.
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If the courts of different Member States apply standards of original ity
that are substantially divergent, action may be needed to eliminate the

resulting distortions. However, at this stage , it would be premature to

exaggerate the seriousness of the problem or the difficulty of finding a

solut ion.

Fi rst, as to the seriousness of the problem, the divergence threatened by

the Inkasso Case may turn out to be less significant than might at first

sight appear. A complete reading of the judgment suggests that the Court

was in large part concerned by the need to distinguish between, on the one

hand, protectable programs and, on the other, those that consist of

elements so commonplace that they are in a sense in the publ ic domain. If

the judgment , when applied in concrete cases, means no more than the

exclusion of such commonplace elements from the protection of the copyright

law, the divergence between the legal s ituati on in Germany and that in many
other Member States will not be very signifi.cant.

If nevertheless significant

to hand in the provi sion of
protection of topographies

foLlows (article 2(2)) 

divergences persi st a soluti on may aLready be

the recently adopted directive on the legal

of semiconductor products . The text reads as

The topography of . semiconductor product shal L be protected
insofar as it satisfies the conditions that it is the result of its
creator s own intellectual effort and is not commonplace in the
semiconductor industry. Where the topography of a semiconductor
product consists of elements that are commonplace in the
semiconductor industry, it shalL be protected to the extent that
the combinat ion of such elements, taken as a whole, ful fi ls the
above mentioned conditions

A similar provision seems adequate also for the forthcoming directive on

the protection of computer programs.
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Fixation

Programs may we lL be expressed in conventional written form on paper but,

as already indicated, they may also be stored on magnetic tapE! and magnetic

or optical discs or even as a pattern of electrical charges on a micro-

ci rcuit or chip. Indeed these less accessible forms are becoming the normaL
medium for recording software. Copyright Laws should therefore make clear
that protect ion extends to programs fi xed in any form

Scope of protection : restricted acts

The particular nature of computer software and its typicaL use must be

taken into account when assessing which forms of uses must be regarded as

re.stricted acts for which the permission of the author is mandatory. The

restricted acts appLying to traditional works are not aLways perfectly

adapted to software. Accordingly, consideration might weLL be given to the

adoption of specific provisions clearLy defining the content of the rights

in question in the software context.
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Restricted ~cts; reproduction , translation , adaptation and use

Of the traditional rights, those most obviously reLevant to software appear

to be ~opying the work in any material form from which it can be reproduced

and making, reproducing, or pubLishing an adaptation of the work incLuding

transLations Df programs from one code to another. One particuLarity Df the

use of a computer program Lies in the fact that , for technicaL reasons, its

normal use necessari Ly invoLves DperatiDns Df such kinds. In a typicaL

case, a user receives the computer program Dn a machine-readabLe medium

such as a floppy disc or magnetic tape. It is frequently recommended by the

software suppLier that the user makes a back-up .copy Df the software. The

copy deL ivered by the software producer may weL L nD LDnger be necessary

thereafter. It is kept for security reaSons in case of a defect in the

computer. FDr the program to be use.d, it has to be transferred into the

memory of the computer , which means it has to be copied. After this first

and compLete reproduction, the program is copied many times, aLthough DnLy

in parts, whenever the program is run Dn the computer : when it is

transferred from the program Library into the main memory;. when individuaL

program instructions are transferred tD the CentraL Processing Unit (CPU);.

Dr when units of information are made visibLe Dn the screen or printed on

paper. The use of a computer program for the purpose it is intended tD

serve is not conceivabLe without constant reproduction, adaptation and

possibly even transLation, and hence the execution of restricted acts.

It is clear that authorized use Df a program under a Licence agreement

impLies authorization for reproduction, adaptation and transLation of this

kind, without which the program could not be used for its intended purpose.
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On the other hand, by vi rtue of such comprehensive rights to authorize

reproduction, adaptation and transLation, the right hoLder is entitled

under copyright law to restri ct the use made of a program by reference to

the purpose , time or pLace of such uses. For exampLe, sophisticated

software is often licensed onLy for use on a specified individual 
computer.

Some manufacturers do provide " site" licences, which authorize the licensee

to run the program on any and all machines which are located in the same

room or on the same premises. Those restrictions appear justified, since

they are intended to ensure that the licensor 
obtai ns a licence fee which

corresponds to the extent of the use made by the Li~ensee. Without it,

large users in particular couLd profit unfairLy from one licence fee, in

view of the ease of reproduction and of multipLe use.

These rights might be thought to be less appropriate, and indeed unlikeLy

to be in practice enforceabLe, as far as mass-
marketed packaged software is

concerned. This kind of software is soLd rather than Licensed
, aLthough

many suppliers try to maintain the character of a Licence 
agreement.

TypicaL restrictions on the user provide that he is only aLlowed to use the

program on one computer at a time and that he is authorized to pass on the

Licensed material to a third party under the condition that he does not

retain a copy of it and no Longer makes use of the software. .
This reflects

the need for the suppLi er to impede the simultaneous use by more than one

user of a program for whi~honLy one fee has been paid. On the other hand

the authorization to transfer the software to other parties pays tribute to

the saLes-like character of the marketing of this type of software and to

the pubLic interest in its free circuLation.

In brief , a broad use right, either formulated as such or resulting from

rights to authorize reproduction, rentaL, adaptation and translation, seems

appropriate given the way software is used in practice. It provides the

LegaL foundation for reLating the remuneration received by the right hoLder

to the use being effectively made of the program. At the same time

authorization to use a program must necessarily imply authorization for aLL

acts inherent in any such use.
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Restricted acts : adaptation to improve performance

Attention must be givEn a Lsoto certain adaptations other than those
necessari Ly inherent in the normaL running of a program, nameLy those by

authorized users for their own purposes. Much software is continually

adapted by its users to improve its efficiency in the context of their

particuLar activities. On the other hand, the right to authoriZe

adaptations can be considered a normaL feature of copyright. A balanced

soluti on is requi red which takes proper account of the interests of both
users and suppL iers. The right hoLder s authorization shouLd be necessary

for adaptations which conflict with the normal expLoitation of his rights,
for example, where adaptation invoLves the transLation of substantiaL parts

of a progr am to enable them to be run on a machi ne other than that for

which the program was Licensed. Likewise commerciaL exploitation of an

adaptation shouLd be subject to consent. On the other hand , adaptation of a

program to improve its efficiency when used within the scope of the basic

Licence provisions agreed between user and suppLier shouLd be considered as

a Legit imate and even necessary aspect of a user I s right to use the program

for the purposes for which it was acquired. The suppLier s consent should

not be needed or is rather to be concLusiveLy presumed. It wouLd , however

be appropr i ate for suppl ie rs of software under commerci al cont racts to
require that they be informed of any adaptations that are made so that they

have the opportunity to check that these faLL within the basic scope of the

Licence. Further suppliers ' service and maintenance obLigations and

warranties may weLL be modified by a user s modification of the program.

REpr~ducti on for private purposes

Member States of the Community have , in different ways and to varying

degrees, made use of the discretion given to States by Article 9(2) of the

Berne Convention, to alLow reproduction of works without the right hoLder

authorization in speciaL cases. Reliance has frequentLy been pLaced on this

provision to permit reproduction for private purposes.
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The recent German, French and Spanish legislation, however, does not apply

the normal licence for reproduction for private purposes to computer

programs. The reasoning behind the provisions is not so much the wish to

ban genuine private copying which, in ~ny case, cannot be policed, but to

accord producers the necessary substantive rights to be able to proceed

against " semi-private" reproduction, which can be described as the
reproduction and exchange of programs within organizations and enterprises,

between r.esidents at universities, by members of computer clubs, and so on.

In addition, the arguments used to justi fy private copying of audi o-visual
material, such as the consumer s naed to change the support or to make

extracts or compilations of material, have little application to computer

programs. The real purpose of private copying of programs is in most cases

simply to obtain a "fre. copy of a program instead of purchasing a

legitimate one.

This reasoning seems convincing. Accordingly, the di rective should contain
a provision excluding private copying of computer programs in general. At

the same time , the production of a back-up copy or copies by a legitimate

user would expLicitly be made permissible. Such a copy or copies would need

to be destroyed when the right to use the program expired.

The term of protect ion

If programs are simply protected as literary works, the length of the
period of protection, according to the copyright laws of Member States, is

at least 50 years after the death of the author. This appears to be the

position in all Member States with the exception of France. According to
ArticLe 48 .of the French law of 3 July 1985 , computer programs are

protected for 25 years only from their creation. This divergence wi 

sooner or later create problems in relation to free circulation 

programs. Indeed, since the French law does not contain any speci fic
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provisions on the matter , programs created prior to the new law coming into

force on 1 January 1986 may be subject to the shorter term. The issue may

therefore begin to have practical consequences rather quickly as computer

programs created in the sixties and seventies in France fall into the

publ ic domain.

The case for a term of protection shorter than 50 years frequently takes as

its point of departure the character of computer programs, particularly

operating systems, as functional devi ces of potentially strategic
importance to the deve lopment of the industrial economy as a whole. In this

connection, reference is made to the fact that many application programs

have in practi ce a very short life and represent a limi ted investment for

which a period of protection of 50 years is inappropriate. It stresses that

given this functional character, the term of protection should not be

longer than the minimum necessary to provide an appropriate investment

incentive to program deve lopers. Patent duration is in the region .of 20

years and, given the functional , industrial character of software, a

similar term of protection would be preferable.

The case for a 50 year term stresses that the fact that many programs have

and wi II probably continue to have an exploitable life much shorter than

this period is not in itself a compelling argument for proposing a shorter

period of protection. The same can be said of many other items that are

protected by copyright. In so far as programs do have a lengthy useful

life, they should be entitled to protection and in so far as they do not,

they will simply not be used. It certainly cannot be excluded that

particular types of software, for example, operating systems, may have

usefuL Lives of considerable length. It is hoped that the reactions to thi 
part of this paper will include information concerning experiences as to

the useful life of programs, proprietary and otherwise, particularly those

oLder than 25 years.
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In addition to the issue of the length of the term, its calculation from the

death of the author may one day pose practical problems since programs are

frequently collective works though often all commercial rights will have been

transfer red to the enterpri se for whom the authors have worked. It may be

extremely difficult for a thi rd party to know when the term comes to an end,

since he wi II need to know the date of the death of the last surviving author.
The practical relevance of this has of course been negligible as yet.

Nevertheless, in the longer term, the issue may become important and

considerati on should be given to providing for calculat ing the term from the

creation or first use or marketing of the program rather than the death of the

author. Such a method of calculation might also be thought to reflect the
technical , industrial or commercial character of much software.

It would clearly be desirable from the point of view of the functioning of

the internal market in software, for all Member States to apply the same

te rm of protecti on to a given program. A pe rsuasive case has been made for
caLculating the term, whatever it is, from t~e program s creation. As to

the length of the term, the choi ce between 50 years and a shorter term in

the region of 20 or 25 years has to be re.solved in the face of
considerations pointing in opposite directions. It wi II be easier 
resolve in favour of the longer term the extent that future developments

establ ish that copyright protection wi II not lead to undesirable

limitations on competition in the software market (see paragraphs 5. 8. to

12. above).
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Authorsh ip

In the fie Ld of ~uthorship, softw~re produced by empLoyees or on commi ssion
poses probLems simil~r to those in other fieLds where coLLective works ~re

common , such ~S advertising. But there is little doubt th.~t the n~ture of

the softw~re industry is such th~t the Leg~L situ~tion as to~uthorship can

be particuLarly compLex. St~ndardiz~tion of the Leg~L starting point

throughout the Commun ity would be the ide~l soL uti on but it cannot be s~id
to be essential since, as regards economic rights, m~tters c~n be

s~tisfactorily reguLated by agreement and the .~bsence of ~ uniform solution

to this issue wilL not jeopardize the realization of ~n intern~L m~rket for

computer progr~ms. Contractu~l soLutions ~re, however , f~ciLit~ted if there

is ~t Least a cLe~r Leg~l st~rting point in the jurisdiction in question.

It wouLd accordingLy be desirable for alL Member St~tes to ensure th~t

their law ~t least establishes cLearLy who is the right hoLder in the

~bsence of ~ny ~greement to the contr~ry. A minimum provision of this kind,

which stilL le~ves the Member St~tes consider~bLe freedom ~s to the Leg~L

techniques th~t they use to resolve the probLem, h~s been L~id down in the

CounciL Directive on the LegaL protection of semiconductor topogr~p les 

The provision m~y serve ~s a modeL for ~ corresponding provision in the

softw~re context.

Computer-gener~ted progr~ms

Incre~singLy in the future , computer progr~ms wi L L be produced with the aid

of ~ computer th~t is itself progr~mmed to c~rry out cert~in progr~mming

functions. The question then ~rises as to who, if ~nyone , owns the

copyright in the progr~m th~t fin~LLy resuLts from the process: those who

used the computer

, ,

those who pro.grammed it , the owner of the computer or

conce iv~bLy ~ Ll of these.
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The basis of aLL copyright protection is the exercise of sufficient skiLL

and Labour for a work to be considered originaL. The Commission inclines to

the v iew that it is those who use the programmed computer , which is

essentii3Lly a tool , who should be regarded as entitled to protection. This

soLuti on has the important advantage of conferr ing the right on those who
are most easi Ly identified.

MoraL rights

Moral rights, that is, the right of the author to claim paternity i3nd to

object to prejudiciaL modifications of his work , do not appear to have

given rise so far to significant practicaL probLems. NevertheLess, given

their inalienable character , serious doubt exists as to the suitabiLity of

their appLication to works frequentLy produced colLectiveLy, having a

technicaL, industriaL or commercial charaCter and subject to successive

modifications. At Least, consideration shouLd in the Long term be given to
pe rmitt ing the rights to be ceded by agreement though it should be noted

that this wouLd necessitate modification of the Berne Convention, shouLd it

be one day agreed that programs constitute Literary works within the

meaning of that instrument. It seems , however , unnecessary to incLude

provisions on moraL rights in a Community framework directive at the

present time.

Beneficiaries of protection

To the extent that the Member States take the view that programs are

protected by copyright within the meaning of the Berne or UniversaL
Conventions, there is no strict need for a provision in a directive on

protected persons. Each Member State wi LL protect persons from other Member

States in the same way as it protects its own citizens. On the other hand,

it may be argued that ne ither of those instruments at present requi res

computer programs to be protected by copyright in the strict sense. A State

tak ing such a v iew would probabLy consider that rights in programs under
its law should be considered neighbouring rights falLing outside the scope

of any existing muLtiLateraL arrangement.
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The directive need not seek to resoLve the issue of whether computer

programs are to be protected by copyright stri ctu sensu or by a

neighbouring ng t . But if it Leaves the issue open, it must then address

the question of protected persons since that issue wi LL not be resolved by

existing multiLaterial arrangements. One model for so doing exists in

Article 3 of the semiconductor directive: provisions for the protection of

persons having spetified Links with the Community, combined with a

mechani sm for extensions of protecti on to others. A more radi caL
aLternative , ~hich might avoid the need for relatively complex provisions

and procedures, would be to provide, without prejudice to the questi.on of

whether the protection is to be classified as copyright or a neighbouring

right, that Member States shalL protect nationaLs and residents of members

of the Berne and Universal Copyright Conventions. Provision might aLso be

made for programs first pubL ished in those countries. Such an approach

wouLd have the advantage, besides that of reLative simplicity, of avoiding

potentiaL di sputes with such countries, though at the cost of perhaps

grant ing protection in favour of some countries which do not extend

reciprocaL protection. The views of interested parties would also be

weLcome on the even simpler and more radical possibiLity of according

nationaL treatment to aLL naturaL and legaL persons irrespective of origin

or domici Le.
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Problems of proof

Probl ems of proof a lso seem to requi re considerati on. Since copyright does

not protect ideas but the form in which they are expressed, proof of

copying requires a comparison of the works in question in their final form.

Normally this poses no problem: if necessary, the works can be produced

for exami nati on by the competent tribunal which can judge for itself the

degree of similarity. However, computer programs may exist in different

versions and between some of these there may be l itt le superficial
resemblance. In addition, a right holder may not have access to the version

of the infringing program which would enable him to show similarity; for

example, his source program may have been translated by an unknown computer

into an object code that looks to the human eye completely different from

either the right holder s object code or the original program. This may be

a particularly difficult problem prior to full discovery, for example, when

seeking interlocutory relief.

A possible solution to the problem would be for the burden of proof to be

shifted to the aLleged infringer once the right holder makes available to

the court the different versions of his own program to which he has access

and establishes a prima facie case of copying. He might show, for example,

that the allegedly infr inging program achieves the same results with
vi rtually the same method and that the alleged infringer has had access to
the right holder s program.
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$UlilllliliU'

As already mentioned in paragraph 5. 1., the Commission has decided within

the framework of the completion of the internaL market, to exam!line as a

matter of priority the issues relating to the legal protection of co~uter
programs and subsequently to sublilit a proposal for a Council directive on
the legal protection of computer programs. For this purpose, certain

prel ililinary consultations have already been concluded, which have confirm!led

the desirability .01018"1 early initiative in this field. Further, 

information received and experience gained froli'l participation in the

discussion at the international level on the appropriate protection system

indicates that the Colilmunity approach should be within the frallllework of

copyright and related rights.

Cone lusion

The Commission intends to submit to the Council as a matter of urgency a

proposal for a directive based on Article 100 A EC for the protection of

computer programs.

As regards the contents of the directive, and especially in the light of

Community standardization policy, the Commission would like to receive

comments on whether:

a) the protection should apply to computer programs fixed in any form;
b) programs shouLd be protected where they are original in th.e sense that

they are the result of their creator s own intellectual effort and are

not commonplace in the software industry;

c) access protocoLs, interfaces and methods essential for their realization

should be specifically excluded from protection;

d) rights to authorize restricted acts should include a broad use right

either formulated as such or as a consequence of rights to authorize
reproduct ion, renta l , adaptat i on and trans Lat i on; for these latter
rights, specific provision should be made in any event;
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e) the adaptation of a program by a legitimate user exclusively for his own

purposes and within the basic scope of a licence should be permitted;

f) the reproducti on of a computer program for private purposes should not

be permitted without authorization of the right holder whereas the

production of back-up copies by a legitimate user should be permitted

without author izat ion;
g) the term of protection should start with the creation of the program and

last for an appropriate number of years to be fixed by the directive; a

choi ce wi II have to be made between a period of 50 years and one in the

region of 20 or 25 years;

h) the issue of authorship of computer programs, including authorship in

respect of computer-generated programs, should be left largely to Member

States but with national laws having to establish who, in the absence of

contractual arrangements to the contrary, is to be considered the

author;
i) protection would be avai lable for creators who are nationaLs of States

adher ing to the Berne Convention or the Universal Copyright Convention

or enterpri ses of such countries or possibly to all natural and legal
persons irrespective of origin or domicile;

j) in infringement cases the onus of proof in respect of copying should be

shifted to the alleged infringer once the plaintiff makes available to

the Court the different versions of his program to which he has access

and shows sim":larity and that the alleged infringer has had ac.cess to

the right holder s program.

Timetable for submissions

Given the need to begin the legislative process .as soon as possible, the

Commission wi II be seeking the view.s of interested parties on these matters

as a matter of urgency. Comments on the above mentioned suggestions should

be submitted to the Commission not later than 1 September 1988.
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See for example, the definition adopted for the pu~poses of the WIPO
Model Provisions on the Protection of Computer Software , Geneva, 1978 
(1) "computer program" means a s.et of instructions capable , when

incorporated in a machine-readable medium, of causing a machine having
information-processing capabi l Hies to indicate , perform or achieve a
particular function, task or resul t; . See also the Report of WIPO
Working Group on Technical Questions Relating to the Legal Protection of
Computer Software, Geneva, 30 Apri l 1984 (lPCS/WGTG/I/3).

2 US Department of .
Commerce, A Competitive Assessment of the US Data

Processing Services Industry, December 1984

, pp.

23-24. US Office of Technology Assessments , Computer Software: Aspects of
Internati onaL Competition, November 1985, Exhibits V/VIII.
OECD-ICCP(87)6, The International isation of Software and Computer
Services, dist ributed in March 1987, p. 5 & 27 ff.

3 International Data Corporation
, EUROCAST - Software and Services

Marketplace, Western Europe, 1985-1991.

See Article 52(2) of the European Patent Convention (1973) reflected in
the laws of Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, Luxembourg,
and the United Kingdom.

5 Propriete Intellectuelle Bulletin Documentaire (PIBD)
, 1981, III-175.

6 Decision of the President of 
the European Patent Offi.ce of 6 March 1985.

Report of the Committee of Experts on the Legal Protection of Computer
Software, Geneva, June 1983, LPCS/11/6.

8 Leading cases include
: for france, Babolat-Mai llot-With v. Pachot (Paris

Court of Appeal , 2 November 1982), Apple Computer Inc. v. Segimex SARL
(Paris "Tribunal de Grande Instance , 21 September 1983); Atari v. Sidam
(Court of Cassation , 7 March 1986); for Germany, Visicorp v. Basis
Software GmbH et al. (Munich District Court, 1983); Sudwestdeutsche
Inkasso KG v. Bappert and Burker Computer GmbH (Federal Supreme Court,
1985); or Italy, Atari Inc. and Bertolino v. Sidam Srl.. (Tribunal of
Turin, 14 July 1983) Unicomp Srl. v. Italcomputers and General
Informatics (TribunaL of Pisa, 14 April 1984), for the Nethe ands, The
Logboekprogram" Case (District Court of Hertogenbosch, 14 May 1982);tor
e United K ngdom, Sega Enterprises Ltd. v. Alca Electronics (Court of

Appeal 1982).
9 Law of 24 June 1985 on the Amendment of legal Provisions in the Copyright

Fi eld (Offici al Journal (BundesgesetzblatO No. 33 of 27 June 1985).

10 Law No. 85-660 of 3 July 1985 on the rights of authors, performers,

record and videogram producers and communication enterprises (OfficiaL
JournaL of 4 July 1985, page 7495 et seq.

11 opyng t (Computer Software) Amendment Act 1985, c. 14 of 16 July 1985.

12 
See Articles 91-100 of ley de Propiedad Intelectual no. 22/87 of 11
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November 1987, Boletin Oficial del Estado, no.. 275 of 17 November 1987.

13 Bi II No. L 153 
of 14 January 1988 on the amendment of the Copyright Act.

14 For example, draft law No. 1746 communicated to the President of the

Senate, 25 March 1986.

15 Declaration of the Dutch delegate at the meeting of the World

Intellectual Property Organization s group of experts held in February
1985.

16 Declaration of the Belgian deLegate at the meeting of the World

Intellectual Property Organization s group of experts held in February
1985.

17 Answer of 26 November 1986 by the Minister of Economy and Trade

(Mini st re de l' Economi e et des Classes moyennes) to Parl i amentary
questions no. 39 and 40. Parliament Report of 26 November 1986, ,pages
761-762.

See Rebello in Revue Internationale du Droit d' Auteur, no. 129, July

1986, page 16.

Law no. 45/85, Code of Copyright and Related Rights of 17 September 1985

20 Declaration of the Greek delegate at the meeting of the World

Intellectual Property Organization s group of experts held in February
1985.

21 Pub. L. 96-517 (12 December 1980) 94 Stat. 3015.

22 Arbitrator
s Report. 15 September 1987. Announcement of Dispute

Resolution by the American Arbitration Association Commercial
Arbitration Tribunal in the matter of IBM-Fujitsu Ltd.

23 Document COM(85) 310 final , point 149.

24 
See for example, liVers une protection des logiciels informatiques 
situation actuelle et propositions , 21 June 1984.

Report of a working group created within the framework of INPI (Institut
National de la propri~t~ Intellectuelle).

25 Japanese Copyright Amendment Act No. 62 of June 1985 specifies, in a

paragraph added to Article 10 that algorithms, programming languages and
rules are ex.cluded from copyright protection; (also, Japan has not yet
determined whether or not to require registration).

26 
See not e 8 above.

27 See
, for example, Article 49 of the Danish Copyright Law (Law no. 158 of

31 May 1961 with later amendments). According to this provision
catalogues, tables and simi lar productions, in which a great number of

items of information have been compi led, are protected against
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unauthorized reproduction for a period of 10 years following
production

28 
See not e 8 above.

29 See note 8 above.

30 Directive no. 87/54 EEC, O.
J. nr. L 24 of 27 January 1987, page 36.

31 It should be noted in this connection that according to Article 8 of

the semiconductor directive, the legal protection of the topography of a
semiconductor product does not extend to the information embodied in the
topography other than the topography i tsel f.

32 Law no 85-660 of 3 July 1985
, Journal Officiel de la Republ ique

fran~aise, 4 July 1985, page 7495 et seq.

33 
Loc. cit. , article 3(1), 3(2) and 3(3).

34 Neighbouring and related rights are those relatively modern creations

which have been used on occasion to extend a type of protection similar
to copyright to classes of work not covered by copyright itself. The
policy decision whether to create a new neighbouring right or extend
copyright to a new class of work depends on many factors and as a result
can vary both with time and space. "A given work may enjoy a copyright
in one country, but only a neighbouring right in another. This is the
case with photographs, enjoying a copyright in France but only a
neighbouring right or related right in another. Other rights, formerLy
granted a neighbouring right, may one day become beneficiary of a
copyright" (Fran~on, InternationaL Protection of Neighbouring Rights,
RIDA, 1964, Anniversary Number I' p. 410). One obvious advantage of
choosing the neighbouring right approach from the legislator s point of
view is that he has a freer hand to adopt specific solutions that differ
from those aLready adopted in the copyright context.
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CHAPTER 6 : DATA BASES

--------- - --- ----------

Subject matter

The term "data base" is used in this chapter to mean a collection of

information stored and accessed by electronic means. It may be a collection

of full-text materi~l , that is to say, existing copyright works, in which
case an analogy might be made between the data base and a generalized or

special ized library. It may be a compi lation of extracts of works, simi 
lar

to an anthology or a documentation centre, from which relevant parts of

works may be obtained. It may be a collection of mat.erial which is in the

publ ic domain, such as lists of names and addresses, prices, reference

numbers. There is here a simi larity with catalogues, timet~bles, pri ce

lists and other such reference material in printed form. Lastly, it may

consist of the electronic publishing of a single but voluminous work, such

as an encyc lopaedi 

The specific problems relating to electronic publishing and electronic

libraries are not discussed in this chapter, although they frequently cause

copyright problems simi lar to the ones reLated to the ~ctivities of data

bases. Electronic publishing poses problems in relation to reprographic

techniques, information management and transmission networks which fall

out side the scope of the present chapte r. S imi la r Ly, elect ron i c l i brar i es

involve issues of public lending rights which , whilst they may occur in the

context of the general discussion on rental contained in Chapter 4 or in

relation to the piracy and home copying of audio-visual works discussed in

Chapter.s 2 and 3 respectively are not considered in detai l in this

consul tat ive document.
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The most common mode of use of a data base is at present by on-line access

using electronic communication media. The data bas.e may thus be accessed

by users situated at great distances from the source of information. The

a~rival on the consumer market of CD Rom discs similar to audiD compact

discs but having an immense data storage capacity permits the user to

purchase his own copy of certain types of data base instead of accessing a

central store of information by electronic means. The main target markets

for such discs appear at present to be for works such as encyclopaedias or

di rectories containing large numbers of names and addresses, but future
generations of CD Interactive discs allowing the user to interact with the

data base wi II contain sound and image in addition to data. Optical

laser-read cards the size of a credit card and containing information
equivalent to 20 volumes of printed text are being developed. Other types

of re-usable discs known as WORMS (Write Once-Read Many Times) are being

produced. Digital tape recorders are also being developed to serve as

external data storage units.

The advantages of data bases over printed material stored in conventional

ways are numerous. Fi rst , data bases are comprehensive in the sense that
all available material of a given type can be located in a single data

base. Second, data bases allow selectivity in that only relevant

information on ~ given subject may be accessed easily from one source

without having to search through non- relev.ant material. Third, they give

accessibi l ity of information which would be impossible in a conventional

library, since constantly up-dated information can be given to the user at

high speed and over great distances. It is the combination of this

comprehensiveness, seLectivity and acce.ssibility which ensures the
commercial success of the data base.
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Since the most common appl ications of commercial data bases would appear to

be in the scientific, industrial and business fields, it is frequently the

raw data itself and the fact that it can be easi ly retrieved and readi 

updated, which is of value, rather than the way in which the work was

originally written. This factor can have an impact on the selection of

material to form a dat.a base since in some scientific fields, very brief
extracts from learned publications, such as formulae, may be suffi.cient to

provide key information. This means that in the compi lation of some types

of data base, the form of expression of the information is of lesser

importanc.e than the substance of the information itself. Nevertheless, the

arrangement of the compilation will have a bearing on the speed and ease

with which the data can be accessed and hence its commercial success.

The creation of the common information market

The creation of a European information services market, currently divided

by juridical and linguistic barriers, is of prime importance. Figures

collected by the International Publ ishers Association and quoted in a

recent Memorandum of UNESCO/WIP0
1 would seem to indicate that the market

for data bases is evolving as follows : the number of data bases in

existence for use by the public has grown from 400 in 1980 to 2,901 in

1986. The worldwide turnover of electronic publ ishing in 1985 amounted to
5 billion US dollars. Of this, the United States were responsibLe for more

than 4/5 of the total turnover but the value of the total market produced

by Germany, France and the United Kingdom represented 350 mi llion dollars.

Obstacles to the free flow of information between Member States must be

removed if the Community is to develop a competitive role in the

information services market. The Commission has established a specific

policy and an action plan for the development of this market . Legal issues

affecting this market are being examined in cooperation with a Senior

Officials Advisory Board (SOAG) and a Legal Advisory Board (LAB) for the

Information Market, and in the context of Commission initiatives in

specific sectors. The Legal Advisory Board is made up of legal experts of

Member States who, acting in their individual capacity, advise the

Commission services inter alia on legal problems in relation to transborder

data flow.
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Data of a personal nature may also be incorporated into computerized data

bases, giving rise to questions of privacy of the individual and the

protection of confidential information. These questions of data protection

fall outside the scope of the present chapter which deals with copyright

issues only. The same applies to problems associated with the liability of

data base operators for the accuracy of the information contained in thei r

systems.

legal problems ~rising from the storage and retrieval of inforMation using

data bases

A broad discussion on the legal problems arising from the use of data bases

is taking place within the framework of SOAG and LAB. It would thus be

premature to indicate detai led findings at the present stage of these

discussions but in order to give those interested ci rcles which have not so
far been consulted directly the possibility of expressing their view on the

main copyright issues under consideration, some tentative general

conclusions will be drawn. At a later stage, the Commission will submit its

findings in respect of the possible necessity for adaptations in existing

laws, if any.

The use of computerized information systems creates p.roblems in three
respects from a copyright point of view. First , the question arises as to

whether incorporation into a data base of a protected work in its entirety

or in part const itutes .a restricted act from a copyright point of view.
Second, the question arises whether the retrieval of stored information

constitutes a restricted act under copyright law. Third, it has been

suggested that the question of adequate protection of the compilation of

data as such merits consideration.

A number of countries
3 have recentLy considered the protection of data bases

within the context of revision or amendment of their copyright laws. The

international organizations engaged in the establishment and administration

of the intellectual property conventions have a lso for some time been

engaged in a discussion on the intellectual property issues.
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The main issue in relation to the operation of computerized information

systems, namely the use of computers to access literary works, was discussed

jointly by WIPO and UNESCO, that is, within the framework of the Berne and

Universal Copyright Conventions. As a result, the Second Committee of

Government Experts on Copyright Problems Arising from the Use of Computers

for Access to or the Creation of Works, which met in 1982, was able to adopt

a number of recommendations for solving at the level of relevant national

legislations the copyright problems arising . The experts also concluded

that revisi on of the copyright conventions was not necessary since the
solutions could be accommodated within the existing framework of principles

as establ ished by those conventions. A Committee of Governmental Experts on

the Printed Word met in Geneva on December 7 to 11, 1987 and discussed a

number of principles in relation to data bases. The Commission wi 
II take

note of the discussion of these principles which, as regards 
thei r aims,

appear broadly compatible with the tentative conclusions of this chapter.

Storage of information

As a result of this previous work undertaken by WIPO and UNESCO, it is

recognized in all Member States of the Community that the use of a work

protected by copyright in the broad sense in a computerized information

system is relevant from a copyright point of view. The incorporation of the

work in extenso wi II constitute a reproduction and presupposes the conse~t

of the author or his successor in title unless the reproduction falls within

a recognized exception to the restricted acts under the copyright laws of

Member States. Given the fact that a computerized information system

normally aims at giving extensive access to the information stored, the

normal exemptions from restricted acts in the laws of Member States for

certain uses, such as private use, or fair use, are of little practical

relevance to the storage of copyright works in information systems.

It is equally clear that bibliographical information relating to published

works and authors thereof, indexes, references and simi lar information can

be compi led freely since the use of such information in no way implies that

works are reproduced in full or in part.
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The extent to which bibliographical information on existing copyright works

can be supplemented by quotations, extracts, value-added abstracts, or

summaries has in some jurisdictions caused litigation. Though this issue is

one of general relevance, it is of course of specific interest to

publ ishers, creators of data bases, information compi lers and the operators

of data bases. Some experts have expressed an interest in seeing the legal

situation clarified to the maximum extent possible but have also expressed

the view that the practical importance of the problem from an economic point

of view should not be exaggerated. Nevertheless, data bases which are
composed mainly or wholly of abstracts of learned and scientific

publications do exist. Uncertainty as to whether such abstracts can be

inserted in a data base without the consent of the author or his successor

in title may have a negative impact on the development of this particular

kind of data base. However, the practical difficulties of resolving issues

like the appropriate scope of the right to quote or borrow from existing

works should not be underestimated. It may be that these issues can only be

settled by legislation in a very general way, leaving it to case law to

determine the precise parameters in specific circumstances.

The retrieval of works stored in computerized data bases

Some jurisdictions treat all forms of retrievaL of information from a data

base involving direct recording (downloading) as a restricted act. However,

retrieval may take place in different ways and in some jurisdictions a

distinction is apparently made by learned opinion between the various ways

in which a user may have access to the material stored, the main distinction

being made between visuaL display and print-outs. Whereas print-outs are

considered a copy everywhere, visual display is sometimes compared to the

mere reading of a page of a book in a library orbookshop and consequently
not considered a restricted act. Those differences in the legal position of

Member States appear, however , to have reLatively limited practical impact.
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Insofar as the storage in a data base is a restricted act presupposing the

authorization of the author , the latter will naturally, when solicited for

authorization, fix the conditions for the various ways in which his work may

be retrieved. The fact that those conditions more often than not are fixed

by a collective agreement comprising all or a majority of authors in respect

of a particular kind of work does not change the basic principle according

to which storage and access to the work is in practice regulated by one act

of agreement. It has consequently been suggested by some interested circles

that initiatives aimed at the clarification and approximation of laws to

arrive at a more uniform solution in respect of retrieval of information are

not needed at the present time. Other sources have, however, indicated that

it has proved difficult to negotiate agreements which take into account

possible later extensive use of the information stored. Whereas authors and

their successors in title in other areas can exercise a reasonable cootrol,

so that royalties are paid according to, for example , sale or rental of

copies, public performances and the like, it is difficult to ascertain to

what extent a given work stored in a data base is actually used. The views

of users and operators of data bases would be welcome .as to the necessity of

Community action in this field.

Protection of the data base as such against copying

The protection accorded to data bases relates under existing national

legis lation and internationaL conventions to the characteristics of the
works stored therein, rather than to the data base itself as a collection

of information. Thus, in the case of full-text data bases, where a single

work such as an encyclopaedia is stored, the position is clear in relation

to the author of the encyclopaedia, who enjoys the same copyright

protection for his work regardles.s of whether publication is by

conventional orelectroni c means. In the case of a data base where numerous

works or extracts of works are stor.ed, the provisions of ArticLe 2(5) of
the Berne Convention are of relevance

Collections of literary or artistic works, such as
encyclopaedias and anthologies which , by reason of

the selection and arrangement of thei r contents,

constitute intellectual creations shall be protected
as such , without prejudice to the copyright in each
of the works forming part of such collections
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Thus .a work which is protected by copyright in a Member State wi Ll continue

to enjoy that protection when, in its entirety or in part, it is

incorporated in a data base. Difficulties arise where the extracts from

protected works are themseLves not covered by copyright , by nature of their

brevity, for example, Or where the subject matter is not protected at aLL by

copyright but is in the public domain.

The types of work which are normally considered to be in the public domain

include official texts , legislative and administrative documents , records of

publ it and legal proceedings. Works lor wh ich the per iod 01 copyr iyht

protection has expired are also considered to be in the publ ic domain. All
of these types of work may form the subject matter of data bases requiring a

considerable degree of skill and investment in their compilation. In

particular the compilation will have been designed to ensure ready access to

the information and to create features attractive to particular groups of

users.

In some cases the nature of the data base may be such that "selection" of

materiaL has not taken place in the sense that aLL available published

materiaL has been included in an exhaustive data base. Equally "arrangement"
may be constrained by the technical necessity to order the infor~ation in

the most readily accessed way, for example in alphabeticaL or chronological

orde r.

NevertheLess , the compi Lation of such informati.on may be subject to
copyright in some jurisdictions dependent on the level of originality and

creativity which the compiLation represents and on the requirements in

respect of originality and creativity laid down in the specific nationaL

Legislation. The problem in this respect is simi lar to that discussed in the

context of computer programs (Chapter 5, paragraphs 5. 3. to 5.
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In some countries where a specific compi lation may not attract genuine

copyright protection because the work is considered insufficiently original

comprehensive or creative, another sort of short-lived protection against

reproduction may nevertheless exist. This is for example the case in Denmark

where , according to art icle 49 of the Copyright Act, cata logues, tables and
simi Lar works which compi le information may not be reproduced without

consent of the producer (compi ler) for a period of 10 years from the date of

publication. In other countries, works which are considered insufficiently

creative to attract protection are in the public domain.

Similarly, a right in the published editi.on exists in some jurisdictions,

over and above the author s right in the content of the published work. In

both IreLand (Copyright Act 1963, section 20) and the United Kingdom

(Copyright Act 1956, section 15), such a protection of the typographical

arrangement of the published edition against unauthorized facsimile

reproduction exists for a 25 year period from the year in which the edition

was fi rst published.

It has therefore been suggested to the Commission that the investment which

a compi Lation of data may represent, and which may not attract copyright

protection, necessitates some protection against unauthorized reproduction.

Information broking , that is, the buying and selling of data bases

containing factual information is indeed a growth industry, which requires a

clear legal framework within which to develop. The Commission is accordingly

consider ing whether to propose the introduction of measures to give some

limited protection to the data base itself, asa compilation.

It would have to be considered first, who should be the beneficiary for such

a protection. Second, the scope of protection and the restricted acts would

have to be carefully considered lest access to computerized information be

unjustifiably restricted. FinaLly, the issue of down-loading for private

purposes would have to be considered carefully before being made a

restricted act in generaL.
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...

Such a protection would not limit the access to information since the scope

of application of copyright will not be enLarged beyond the protection

aLready given to compi lations under Article 2(5) of the Berne Convention in

cases where the material contained in the data base was already protected by

copyright. In cases where protection does not follow from the application of

ordinary copyright law, by reason of the work' s brevity or lack of

creativity, or its nature , or because the term of protection has expired , it
would still seem desirable that protection against copying of the mode of

compi lation should be avai Lable to the data base operator. It wouLd give the
producer a right simi lar to the right of the phonogram producer. The latter

normally has a specific statutory right to protect his interest in the

recording itself regardless of whether or not he is recording a protected

work . The producer of a data base may well not have such a right at

present , even where the content of the data base is itself protected by

copyright.

To combat data pi racy, such a right may prove to be an important tool. The

unauthorized reproduction of data will more often than not involve works of

several authors. The individual author may not be in a position to estabLish

that an infringement has taken place and even, in case of such knowledge,

may consider the infringement of marginal importance only in respect of his

economic exploitation of his work. To the data base operator , the

infringement may nevertheless be of considerabLe importance. He is often

better placed than the author to detect infringements and has, as mentioned

above , more pressing incentives to react. Finally, a close contractual Link

between the operator of a data base and the numerous authors whose works

form part of the data compi led does not necessari ly exist. A contractuaL

arrangement with a ' collective body, for exampLe publishers or authors in
respect of specific types of scientific literature, is a common solution.

Simi lar arguments have, in respect of phonogram producers, led to the

conclusion that , in order to combat piracy, the general introduction of
producers ' rights in sound recordings would appear to be a desirabLe
development. It isa logicaL step to introduce a corresponding right for
dat.a base operators to pursue unauthoriz ed reproduction in their own right.
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Data stored on discs and tapes

As the optical disc or card market and the market for data stored on digital

tape expand so the protection of data stored on and accessible from such

sourc.es wi II become of increasing importance. Data bases may well be

marketed along with other types of recorded audio and visual material. The

legal principles outlined in paragraphs 6. 1.-6. 9. of this chapter will

of course apply in theory to data bases marketed in any form. However.?

enforcement of rights in data bases sold on discs, tapes or cards will be

more difficuLt in practice than where the user is in direct contractual

relationship with the data base operator and accesses the data base within

the context of a lega lly binding agreement as to conditions of use. At the

present time , the impact of new technologies raises more immediate

difficulties in relation to the private reproduction of sound recordings and

the issues relating hereto have been discussed in chapter 3 on home copying.

Since the recording of data on disc or tape in digital form relies on much

the same technology whether that data represents a sound recording or a

literary work, the solution which is eventually retained for the protection

of digital sound recordings might equally well be applicable in principLe to

data bases commercialized in the form of discs or tapes.

Summary

The storage of copyright works in full or in part within computerized

information systems creates a number of legal problems for which, at

present the most appropriate solution would seem to be legal action to

protect the compilation ef works within a data base where those works are

themselves the object of copyright protection. Specific legal mction aiming

at resolving existing difficulties seemas to be at .best premature.

The Commi ssion is also considering whether the protection of the mode of

compilation of the data base itself should extend to data bases composed of

material which is not in itself protected by copyright. Such action would

only be taken if it were felt that the considerable investment which the

compi lation of CD data base represents could best be served by copyright

protection rather than by other means.
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Conclusion

The Commission would welcome comments from informed circles on the

following matters.

a) whether the mode of compilation within a data base of works should be

protected by copyright and,

b) whether that right to protect the mode of compi lation, in addition to

possible cont ractual arrangements to that effect, should be extended to
data bases containing material not protected by copyright and whether

this protection should be copyright or a right sui generis

Timetable for submissions

Comments on above mentioned suggestions should be submitted to the

Commission not later than 1 January 1989.
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UNESCO/WIPO/CGE/PW/3-II of 14 September 1987.

The establishment at Community level of a policy and a plan of priority
actions for the deve lopment of an information services market (document

COM(87) 360 final).

3 See Section 101 of Copyright Act 1976 of United States of America and

Article 12bis of Law for Partial Amendments to the Copyright Law,

May 23, 1986, Japan. See also Article 2(1)(xter) of the above.

4 UNESCO/WIPO/CEGO/III7, 13 August 1982.

see Chapter 2, paragraphs 2. 10. - 2. 18.
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CHAPTER 1 : THE ROLE Of THE COM~UN!TY IN ~Ul TIlATERAl

AND BILATERAL EXTERNAL RELATIONS

--- ------ - -------- -- --- --- -- --------- - -- - ------ -------

External relations : multi lateral and hi lateral

Not all Community action in the copyright field is concerned with

legislative measures or with litigation in the Court of Justice. An

important area in which the Community can take action is in the field of

externaL relations. Both in bi lateraL and multi lateral relations, the
Community has a part to play in advancing the interests of copyright owners

operating from within the common market, and this in two respects : the

effective enforcement of existing int.eLlectual property rights and the
estabL ishment of recogni:zed minimum standards of protection. In this

context, multilateral relations means .relations within international or
regional organizations and bilateral .relations alL others, whether between
the Community and a single non-Member State or between the Community and a

regionaL or other grouping of non-Member States. In some cases , of course

bi lateral and .multi lateral reLations are closely interlinked as wi 

appear , for example , in relation to the protection of textile designs.

Since intel Lectual property regimes have di rect and intended effects on
trade, the activities of the Community aiming at an elimination of

impediments to and distortions of internationaL trade must be seen in the

Light of Article 113 EEC establishing a common commercial policy.
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Multilateral relations

Multi lateral discussions and negotiations on copyright and aU ied matters

take place in various internationaL organizations. Of these, the most

important are the United Nations and its specialized agencies, in

particular, the .World Intellectual Property Organization and the United
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization; the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade; the Counci 1 of Europe; and the Organization

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). The nature of Community

and Commi ssion actions in each of these contexts varies according to the

activities of the organization in question. References to some of the more

import ant of these act ions and act i v i ties have a ready been made at

different places in the preceding chapters. The following paragraphs

attempt to summarize the main features for each of the organizations

concerned.

The World InteLlectual Property Organization (WIPO)

In copyright matters, the principal forum for international negotiations

and discussion is the World IntellectuaL Property Organization, a

specialized agency of the United Nations established under the WIPO

convention of 1967. WIPO performs the administrative tasks of the Berne

Union and assumes or participates in the administration of other

international agreements to promote the protection of copyright and

neighbouring rights. The Commission has a working agreement with WIPO,

under whi ch there are exchanges of publications and reciprocal attendance

at meetings organized by WIPO and the Commission respectively. The

Commission is represented with the status of an observer at WIPO meetings

on subjects related to activities being carried out at Community leveL.
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WIPO is an international organi~ation, of an economic character, within the

meaning of Article 116 EEC, and therefore , in respect of all matters of

particular interest to the common market, Member States are under a duty to

proceed within the framework of WIPO only by common action. Until recently,

the Community has limited its action on this basis to the industrial

property field, particularly in relation to the current revision of the

Paris Convention. It is only a matter of time, however, before issues arise

concerning copyright and allied matters calling for a similar response.

Moreover, with the adoption of the directive on the legal protection of

semiconductor topographies to which reference has already been made, a new

phase in the Community s relationship with WIPO has begun. For the first

time, an activity of WIPO, namely, the preparation of a multilateral

Treaty, wi II be undertaken in relation to issues already covered by
Community legi$lation binding on all its "ember States. for this reason, on

24 April 1987, the Council decided that the Community should participate as

such in the preparatory work on the Treaty and that, in that context, the

Commission would present the Community position on questions falling within

the scope of the directive and the Commission has acted correspondingly.

The question of Community participation in a future diplomatic conference

for the adoption of a multi lateral treaty on protecti.on of integrated

circuits and the possibility for the European Economic Community as such to

become party to the future treaty have been r.aised in the Governing Bodies

of WIPO , but no decision has yet been made by the competent bodies of WIPO.

The further evolution of the Community s role within WIPO in general is a

matter of considerable importance given the likelihood of further Community

Legislation on copyright and related rights and, indeed, on other forms of

inteLle~tual property.
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United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO)

In certain respects, the activities of UNESCO also concern copyright

matters, either directly as, for example, by reason of the Organization

administrative responsibilities 1n reLation to the Universal Copyright

Convention , or by virtue of its more general interests in educational,

scientific and cultural affairs. Thus, in recent years, meetings have been

held jointly with WIPO concerning the use of computers for ac.cess to or

creation of works 1 , on copyright aspects of di rect broadcasting by satel-
lite 2 and on the rights of performers, phonogram producers and br.oad-

cast ing organizat ions in respect of audiovisual works and phonograms 3

During 1987, in co-operation with WIPO, attenti on has been given to the
protection of dramatic and musical works, works of applied art and printed

works, th~ latter in particular with a view to dealing with problems

relating to the creation and operation of data bases. The Commission wi 

continue to follow developments having Community implications and will

participate in discussions to the extent that its r~sources permit. In

addition , should matters arise that fall within Community competence or, are

of particular interest to the common market , it will make appropriate

proposals to the Member States.

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

Trade related aspects of intellectual property rights have been mentioned

in the ~ATT on several occasions during the Tokyo Round of MuLti lateral
Trade Negotiations. In this context, the European Community s and United

States ' proposal for an agreement on commerciaL conterfeiting of 1979 was

of particular importance. Discussions on this subject matter among

interested delegations, including the European Community, remained

informal , however, and an agreement on a text for incorporation in the
final results of the Tokyo Round was not reached. It was not before the

Ministerial Declaration of the ~ATT Contracting Parties of 1982 that the

GATT decided to examine the question of counterfeit goods with a view to

determining the appropriateness of joint action in the GATT framework on

the trade aspects of commercial counterfeiting. Work on this issue did not

Lead to conclusive results.
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In September 1986 Minister.s of the GATT Contracting Parties, meeting in
Punta del Este , Uruguay, decided to launch a new round of Multilateral

Trade Negotiations ~nd to include in them negotiations on " trade- related
aspects of intellectual property rights, including trade in counterfeit

goods . The relevant part of the Ministerial Declaration reads as follows:

In order to reduce the distortions and impediments to

international trade, and taking into account the need to promote

effective and adequate protection of intellectual property

rights, and to ensure that measures and procedures to enforce

intellectual property rights do not themselves become barriers

to legitimate trade, the negotiations shall aim to clarify GATT

provisions and elaborate as appropriate new rules and

disciplines.

Negotiations shall aim to develop a multilateral framework of

principles, rules and disciplines dealing with international

trade in counterfeit goods, taking into account work already

undertaken in the GATT.

These negotiations shall be without prejudice to other

complementary initiatives that may be taken in the World

Intellectual Property Organization and eLsewhere to deal with

these matters
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The Community and the Commission supported the inclusion of this chapter in

the new round in pursuit of the following, complementary objectives

(i) In order to avoid trade-reLated problems , steps should be taken to

ensure that intellectual property rights are effectively implemented,

irrespective of whether infringements are carried out through

internationally traded goods or local production. Consequently,

appropriate procedures should be provided for to ensure rapid and

efficient enforcement at the border (regarding imports and exports)

as well as internally.

(i i) The protect ion of intellectual property ri ghts as recogni zed by

existing national legislation should be improved through the

application of certain general principles of the GATT. The

application of "national treatment" and "most favoured nation
treatment.' would ensure that discrimination between national and

foreign and among foreign right holders is avoided, both with regard

to the substantive standards appL ied as well as the enforcement

procedures and r emedi es avai l able. Moreove r , effe.ct i ve di spute

settlement provisions aLlowing for appropriate sanctions would make

sure that alL parties to an agreement would respect their

internationaL obLigations.

(iii) A .wider adherence to and respect of international conventions on

intellectual property should be achieved. This Bppli es in particular,

but not exclusively, to the Paris Convention for the Protection of

Industrial Property and the Berne Convention for the Protection of

Literary and Artistic Works, which enjoy already rather widespread

recognition.

(i v) The problems created by inadequate or sometimes excessive substantive

standards should a lso be addressed through the transposition into the

GATT legal system of those basic substantive rules that enjoy wide

(a L though not necessari ly universal) recognition, including but not

limited to those which are provided for in existing international

convent i on s.
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(v) Where appropriate, internationally agreed rules for the protection of

intellectual property, including those derived from new forms of

creative activity (e. g. software , semiconductors) , should be
elaborated. All countries should be encouraged to participate

actively in the revision of existing and the elaboration of new

conventions within the competent international organi~tions.

Organization for Economi c Co-operation and Development (OECD)

In the light of the Uruguay Round nego la 10ns , the OECD Trade Committee

has a l so engaged in an exami nat i on and discuss i on of the impact of
intellectual property law on international trade inter alia, with a view

to providing OECD member countries with analyses of practices and

legisLation in OECD and deveLoping countries. The OECD has also concerned

itseLf with copyright issues, p.articularly in the context of its work on
transborder data flows. In this context , the Organization has carried out

an examination of copyright provisions of its Member States which may act

as a barrier to the free flow of data. Copyright issues of Community

interest may also arise in future in the context of work on international

trade in audio.visual services. further , the Committee for Information

Computer and Communi cat ions Poll cy has made preparat i ons and drafted
reports for a High-Level Meeting in the fall of 1987 on transborder data

flows under the theme " Improving International Rules of the Game

preparing an adaptation of the legal environment governing transborder data

flows. The Commission is participating in the Organization s work and, in

particular , the work related to internationaL trade. It will, as
appropriate, make proposals on issues arising in this context.

International Labour Office (ILO)

Although the Commission has not so far been directly involved in

discussions heLd under the aegis of ILO in the copyright field, the ILO'

contribution to such debates as those on satellite television and

employee s rights is gratefully acknowledged.
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Counc i l of Europe

The Commission has welcomed the opportunity to participate in meetings with

a di rect bear ing on certain aspects of copyright, parti cularlY those of the

Steering Committee on Mass Media and its expert sub~committees. The

inforlilation gathered at these meetings has contributed greatly to its own
work, for example in the field of teLevision by cable and satellite. Other

copyright issues of common concern have arisen, for example, as regards

private copying of sound and audiovisual recordings and piracy of

audiovisual works.

The Commission is of the opinion that work undertaken on copyright in the

Counci l of Europe and initiatives .at Community level are compLementary. On
the one hand, the Council of Europe seek.s in the context of its larger

membersh;'p to deal with common problems normally by way of recommendation

and occasionally by means of international conventions. On the other hand,

within the narrower context of States which are members of the Community,

the Community seeks to create a genuine internal market for goods and

services, including those protected by copyright , using the Treaty

directLy applicabLe provisions and the legislative and other powers that

the Treaty confers on its institutions. This may requi re an approximation

of national laws prior to and going further than the work which can be

achieved afterwards within the large grouping const ituted by the Counc i l of

Europe. At the same time , where common approaches can be agreed on the

Council' s wider basis, it is desirable that appropriate instruments be

adopted and that these instruments form a coherent whoLe together with 
any

Community measures adopted in relation to the same subject matter.

Accordingly, the Commission intends to continue to work together with the

Council of Europe on matters of common concern in the copyright field. It
wilL participate in relevant meetings to the extent that its resources

permit and wilL invite the Council' s secretariat to be represented at

simi lar meet ings organized by its own departments, as it already has in the

field of cross-frontier television and Lately in the preparatory work 

two Counci l recommendations on the subject of piracy and the private

reproduction of sound and video recordings, which were adopted by the

Committee of Ministers on 18 January 1988
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Bi lateral relations : general

Whi le muLti lateral organizations and conventions represent in principle the

most adequate framework for addressing problems of intellectual property

rights and their enforcement , it must be recognized that the existing

international conventions relat ing to copyright have not yet achieved the
objective of providing effective copyright protection on a large enough

international scale, nor have have they succ~eded yet in dealing adequately

with new forms of in principle copyrightable matters such as semiconductor

des i gns and software.

It is for these reasons that in addition to the work in the multilateral

context problems existing with regard to individual countries or groups of

countriss need to be tackled bilaterally. These problems essentially relate

to three areas:

- the absence of adequate substantive standards protecting intellectual

property,
- the Lack of effective enforcement where such standards exist , and

- the application of nationaL treatment to Community right holders.

So far as bilateral relations in general are concerned the Community can

act (and has acted) whenever specific problems concerning copyright and

aLlied matters have arisen. In recent years, such problems have arisen with

increasing frequency.

Thus , in 1984, when the United States Congress considered and then adopted

LegisLation on the protection of semiconductor designs 6, representations

were made on the basis of concerns expressed by Community interests likely

to be affected. In addition, act ion was subsequent Ly taken by the Community

to secure protection on an interim basis for European semiconductor

producers in the US market pending adoption of legislation at Community

level in the form of a directive on the legal protection of topographies of

semi conductor products
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The provisions of Article 3(7) of that directive concerning extensions of

protection to persons from non-Member States should also be noted in this

connection

, .

which enable the Community to act as a whole. The procedure for

which they provide has recently been set in motion for the first time . In

the field of semiconductor designs, relations with non-Member States wi II

thus deve lop in future in large part on the basi s of the specific
provisions contained in the directive.

As regards Japan, reference may be made to the initiatives that were taken

when it was learned in early 1984 that new legislation was being considered

that could significantly limit the protection avai lable to computer

software in a number of ways. Again, representations were made to the

Japanese authorities on behalf of the European interests that had expressed

concern. The widely reported decision of the Japanese government not to

pursue the creation of a specific form of legal protection for software but

to modify its copyright law, which it rea lized in 1985 9, has been a

we lcome deve lopment.

To complete the picture, reference can also be made to two other more

recent examples involving contacts with non-Member countries.

In the summer of 1986, representations were made on behalf of the

Commmunity .and its Member States to the government of Nigeria concerning a

range of inteL Lectual property issues, including the need to strengthen
legaL provi.ions for the repression of pi racy of copyright materials.

Early in 1987, the Commission was consulted by the authorities of Malaysia

on a new bi II for copyright protection in that country. The proposed

Limitation of copyright protection under the bill' s provisions to Malaysian

nationals and residents and to works first published in Malaysia is clearly

a matter of great concern to Community right holders. The Malaysian

authorit i es ' attenti on has been drawn to the problem. Further Community
action wi l L be proposed, should it prove necessary.
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Finally, as recently as the beginning of November 1987, following a

commitment previously undertaken by the RepubL ic of Korea to grant to

Community nationals and enterprises rights in the area of intellectual and

industrial property equivalent to the rights granted to US nationals by a

US-Korea bilateral agreement, a Commissi~n delegation carried out

negotiations on a simi lar bi lateral agreement including copyright
protection with the government of the Republic of Korea on intellectual

property protection. No results have as yet emerged from these

negotiations. As a result of the refusal of the government of Korea to

comply with its previously undertaken commitment, Community nationals are

the subject of discriminatory treatment within the jurisdiction of the

Republic of Korea. Consequently, on 18 December 1987, the Council agreed to

a proposal by the Commission to suspend the generalized tariff preferences

for products originating in the Republic of Korea . The negotiations with

Korea will be resumed as soon as further negotiations appear realistic.

In addition to specific probLems of this kind, meetings on an ad hoc basis
are aLso held between the Commission and particula.r countries or groups of

countri es with which the Community has signifi cant trade and other
relationships. On certain occasions in recent years, these meetings have

been used to discuss problems arising in the intellectual property field,

though to date attention has focussed primarily on fields other than

copyright and no attempt has so far been made to develop this form of

intervention in a systematic way.

In recent yea rs probl ems of pi racy and count erfeit ing have become more
serious and widespread. Clearly action within the Community or at the

border cannot solve these problems effectively. They should be raised in

the framework of the Community s bilateral reLations in a more systematic

way. Such action, which wi II require consistent co-operation from Community

interests affected, should not only aim at ensuring respect for the rights

of Community right holders, but could a lso address other matters of current

concern, for example, the need for adequate legal protection of computer
softwa re11 and semi conductor products.
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Bi lateral relations in the context of existing arrangements

The Community has woven a fabric of bi lateral agreements with countries in

Asia, Latin America, the Mediterranean, Africa, the Caribbean and the

Pacific, thus creating a framework for diversified forms of co-operation.
This framework is sufficiently broad to encompass, formally or otherwise,

any topic of economic co-operation, including notably the protection of
intellectual property.

Periodic meetings called under these agreements offer the occasion for

discussing problems encountered by one Community industry or another.

At times it has been useful to enter into negotiations and to conclude

formal bi lateral agreements. Although thi s approach has not been

systematic, it should not be discarded, in particular for those countries

which maintain formal contractual relations with the Community. Their

interest in concluding one agreement with the Community, rather than a

seri es of separate agreements with SOme or a II Member States, is
se L f-ev i dent.

At times it has been nec.essary to deal in more informal manners with

inteLLectual property issues, given their delicate character and the

sensitivities of certain trading partners. Recently, for example, the

Commission has agreed to review the national legisLation of one of its

trading partners to identify possible problems or lacunae. Training of

officials and other forms of .assistance have also been envisaged. Another

forum for the discussion of these issues is constituted by the joint

investment committees set up between European operators and their Asian

counterparts in every capital of the ASEAN countries. These committees

regularly attempt to identify and solve the difficulties which either side

may encounter.
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Design problems of the texti le and clothing industry

In the texti le and clothing sector , a start has already been made which may

well indicate the direction which future developments should take.

By way of background, it should be noted that the Community s texti le and

clothing industries have a particularly pressing interest in securing

better protection for their designs as well as their trade marks especially

in developing countries. Since the seventies, the industry has been under

severe pressure from low cost production in many newly industrializing and

State-trading countries. This competition has generated growing quantities
of low price imports which, combined with decreasing consumption, has led

to substantial shrinkage and restructuring of the industries. As an

important part of their re.sponse, Community industries have sought to
stress, besides technological innovation, the marketing of higher quality

products, protected by trade marks, offering innovative designs and models

subject to change with increasing frequency. However, Community industries

now find that this assertive strategy is being put at risk, and is even

being turned against them, by unauthorized copying of their designs and

trade marks, especia lly by fi rms exporting from deve loping countries. These
illicit practices weaken Community performance not only on the world market

but Cilso within the Community itself since the firms which are copying are
saving themselves the costs of developing thei r own brands, designs and
models which frequently represent as much as 10% of total production costs.

Given the importance of the problem, as a first step, the Community sought

and obtained the inclusion in the fourth extension protocol of the

Multifibre Agreement of a provision recognizing the importance of the

problem and underlining the need for its resoLution 12 . Subsequently, in

the context of the bi lateral text; Le agreements concluded between the
Community and individual trading partners, this recognition WaS explicitly

confi rmed.
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As a next step, the general consultation clauses of the bi Lateral
agreements will be utilized to raise the problem, in particular, on the

basis of factual cases sufficiently proved. A pragmatic approach of this

kind should prove helpful in finding mutually acceptable solutions to the

problem which , it cannot be denied, presents a number of particular

difficulties including, for example, the short life of many designs and the

pract ical difficulties of detect ing and proving infringementS. The success

of such an approach wi ll , to a considerable extent, depend on the
co-operation of Community industries and on the careful preparation of
appropr i ate cases.

Finally, in this context, future concessions in the framework of bilateral

texti le agreements might we II have to be conditioned by concrete evidence

of improved co-operation by partner countries in the field of intellectual

property rights inc lud ing, in part i cular, both designs, mode ls and trade
marks.

The l08e Conventions

Given its importance, actual and potential , the relationship between the

Community and the Afri can, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) States merits

mention in this context.

Although the Convention does not specifically provide for the protection of

copyright , it does permit the Community to prohibit imports in order to
protect industrial or commercial property (Article 132). Whereas this

provides a certain protection against illegal imports into the Community,

it does not deal with the problems associated with illegal reproduction.

The Convention does however provide a framework for information and

consultation on such questions which can be invoked by any contracting

party. This framework wi II permit the Community to deal with specific cases

involving ACP countries if they arise.
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There are specific problems which confront developing countries,

Particularly the least developed, in reconci Ling the Legitimate concerns of
owners of intellectual property rights with their own pressing development

needs. In this context it is to be considered whether a higher profi 

should not be given to such problems in any successor Convention to

Lome II I.

The new trade policy instrument

In order to combat illegal commercial practices, the Community now has an

additional resource at its disposal: the new trade policy instrument . One

of the main considerations which led to its adoption was that of providing

the Community with a procedure permitting it to respond more rapidly, more

effectively and with a wider range of measures than in the past to illicit

commercial practices of third countries with the aim of eliminating the

resulting injury.

Illicit commercial practices are defined as being international trade

practices which are attributable to third coutries and which are either

incompatible with international law or with the "generally accepted rules
Thus, the instrument' s use is not confined to cases in which countries do
not respect thei robl igations under customary international law or
international agreements to which they are parties. The new trade policy

instrument, therefore, could be used against a State which disregards a

multi lateral treaty to which it is not a party, but to which a large number

of other States are parties, when the treaty in question is not pureLy

declaratory of customary international law. A State does not act in breach

of international Law if it acts in a way which is forbidden by a treaty

which is not binding on it. Yet it could be said to have acted in breach of

generally accepted rules Under the new instrument , it might not be

necessary for the State complained of to have violated an obligation, legal
or otherwise , appLicable t6 it: the relevant provision in the new

instrument is that action may be taken by the Community when there has been

action " incompatible with internationaL law or with generally accepted
ruLes

" .
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The concept of "generally accepted rules" is not defined in the new
instrument but its context is clearly that of States engaging in

international trade. There thus seems little doubt that, in the first

place, it is intended to refer to the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade, enabling the provisions of that agreement to beappl ied to the trade

practices of countries which are not GATT members 14 . On this basis, other

multi lateral agreements Can be evaluated to see whether the share of world

trade for which thei r members are responsible is of the same order as that

for which GATT members account. If this proves to be the case, the rules

contained in such an agreement should probably be considered as "generaLLy

accepted" by the international trading community.

An examination of the States parties to the Berne Convention (77 States)

the Universal Copyright Convention (81 States), the Paris Convention (96

States) and to the GATT (92 States) reveals the following picture.

Table I : The share of exports, imports and world trade for which the
members of certain international agreements are responsible.

I International Exports as % of I Imports as Internat ional

Agreement world total lof world total trade as %
world trade

GATT

Be rne

UCC

Par is

Source : IMF and UNO, 1985 figures.

Among these international instruments, the Berne Convention has the most

modest participation which however, measured in relation to international

trade, sti II accounts for approximately two-thi rds of the total. The

members of the Universal Copyright and Paris Conventions each account for a

greater share of world trade than the members of the GATT itself.
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Accordingly, the rules of the Berne, Universal Copyright and Paris

Conventions appear to be "generally accepted" among countries engaged in

international trade. Therefore, if the new instrument could be used against
a State for fai lure to respect a treaty to which it was not a party, it
could be used in the case of these three conventions.

An illicit commercial practice must also be attributable to third countries

if it is to fall within the scope of the new instrument. Thus

infringements, even repeated infringements, of intellectual or industrial

property rights ' as recognized by the multi lateral conventions wi II not 
themselves be sufficient. The responsibility of a third country as opposed

to a private individual must be engaged in one way or another. This might

well occur, for exampLe, when systematic infringements are carried out by

entities for which the State is directly responsible since they form part

of that State s administrative structure , for example , State trading

organizations. Even in the absence of such a direct link , however, failure

to respect generally accepted intellectuaL or industrial property rights

might we LL be attributable to a particular country under certain

conditions, for example, where the iLlicit practices are widespread and,

despite repeated requests to act , nothing has been done to enact
appropriate laws or , where they exist, to enforce them.

Where, in the opinion of an interested party, illicit commercial practices

exist which cause injury to a Community industry, a complaint can be lodged

with the Commission by any person or association acting on behalf of this

Community industry or by a Member State. The injury must be sustained
either within the Community or on export markets. The latter possibi l ity is

of .considerable importance in the present context for in some sectors, such
as book pubL ishing, it is indeed on external markets that most of the

damage occurs 15 . A complaint triggers an internal Community consultation

procedure which, where there is sufficient evidence, can lead to an

examination procedure on the basis of a formal notice of initiation

published in the Community s Official Journal. This formal notice indicates

the product and countries concerned and a summary of the information

received. It also indicates the time limits within which interested parties

may make their views known and may request to be heard or,ally.
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Where it appears at the end of the eXamination procedure that action is

necessary in the interests of the Community in order to respon~ to any

illicit commercial practice with the aim of removing the injury caused by

it, commercial policy measure.s may be taken. These measures may consist of

the suspensi on or withdrawa l of any concessi on result ing from commerci 

policy negotiations, the raising of existing customs duties or the

introduction of any other charge on imports, or the introduction of

quantitative restrictions or any other measures modifying import or export

condit ions or otherwi se affect ing trade with the thi rd country concerned.
Such measures can be taken, however, onLy after the prior discharge of any

internati ona l procedure for consul tat i on or for the sett lement of di sput es
which the Community has an international obl igation to respect. Indeed,

mo re genera lly, the procedures est abl i shed by the new i nst rument are
expressly subjected to compliance with all existing international

obligations and procedures.

In the field of intellectual property, and copyright in particuLar, the new

instrument could con(:eivably playa significant role in the future,
particularly as regards countries which practise a pol icy of more or less

active connivance in the pirating of goods and services developed

eLsewhere. Such a situation was at the basis of a first complaint , filed
in March 1987, by the Internati.onal Feder.ation of Phonogram and Videogram

Producers concerning Indonesia. It alleged that thi s country permitted the

unauthorized reproduction of sound carriers On its territory, by reason of

the lack of protection granted to Community works in Indonesia, thus

causing serious injury to the Community industry . Following consultations

with the Indonesian authorities and the commitment undertaken by Indonesia

to grant Community nationals national treatment on the basis of reciprocity

as regards the protection of sound re(:ordings, the procedure has been
cLosed. The negotiation of a bilateral agreement between the Community and

Indonesia wouLd permit the consolidation of this result and its extension

to the area of copyright in general. If in the future this instrument is to

have practical effect, the industries concerned wi II not only have to be 

prepared to use it , but also to prepare possible compLaints carefully and

communicate relevant information to the Commission. The vaLue of the

instrument thus depends in large part di rect ly on the response and full
co-operati on of those whose interests are being adversely affected.
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Sullmary

As is the case for other topics as well, copyright cannot be seen only ina
unilateral, bilateral or multilateral context. Copyright too is placed in a

Multi-faceted, plurilateral world. The success or failure of multilateral

efforts, and the ongoing negotiations in the new GATT round in particular

cannot fai l to have an effect Qn the Community s bi lateral efforts. These,
in turn, will affect and are affected by the use which interested parties

may make of the autQnOMOUS new Commercial pol icy instrument. It is this

co.plementarity between the Community s multilateral, bi lateral and
autonomous efforts which lies at the basis of this chapter.

Conc lusions

The Commission would accordingly welcome the views of interested parties on

the following matters:

a) the priorities to be given to the different aspects of reinforcement of

intellectual property protection in the international context;

b) the development by the GATT of new disciplines as regards the effective

enforcement of intelle.ctual property laws, in particular, copyright, as
well as the adoption, as appropriate, of improved substantive standards;

c) the more systematic use of bi Lateral relations, to ensure better
protection in non-Member States of the intellectual and industrial

property of Community right holders, particularly in the copyright

field.

Timetable for submissiQns

Comments on Chapter 7 should be submitted to the Commission no later than

1 December 1988.
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